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Abstract

God for Us: Reclaiming LaCugna’s Contribution for the Church

Ross J. Maidment, St Padarn’s Institute

This thesis seeks to reclaim Catherine Mowry LaCugna’s contribution to the ongoing development of Trinitarian thought for the life of the Church. Drawing her acclaimed work *God for Us* (1991) into dialogue with other thinkers, it offers both an analysis and defence of LaCugna’s unique contribution. It reveals the potential of her project - namely, it demonstrates how LaCugna’s doctrine of God might indeed ensure that the doctrine of the Trinity is relevant for every facet of the Christian life. It demonstrates how LaCugna’s model of God’s triune life may inform developing ecclesiologies, in many cases for the first time. The shape of the analysis is provided thematically, with six chapters focusing on some aspect of LaCugna’s doctrine of God. Chapters 1 and 2 provide an examination of the so-called ‘recession’ and ‘recovery’ of the doctrine of the Trinity during the scholastic era for the former, and for the latter in the late twentieth century. Chapter 3 explains how doxological living draws us into God’s-life-for-us, orientating us toward right relationship with God and one another. Chapter 4 brings to light the biblical justification for LaCugna’s social doctrine of God. Chapter 5 draws on the exegetical discussion in Chapter 4, drawing out God’s invitation to humanity to participate in God’s triune life. Chapter 6 demonstrates how LaCugna’s contribution might be of value for the Church in Wales, who in her centenary year, continues to respond to decline by developing and implementing new ministry practices in light of the so called 2020 Vision. These and other insights shape the contribution of this thesis. It is offered as a celebration of LaCugna’s significant and yet insufficiently appreciated bequest to the Church.
The New Testament is not concerned with God in himself, but with God for us, as he acted on us through Jesus himself in the Spirit, on which the reality of our salvation depends.¹
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Introduction

[The Church] is an icon of the Trinity, a visible image that represents in concrete form the ineffable and invisible mystery of triune life.²

Which model of the Trinity should the Church be an icon of? This is the problem that arises after such a statement. The Anglican Communion have been following the argument for at least fifty years that the doctrine of the Trinity is inherently relevant to a number of questions. Ecclesiology? Trinity.³ Mission? Trinity.⁴ Ecumenism? Trinity.⁵ Eucharist presidency? Trinity.⁶ Theologians and practitioners alike have risen to render obsolete Rahner’s statement that if the doctrine of the Trinity were proved false, the bulk of Christian literature would remain largely unchanged.⁷ This emphasis on the Trinity arguably follows the broad theological consensus which began to emerge in the late twentieth century, namely that doctrine of the Trinity must offer radical practical implications for every aspect of the Christian life. This broadly defines the movement we have come to call social trinitarianism. Its advocates include Jürgen Moltmann⁸, Miroslav Volf⁹, Leonardo Boff¹⁰ and John Zizioulas¹¹. These thinkers often adhere to a simple, logical, proposition: God’s triunity is profoundly social in nature, and therefore, offers us a profoundly social order for living. More recently, their project has attracted withering criticism from the likes of Karen Kilby¹² and Mark

---

⁵ ARCIC, God’s Reign and Our Unity (1984).
⁸ Jürgen Moltmann, The Trinity and the Kingdom (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1993).
⁹ Miroslav Volf, God’s Life in Trinity (Minneapolis, Fortress, 2006).
¹⁰ Leonardo Boff, Trinity and Society (Marknoll: Orbis, 1988).
Husbands,

who suggest that their diverse and competing claims amount to nothing more than a projection of the social theorists vision onto God. Their concern is that there are seemingly as numerous social theologies of the Trinity as there are social trinitarians.

Despite this robust and often unrelenting criticism, social theories of the Trinity persist, and are still informing and shaping ecclesiological considerations within the Anglican Communion, particularly in the West. As numbers attending church continue to fall, the cost of traditional patterns of ministry has become increasingly unsustainable. There is an emerging consensus that the future of ministry is collaborative. This is the picture in the Church in Wales, who, in her centenary year, aspires to respond positively to this challenge, by identifying new, creative and sustainable ways of ministering in a contemporary Wales. Once more, the doctrine of the Trinity is identified as an important theological theme: collaborative patterns of ministry are to reflect the collaborative life of God. This raises a second question. How should the Trinity inform the Church’s ecclesiology?

This thesis seeks address these two questions. First, which model of the Trinity should the Church be an icon of? It has been argued elsewhere that Catherine Mowry LaCugna (1997) ‘set the standard and, to a large extent, the parameters of Trinitarian debate before her untimely death.’ LaCugna’s thesis is succinctly expressed at the beginning of her pioneering book God for Us: The Trinity and Christian Life (1991): ‘The life of God—precisely because God is triune—does not belong to God alone.’ Her premise is that God’s life is inherently relational and otherward, and God’s relationality with us is who God truly is. The life of God is the proper source and basis for Christian theology: ‘God’s To-Be is To-Be-in-relationship, and God’s being-in-relationship-to-us is what God is[…] this secures for Christian theology a basis for a theology of God that is inherently related to every facet of Christian life.’

LaCugna’s project is one of retrieval. She offers a critique


15 One hundred years ago, in 1920, after centuries of being part of the Church of England, the Church in Wales become an autonomous member of the Anglican Communion. The procedure was known as ‘disestablishment’ as it severed the link between Welsh churches and the state with the historic Welsh Church Act (1914).


17 LaCugna, God for Us, p. 1.

18 LaCugna, God for Us, p. 250.
of the doctrine’s historical development, arguing that it has been vague and esoteric, based in God’s inward existence, that is, the self-relationship of Father, Son, and Spirit, or what has been termed the ‘immanent Trinity.’ LaCugna set out to restore ‘the doctrine of the Trinity to its rightful place at the centre of Christian life and practice’\(^{19}\) by reuniting the mystery of God with the mystery of salvation. Thus statements about God’s life \textit{ad intra} must be rooted in the reality of the history of salvation, that is, God’s life \textit{ad extra}.

It is from this vista that LaCugna offers a model of the Trinity which is constituted by a ‘shared rule of equal persons in communion, not domination by some persons over other persons.’\(^{20}\) God’s triune life exists without a hierarchy or subordination among persons, and thus offers the Church a Trinitarian vision of a community characterised by equality, mutuality, and reciprocity.\(^{21}\) LaCugna offers this model without speaking in absolutist terms about how it should inform ecclesial practice. A social doctrine of God does not offer a programme of governance to be rolled out in the Church, whatever the circumstances. This leaves room for creativity. For LaCugna, God’s triune life is ‘the proper source for \textit{reflection} on […] [the] communitarian life of the church.’\(^{22}\) This allows LaCugna’s project to be of value for the whole Church.\(^{23}\) LaCugna is clear. The Trinity does not offer a ‘pragmatic principle’ which ‘furnishes an easy solution’ to our problems.\(^{24}\) Instead, the Trinity ‘serves a critical theological function.’\(^{25}\) For these reasons I have chosen LaCugna to be my primary dialogue partner. LaCugna does not overstate the potential of the Trinity, and so guards herself from the criticism so often levelled at social trinitarians\(^{26}\):

---

\(^{19}\) LaCugna, \textit{God for Us}, p. 292.

\(^{20}\) LaCugna, \textit{God for Us}, p. 394.

\(^{21}\) LaCugna, \textit{God for Us}, pp. 399-400.

\(^{22}\) LaCugna, \textit{God for Us}, p. 1.

\(^{23}\) Others, such as Zizioulas and Peter Holmes suggest that God’s triune life offers a basis for an episcopally governed church in the case of the former, and a congregationalist ecclesiology in the case of the latter. Not only does this more absolutist approach limit the reach of their projects, it more readily lends itself to the criticism of projection. See, Zizioulas, \textit{Being as Communion}; Peter Holmes, \textit{Trinity in Human Community: Exploring Congregational Life in the Image of the Social Trinity} (Milton Keynes: Paternoster, 2007).

\(^{24}\) LaCugna, \textit{God for Us}, p. 379.


\(^{26}\) Jordan Hillebert has considered the pressures that the discipline of theology is facing, arguing that the insistence that ‘abstract’ doctrines should serve a ‘strictly practical agenda’ can leave us short changed: ‘God is not to be \textit{used}; God alone is to be \textit{enjoyed}. Theology is the stubborn pursuit of the enjoyment.’ See, ‘An Apology for Theology’, [Online], Available at: \url{https://livingchurch.org/covenant/2017/09/25/an-apology-for-theology/} [Accessed 14 May 2020].
The Christian who does not trust the fruitfulness of revealed truth, who consents to interest himself in it only to the degree to which he perceives the benefit in advance, who does not consent to let himself be grasped and modeled by it, such a Christian does not realise of which light and power he has deprived himself. Sometimes he even reaches the point of imagining he can no longer find any meaning in a hackneyed, ‘out-of-date’ concept, when in fact he is dealing with a mystery which has not yet been glimpsed.

This leads us to the second question for this thesis. How should the Trinity inform the Church’s ecclesiology? The Trinity may inform the Church’s ecclesiology insofar as it offers a lens through which we may critically measure and reflect on present institutional arrangements. LaCugna’s doctrine of God is helpful for this project because it offers such a lens through which one may reflect on the forms and structures of ecclesial governance of any given ecclesial community, in this instance, the Church in Wales. LaCugna offers three criteria against which we can measure the administrative practices of the Church, arguing that each need be met if the Church is to be run like God’s household: a domain of inclusion; a domain of interdependence, and a domain of cooperation.

Using these criteria, this thesis will offer a critique of the recommendations made in the Church in Wales Review (2012).

This thesis has six thematic chapters, each of which focuses upon some aspect of LaCugna’s doctrine of God. There is a brief conclusion at the end of each chapter, pointing out the implications of the key findings for the claims of this thesis as a whole; at this stage, by way of preparation, it may be helpful to draw attention to the main themes under discussion in each case. To begin with, chapters one and two analyse the so called ‘recession’ and ‘recovery’ of the doctrine of the Trinity during the scholastic period in the case of the former, and in the late twentieth century in the case of the latter. Dividing the analysis here into two chapters makes it possible to do justice to the development of the social doctrine of the trinity, and thus better understand the rereception of trinitarian thought which will have influenced LaCugna’s project. In chapter one, I consider LaCugna’s claim that Aquinas, in prioritising the philosophical over the biblical, causes a separation between the theologia and oikonomia. I argue that LaCugna approaches Aquinas’ treatise more carefully and sympathetically than her counterparts, and in her consideration, leads us away from a God-for-God towards the God-for-Us. In chapter two, I examine the extent to which Rahner might be credited with restoring the unity between the theologia and oikonomia, and thus, recovering the doctrine of the trinity itself. I argue that Rahner’s doctrine of God is dependant on his doctrine of


28 LaCugna, God for Us, p. 402.
soteriology, and thus, he leads towards a doctrine which has profound implications for the Christian life.

In chapter three, consideration is given to LaCugna’s contribution to the wider field of social trinitarian theology, in her claim that doxology is the ‘mode’ and ‘facilitator’ of economic theology. I argue that LaCugna restores the relevance of the doctrine for the Christian life insofar as she restores unity between \textit{oikonomia} and doxology. This chapter considers how the Christian, in living doxologically, is drawn into \textit{God’s-life-for-us}, and is so orientated towards right relationship \textit{one-with-God} and \textit{one-with-one-another}.

The fourth chapter argues for the priority of scripture as a normative voice for the Church and her theology. Indeed, if our theology is to be considered economic, it must find its basis in God’s economic revelation of God in scripture. In this chapter, I seek to offer an account of the biblical basis for the claims of social trinitarian theology, that is, God’s life is inherently social and otherward. I argue that scripture gives weight to the view that there is no subordination or hierarchy of persons within God’s triune life. The fifth chapter builds on the exegetical discussion of the fourth chapter, and considers God’s invitation to humanity to engage in God’s triune life, as revealed in scripture. I argue that God is a God of dialogue - from God’s invitation to Adam to participate in the creative process, to God’s invitation to Mary to participate in the redemptive process - the God whose life is community is seeking ever more dialogue partners. This chapter concludes with a consideration of the high priestly prayer of Jesus, arguing that the ordering of the triune life of God provides the proper basis for the Church to reflect upon the ordering of her own common life.

Chapter six concludes this thesis with analysis of contemporary ecclesiological developments, and explores the extent to which such developments are indebted to a resurgent social doctrine of God. I will argue that LaCugna, in her ambition to offer a theology of the Trinity which is eminently practical, can be seen to have set the agenda of trinitarian debate within the life of the Church. Specifically, this chapter explores how LaCugna’s project may be of value for the Church in Wales, who in her centenary year, seeks to develop and implement new patterns of ministry, in light of the so-called ‘2020 Vision’. In particular, I will focus on three areas: i. the ministry of bishops; ii. the ministry of the baptised; iii. the implementation of ministry areas. Each area of discussion will conclude by make a recommendation, which, it is hoped, may reenergise discussion within the Church in Wales about its structures and organisation, so that she may more fully be an icon of the trinity.
Thomas Aquinas

The Recession of Trinitarian Thought

It has, for modern theologians, become rather popular to claim that the doctrine of the Trinity experienced a decline in the scholastic period. More often than not, the finger is pointed squarely at S. Thomas Aquinas O.P. (1225-1274), whose philosophically convoluted approach (one reads) is responsible for marginalising the doctrine, leading to it becoming (it is argued) irrelevant for the Christian life. This is the view of Catherine LaCugna. This chapter will now consider LaCugna’s assessment of Aquinas’ theology, and her reading of the history of the doctrine of the Trinity. It will not offer, and indeed, it would not be possible to offer a full, and critical engagement with Aquinas’ theology of the Trinity here. Indeed, LaCugna herself admits that such a task would be near impossible. Instead, this section seeks to map LaCugna’s own argument (that the doctrine of the Trinity was marginalised by Aquinas’ abstract theology) so as to offer the context from her own theology (and, indeed, the theology of other social Trinitarians) has developed. Following LaCugna, I will argue that the philosophical broadly supersedes the biblical in neo-scholastic thought. I will also argue that LaCugna, who contends that Aquinas causes a separation between theologia and the oikonomia, makes her case more sympathetically than other contemporary theologians. I will consider how LaCugna seeks to draw us from Aquinas’ God-for-God, towards a God-for-Us. Finally, the chapter concludes by exploring how Aquinas could be seen to champion and strengthen LaCugna’s vision in reminding us of the space of mystery in Christian thought.

The doctrine of the Trinity has often been perceived as an abstract theory, irrelevant and incomprehensible to the Christian, and their spiritual life. Marmion claims that, until recently, most

---


31 LaCugna, *God for Us*, p. 144. Cf. Thankfully, others have done this work, and so we can turn to them for a full account of Aquinas’ doctrine of the Trinity. For example, see, Giles Emery, *The Trinitarian Theology of St Thomas Aquinas* (New York: Oxford University Press, 2007).
Christians could be described as ‘straightforward monotheists’ who prayed simply to ‘God’.\textsuperscript{32} LaCugna argues that the doctrine has a reputation for being philosophically convoluted, and suggests that this reputation forced the doctrine to adopt only a ‘peripheral role in Christian thought in the last fifteen centuries’.\textsuperscript{33} In the late twentieth century, theologians began to ‘lament the neglect of trinitarian reflection in modern theology’.\textsuperscript{34} Karl Rahner, the influential Catholic theologian himself lamented that it would be possible for the major part of religious literature to remain virtually unchanged, even if the doctrine of the Trinity were to be dropped as false.\textsuperscript{35} But why, given that the doctrine of the Trinity is so essential to the Christian faith, was such lament necessary? For Barth, the doctrine can be described as essential as it is this doctrine which ‘distinguishes the Christian doctrine of God as Christian.’\textsuperscript{36} In the recent revival of Trinitarian theology, a number of scholars have accused their forebears of tending towards the abstract by focusing on God’s intradivine life. Marmion suggests the excessive focus on God’s inner life is largely responsible for disconnecting the doctrine of the Trinity from the practice of the Christian faith.\textsuperscript{37} The theologians who make this case very often place the blame with the scholastic thinkers. For example, Marmion argues that Rahner’s work can be understood as a reaction against the ‘rather unimaginative and rigid neo-scholasticism that presented the theology of the Trinity in a predominantly speculative and abstract fashion.’\textsuperscript{38}

In her own work, LaCugna questions the Trinitarian theologies of the Cappadocians, Augustine, Aquinas, and Gregory of Palmas. LaCugna claims that whilst each offers an important contribution, they each are somewhat responsible (unintentionally, perhaps) for the eventual ‘defeat’ of the doctrine of the Trinity. Their focus on God’s inner life—on the relationship within God between Father, Son and Holy Spirit—was predominantly speculative and abstract. LaCugna argues that this led to a doctrine of the Trinity which was ‘locked up in itself, related to itself, contemplating itself perfectly and eternally, but essentially unrelated to us.’\textsuperscript{39} Following LaCugna,

\textsuperscript{34} Christopher Schwöbel \textit{Trinitarian Theology Today} (ed. Christoph Schwöbel; Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1995), p. 1.
\textsuperscript{35} Karl Rahner, \textit{The Trinity}, pp. 10-11, cited by LaCugna, \textit{God for Us}, pp. 6, 8.
\textsuperscript{36} See, Karl Barth, \textit{CD 1/1}, p. 301.
\textsuperscript{37} Marmion, ‘Trinity and Relationships’, p. 104.
\textsuperscript{38} Marmion, ‘Trinity and Relationships’, p. 104.
\textsuperscript{39} LaCugna, ‘The Practical Trinity’, p. 681.
the metaphysical approach to the Trinity reached its height in medieval scholastic thought when the philosophical superseded the biblical. LaCugna argues that the classical attributes of God—infinity, immutability, impassability, incorporeality—‘overtook the biblical presentation of God as someone who initiated a relationship with a people, was open to prayer, petition and lament, suffered on account of the suffering of people, became enfleshed in Christ, and as Spirit is working to bring about the reign of God.’ It would, of course, be possible to occupy an entire study considering LaCugna’s assessment of each of these personalities. This chapter, however, will focus on LaCugna’s criticism of Thomas Aquinas as he is considered by LaCugna and other contemporary theologians to be particularly responsible for the marginalisation of the doctrine: ‘it must be acknowledged that one of the fruits of Thomas’ theology was the marginalisation of the doctrine of the Trinity, something which Thomas himself assuredly would have protested vigorously as contrary to his intention and to his own religious experience.’

1.1. Theologia over Oikonomia

Following the Fathers of the Church, LaCugna distinguishes between the theologia (the mystery of God’s inner life) and the oikonomia (economy, lit. housekeeping). The Catechism of the Catholic Church offers the following definition:

“‘Theology’ refers to the mystery of God's inmost life within the Blessed Trinity and “economy” to all the works by which God reveals himself and communicates his life. Through the oikonomia the theologia is revealed to us; but conversely, the theologia illuminates the whole oikonomia. God's works reveal who he is in himself; the mystery of his inmost being enlightens our understanding of all his works. So it is, analogously, among human persons. A person discloses himself in his actions, and the better we know a person, the better we understand his actions.

In the ST, Aquinas offers an account of intradivine persons, processions and relations which is steeped in the metaphysical thought and method of Aristotle. For Aristotle, ‘God is one of the subjects of the science alternatively called called metaphysics, first philosophy and then theology.’ Incorporating this method in his work, Aquinas places ‘God in himself’ at the centre of his study.

41 LaCugna, God for Us, p. 167.
42 See, CCC 236.
Following Hankey, a shift takes place within Aquinas’ *ST*, whereby theology is primarily treated as an ‘objective’ or ‘scientific’ discipline. LaCugna argues that Aquinas’ treatise on the Trinity is *theologia* ‘in the strictest sense possible because it is a study of “God in Himself.”’ Quoting Rahner, LaCugna argues that Aquinas’ treatises on the Trinity as a ‘paradigm example’ of the separation between *theologia* and *oikonomia*:

This chapter will now consider the cogency of LaCugna’s treatment of Aquinas. It will offer a summary and assessment of her argument, in light of Aquinas’ treatises, and the treatment of other scholars who both support LaCugna, and defend Aquinas. The question which LaCugna would have us ask, is thus: ‘[is] there a breach between the *theologia* and *oikonomia* both in [the] structure and substance [of the *Summa*].’ LaCugna reviews six areas of Aquinas treaties which have been considered problematic by contemporary theologians: (1) the presupposed priority of *theologia* over *oikonomia*; (2) the priority of the one divine *esse* over the Trinity of persons; (3) the subdivision of the treatise, *On the One God* and *On the Triune God*; (4) an insufficient integration between Trinity and Incarnation; (5) the bypassing of the historical economy of redemption; (6) the defunctionalising of the divine persons in the account of creation. LaCugna addresses each of these issues in turn in order to address her primary question.

First, then, LaCugna argues that Aquinas presupposes the priority of the *theologia* over the *oikonomia*. The doctrine of the Trinity is not prepared from the standpoint of human experience (*oikonomia*) but rather, from ‘God’s standpoint’ (*theologia*). With reference to Congar, LaCugna argues that his treatise is prepared according to the *ordo doctrinae* (the order of teaching), and as such, it is neither ‘historical’ or ‘christological.’ Aquinas is accused of considering the Trinity in-
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and-of-itself apart from its economic manifestation in salvation history. Indeed, the Trinity precedes the Incarnation in Aquinas treatise, and Aquinas himself suggests that a proper understanding of the Trinity is essential to a proper understanding of creation and salvation.\textsuperscript{49} For Aquinas, in understanding the Trinity, we understand why the Son became flesh. Aquinas justifies beginning with the Trinity in-and-of-itself as he writes:

To know the divine persons was necessary for us for two reasons. One in order to have a right view of the creation of things. For by maintaining that God made everything through his Word we avoid the error or those who held that God’s nature compelled him to create things […] The other and more important reason is so that we may have the right view of the salvation of [humankind], accomplished by the Son who become flesh, and by the gifts of the Holy Spirit.\textsuperscript{50}

LaCugna does not accuse Aquinas of completely separating the \textit{oikonomia} from the \textit{theologia}, or of disregarding the \textit{oikonomia} all together. Indeed, LaCugna is convinced that ‘the structure of the \textit{ST} makes it plain that Trinity and Incarnation, \textit{theologia and oikonomia} belong together as the two central mysteries of the faith.’\textsuperscript{51} In the \textit{TP} of the \textit{ST}, Aquinas considers the life of Christ and the meaning of the Incarnation. LaCugna points to this section of his work as an explicit example of the \textit{oikonomia}. In the \textit{TP}, Aquinas’ Christology depends on the theology of the Trinity.\textsuperscript{52} The problem, then, as LaCugna perceives it, is that the same is not true conversely. That is, Aquinas’ treatment of the Trinity does not depend on his Christology. LaCugna argues that theology is the contemplation of the divine \textit{oikonomia}, and as such, our understanding of the Trinity should be prepared through God’s activity in the world. As such, LaCugna would have us reverse Aquinas’ approach: ‘\textit{Oikonomia} would precede \textit{theologia}. Incarnation would precede Trinity. God ‘for us’ would precede God ‘in Godself.’’\textsuperscript{53} It is Aquinas’ approach from God ‘in Godself’ to God ‘for us’ which constitutes for LaCugna a ‘weak point of Thomas’ ground place.’\textsuperscript{54}

\textsuperscript{49}LaCugna, \textit{God for Us}, p. 149.
\textsuperscript{50}Thomas Aquinas, \textit{ST}, Ia, 32, 1 ad 3.
\textsuperscript{51}LaCugna, \textit{God for Us}, p. 149.
\textsuperscript{52}LaCugna, \textit{God for Us}, p. 149.
\textsuperscript{53}LaCugna, \textit{God for Us}, pp. 148, 169.
\textsuperscript{54}LaCugna, \textit{God for Us}, p. 150.
1.2. One Divine esse over Trinity of Persons

Secondly, LaCugna considers the claim that Aquinas prioritises the one divine essence over the Trinity of persons. It is argued that such a priority can lead one to conclude that belief in God as Trinity is secondary to a belief in God as one divine essence. To the creature, God’s oneness precedes God’s threeness. Reason precedes that which the creature can only know through revelation. LaCugna writes, ‘We know the one God on the basis of creation but we do not know the Trinity on this basis. On the basis of reason we know that one God is the source of all beings.’ Aquinas’ theology is prepared from ‘God’s standpoint’ rather than on the basis of ‘the creatures knowledge of God.’ Aquinas explicates his understanding of the divine essence in questions 2-11 of De Deo Uno. According to Aquinas, one cannot distinguish between God’s ‘act-of-being’ and God’s being-itself as they are identical. He explains in qq. 2-3 that God is existence. There is no composition in God, for God simply is the divine nature. Further, God does not possess an essence, but God is an essence. LaCugna explains, ‘Esse is the to-be of a nature, and the to-be of God is to-be-in-act. Strictly speaking only God is; everything else exists by participation in God’s act of being.’ Aquinas then moves to a consideration of the divine attributes in qq. 4-11, for example, God is perfection, goodness, immutable, and so on.

Only following his thorough consideration of the divine essence is Aquinas ready to ‘discuss that which pertains to the trinity of persons in God (in divinis).’ Having established that God is ‘absolutely simple’ in De Deo Uno, Aquinas attempts to explain how God exists in threefold personhood in De Deo Trino. He does so by introducing the idea of processions within God. Following LaCugna, a procession can be understood as something that proceeds from another, for example, ‘a word is a procession from the intellect.’ However, in the case of divine processions, Aquinas explains that which proceeds remains interior. Within God, there are two internal, and eternal processions. These processions account for the origin of the divine persons from another, that is, the Father. The Father begets the Son, and the Holy Spirit proceeds from the Father and the Son in love. Aquinas continues by elaborating on the nature of the processions, and his thinking can

55 LaCugna, God for Us, p. 152.
56 LaCugna, God for Us, p. 150; Cf. Aquinas, ST, Ia, 4,2, ad 3.
57 Aquinas, ST, Ia, 27, prol.
58 LaCugna, God for Us, p. 151.
59 LaCugna, God for Us, p. 151.
be summarised with the formula 5-4-3-2-1; God is five notions, four relations, three persons, two processions, and one nature/essence. All of this is understood and explained at the level of theologia, from within God’s own intradivine life. Indeed, Aquinas argues that the creature can only know the name of each of the divine persons because of the processions, and relations within God — rather than God’s economy in salvation history: ‘The term ‘fatherhood’ applies to God first as connoting the relation of the one person to another, before it applies at connoting the relation of God to creatures.’ LaCugna writes, ‘Thomas is thinking about the Trinity from an intradivine standpoint, the naming of God, since it must correspond to God’s way of knowing God, is likewise intratrinitarian, or “in divinis.”’

1.3. The Subdivision of the Treatise

Thirdly, LaCugna considers the accusation against Aquinas of causing a subdivision within the treatise on God, into two further treatise, On the One God and On the Triune God. This, it is argued, can create the ‘impression that the trinitarian formulations are secondary to the Christian faith.’ On this point, LaCugna comes to Aquinas’ defence. She begins by examining the overall structure of the ST before sharpening her focus on this supposed structural separation. LaCugna argues that the ‘exitus-reditus’ characteristic of neo-Platonism: everything comes from God and everything returns to God’ informs the overall plan of the Summa. This pattern is widely recognised amongst Thomists, and other scholars who have carefully engaged with his work. For example, Stephen Pope writes: ‘The overarching structure represents Aquinas’s creative adoption of the Neoplatonic emanation and return (exitus-reditus) motif within his Christian depiction of the emergence of all creatures from God the Creator and the return of creatures to God the Redeemer.’ LaCugna demonstrates that this pattern can be discerned in Aquinas’ work following only but a brief outline
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of each of the three parts of the *ST*: (1) the *Prima Pars* considers the nature of God and God’s work in creation; (2) the *Secunda Pars* explores the human being as one created in God’s image, and their movement back towards God; (3) the *Tertia Pars* treats Christ as the one who unifies the divine and human as the way back to God.66

Following Weisheipl, LaCugna proceeds to argue that Aquinas’ approach is largely shaped by the *Sentences* of Peter Lombard, the received text of the theological of the period.67 However, LaCugna suggests that Aquinas departs from the structure set by Lombard as he organises his work around the ‘Dionysian cycle of emanation and return.’ Indeed, LaCugna argues that, ‘Thomas went beyond Peter by dividing *De Deo* into two parts: *De Deo Uno* and *De Deo Trino*. This division had roots in the Dionysian division of treatises on the divine names: one on names belonging to the unity of persons, another on the plurality of persons.’68 LaCugna’s structural comparison is as follows:69

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><em>ST: On the One God</em></th>
<th><em>ST: On the Triune God</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>qq. 2-11 the divine to-be</td>
<td>qq. 27-28 the divine to-be-related</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qq. 12-13 knowing and naming God</td>
<td>qq. 29-32 naming and knowing God</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qq. 14-26 the divine operation</td>
<td>qq. 33-43 the divine persons</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LaCugna defends Aquinas, arguing that the separation which takes place neither signifies a split between faith and reason, nor between belief in God as One and God as Trinity:

In sum, Aquinas’ treatment of divine unity and plurality takes place according to the structure of three sets of questions: on the nature of being, on the nature of language about being, and on further implications for the manner of that being. These parallel sets of questions provide a point of entry into Aquinas’ theology of God. there are not two theologies separable into two domains (reason and faith). Faith and revelation do not suddenly enter with q. 27, nor do they provide mysterious information superadded to natural knowledge of God.70
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66 LaCugna, *God for Us*, p. 146.


The whole of Thomas’ enterprise was to set forth the essentials of the Christian faith from the perspective of faith. Viewed from the perspective of the whole work, *De Deo Uno* and *De Deo Trino* are ‘one book’, not two.\textsuperscript{71}

LaCugna suggests that those who argue that such a separation has had a negative impact on the reception of Trinitarian theology overstate their case. LaCugna demonstrates here that she is far more careful and subtle in her approach and engagement with the scholastics than many other contemporary theologians. LaCugna does not appear, like others, to seek to find fault at every turn in the work of the scholastics in order to support her position. Karen Kilby argues that Rahner, who represents the ‘most influential’ articulation of the view that Aquinas’ *ST* is where trinitarian theology went wrong, embodies the typical ‘sweeping rejection of a Western approach to the Trinity.’\textsuperscript{72} In doing so, she renders herself less vulnerable to the criticism offered by Kilby against contemporary social trinitarians. Kilby contends that the portrayal of Aquinas offered by contemporary theologians often bears little resemblance to the portrayal of Aquinas offered by classical theologians, such as Emery, Williams, and Torrell: ‘True, he discussed God as one before the comes to the three persons, and true, he is influenced by Augustine’s analogy, but beyond this, there is little in what one might call the standard portrait and the standard critique of Aquinas, as set out by the likes of Rahner and Moltmann, that turns out to have any purchase on the actual Thomas.’\textsuperscript{73} As previously discussed, LaCugna’s difficulty with Aquinas is his starting point with the divine essence, and the exploration of the divine essence apart from its manifestation in triune personhood. In others words, the perceived separation between *theologia* and *oikonomia*.\textsuperscript{74}

1.4. Trinity and Incarnation

The fourth issue which LaCugna identifies, arises as a consequence of the division of *De Deo* into two parts, as we have just discussed. LaCugna observes that for some, such as Rahner, Congar, and Chenu, amongst others, this division can been seen to lead to an ‘insufficiently integrated

\textsuperscript{71} LaCugna, *God for Us*, p. 147.


\textsuperscript{73} See, Kilby, ‘Aquinas, the Trinity and the Limits of Understanding’, pp. 416-417.

\textsuperscript{74} LaCugna, *God for Us*, p. 147.
relationship between Trinity and Incarnation.' On this point, LaCugna’s discussion is closely related to the first issue discussed. That is, she examines the strength of the relationship between Trinity and Incarnation in Aquinas’ *ST* as she considers the extent to which a separation between *theologia* and *oikonomia* takes place. As noted previously, Aquinas teaches us that knowledge of the of God as three-fold is essential to a proper understanding of the Incarnation. The apparent lack of integration can perhaps be explained, once again, by Aquinas’ theological method. Following Martelet, LaCugna explains that ‘the order of salvation history and revelation is not the order of theological *Wissenschaft* (knowledge) “which must concern itself with the knowledge of things as such, thus with how God sees them, that is, how they are in themselves.”’ In adhering to this theological method, that is, in beginning with the order of *Wissenschaft*, the Trinity naturally precedes Incarnation in Aquinas’ *ST*. LaCugna summarises, as she writes: ‘This is the strictly theological point of view: beginning with the Trinity, while remaining ‘systematically silent’ about the *oikonomia* in Christ.’ For Aquinas, LaCugna argues, the order of *Wissenschaft* is revealed as follows: divine essence, processions of persons, creation, Incarnation.

Whilst LaCugna does not doubt that Aquinas’ focus is on the ‘essence or substance of God’, she does not support her contemporaries, such as Rahner, who claim that his theology is ‘static’, that is, it remains ‘within God’. These criticisms, she would assert, might be better directed towards Aquinas’ ‘neo-scholastic and baroque interpreters than to his own work.’ Nevertheless, LaCugna does still argue that the Trinity eclipses the Incarnation in Aquinas’ *ST*, albeit more carefully and subtly than her contemporaries. Again, for LaCugna, the key issue is the way that the lack of a sufficiently integrated relationship between Trinity and Incarnation causes a separation between the *theologia* and *oikonomia*: ‘what remains open to question is the placement of the whole of De Deo at the beginning of dogmatic theology. This move emphasises the priority of *theologia* over *oikonomia*.’
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1.5. The Historical Economy of Redemption

Fifthly, LaCugna turns to the supposed bypassing of the historical economy of redemption. Aquinas’ method of explicating the divine life, through processions, relations and persons is developed through an understanding of the relationship between creator and created. The problem in Aquinas’ method is that it does not link theologia with oikonomia. Aquinas’ understanding of the divine life is not sufficiently grounded in the historical economy of redemption ‘except insofar as the human person is the addressee in the economy of redemption.’

Aquinas’ method remains ad intra (towards the inside) to ad extra (towards the outside). Following Rahner, it is clear that LaCugna would have us reverse this order. Indeed, Rahner’s well known and widely discussed axiom, ‘the immanent Trinity is the economic Trinity and the economic Trinity is the immanent Trinity’, suggests that what has been revealed to us of the divine ad extra in the economy of redemption will be true also of the divine ad intra.

LaCugna exemplifies a theism of relation, arguing that God is known to be “for us” in Christ through the Spirit in the economy of salvation: ‘she dismisses the notion that God in himself (ad intra) is “more real” than the God who stoops, shows, and saves in the economy (ad extra).’ It is for this reason, therefore, that LaCugna finds problem with Aquinas’ treatise; he does not, as far as LaCugna is concerned, develop a doctrine of God that is sufficiently inseparable from soteriology.

Turning directly to Aquinas’ treatise, it will be possible to demonstrate how LaCugna might have arrived at her position, and, in my view, to support her case. Aquinas treats the issues of processions, relations and persons individually in qq. 27-29 of the ST. In discussing the processions that take place within God, Aquinas makes it plain that he is predominately working from a perspective that is ad intra. In q. 27, he justifies his method by referring to an axiom which, in contrast to Rahner’s rule, remains static, depending completely on that which is true within God: ‘whatever is in God is God.’ Indeed, Emery argues that Aquinas considers the processions ‘not as an action ad extra, but as an immanent [ad intra] action:’
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In the case of an action which remains within the agent himself, one observes a procession which comes about ad intra. One observes above all (maxime patet) in the intellect, whose action, that is, intellection, remains in the knowing subject. For whenever we understand, by the very fact of understanding there proceeds something within us, which is a conception of the object understood, a conception issuing from the intellectual power and proceeding from our knowledge of the object.\footnote{Aquinas, \textit{ST} I, q. 27, a. 1.}

According to Emery, Aquinas’ key concern here, in explaining the processions that take place within God, is to secure a ‘roundly Trinitarian monotheism’ which enables one to ‘grasp the divine person.’\footnote{See, in general, Emery, \textit{Trinitarian Theology}, pp. 51-53.} In other words, an exposition on procession prepares the way for an orthodox understanding on relations, and persons. Aquinas teaches that the processions within God remain within God, that is, the two processions, of word and spirit, are to be understood as \textit{intra-trinitarian} processions. Aquinas argues that the processions of word and spirit in the world are of a different order to those that take place \textit{in divinis}.\footnote{Emery, \textit{Trinitarian Theology}, p. 74.}

But in God, the ‘circle’ is completed within himself: for when God understands himself, he conceives his Word which is the ‘rationale’ of everything known to him, since he understands all things by understanding himself; and through this Word, he ‘proceeds’ to the love of all things and of himself… And the circle, being completed, nothing more can be added to it: so that a third procession within the divine nature is impossible, although there follows a procession towards external nature.\footnote{Aquinas, \textit{De potentia}, q. 9, a. 9.}

LaCugna argues that Aquinas’ \textit{intra-trinitarian} account of processions, relations and persons has been reduced in catholic education to mnemonic device which aids the memory of that which is essential to the Trinity: God is five notions, four relations, three persons, two processions, and one nature.\footnote{LaCugna, \textit{God for Us}, p. 168.} She argues that Aquinas bypasses the historical economy of redemption by offering an exposition of Trinity which not only remains \textit{in divinis}, but is also unchanged by its encounter with the created world in the economy of redemption.
1.6. Defunctionalsing of Divine Persons

This draws us to our final area of consideration, namely, the defunctionalsing of the divine persons in Aquinas’ account of creation. LaCugna believes that the ‘deleterious effects of treating the Trinity ‘in itself’ and of denying any real relationship between God (Trinity) and creation become even clearer when we examine the relationship between the Trinity and creation.’\footnote{LaCugna, \textit{God for Us}, p. 158.} Again, LaCugna argues that Aquinas’ discussion takes place from God’s standpoint, pointing to what she claims to be his most important remark in q. 32 as an example of this: ‘To know the Trinity is necessary if we are to have a correct view of creation as utterly free.’\footnote{LaCugna, \textit{God for Us}, p. 159.} Working from this standpoint, Aquinas attributes the act of creation to the divine persons acting in one common essence. Whilst the act of creation is often attributed to the Father, Aquinas argues, it is properly common to the whole Trinity; it is the Trinity that creates.\footnote{LaCugna, \textit{God for Us}, p. 165; Cf. Aquinas, \textit{ST} Ia, 45, 6.} It follows, therefore, according to LaCugna, that the name ‘Creator’ can be said of the whole Trinity, and attributed to any of the divine persons, or of the divine essence.\footnote{See, in general, Aquinas, \textit{De div. Nom.} 2, lect. I.} It is in this way, LaCugna argues, that Aquinas’ account of the Trinity’s action in creation depersonalises the divine persons:

Thomas’ position here is inconsistent with the biblical and creedal statements that God the Father creates through the Son. Thomas’ position also depersonalises the creative act of God by linking in generically with the divine nature rather than identifying it as the \textit{proprium} of a particular person. The same logic allows Thomas to say that when we pray the Lord’s prayer and say God “Our Father,” we address the whole Trinity! Neither can this view be supported by the economy.\footnote{LaCugna, \textit{God for Us}, p. 166; Cf. Aquinas, \textit{ST} III, 23, 2.}

Since the creative power of God which is shared by the whole Trinity displays the unity of divine nature and not the distinction of persons, creation is cut off from the divine missions, from the economy of salvation in which God is revealed through Christ and the Spirit. In other words, the ‘immanent’ Trinity, \textit{theologia}, is severed—for the sake of upholding the absolute freedom of God—from the ‘economic’ Trinity, \textit{oikonomia}.\footnote{LaCugna, \textit{God for Us}, p. 167.}
LaCugna’s second criticism is the depersonalising of the divine persons in their encounter with the created world. LaCugna asserts that Aquinas’ *intratrinitarian* theology of creation concerns itself with God’s freedom, and with God’s own intradivine life. His account, she claims, rests on the presumption that God is divinely immutable. LaCugna argues that Aquinas offers a view of God who is completely self-sufficient: ‘God did not require the world to be God, and God remains unchanged by the relation of creation.’ For Aquinas, God creates out of will, and out of goodness; but his act of creating was neither necessary or required. Ultimately, God’s divine will, and not God’s divine goodness, causes God to create — God creates out of divine goodness, but his goodness does not cause God’s will to create. Conversely, LaCugna argues that a trinitarian doctrine of creation understands the relations within God *ad intra* in light of their acts in the economy of salvation *ad extra*: ‘Taking refuge in an intratrinitarian self-communication that is altogether unrelated to creation, as a way of upholding divine freedom, rests on questionable presuppositions about divine immutability in relation to divine freedom…God truly comes to be God in creation which is united with God and also diverse from God.’ LaCugna offers an alternative vision, in which freedom is conceived as a freedom of relationship, and of love, rather than a freedom of autonomy and self-sufficiency. Her vision, is a splendid vision of a God who is by nature a *God for us*:

In this history of redemption God’s freedom mysteriously is the freedom of love that it includes humanity and all creation as beloved partner. The claim that all this is incidental to God, or that it need not have been so, is no mistake because it offends human conceit but because it domesticates the mystery of God by restricting divine freedom to an *a priori* idea of what it means to be free. The freedom of the God of Jesus Christ is the freedom of the triune God. The mysteries of God’s covenant with Israel, of the cross and resurrection of Jesus, of new life in the Spirit, form the only solid basis for pondering the nature of God. That is, theology is the contemplation of the divine *oikonomia*.

1.7. The Importance of Mystery

Having traced LaCugna’s argument against Aquinas, this chapter now moves to consider how Aquinas could, in one respect, could be considered a champion of her claim. That is, I believe that
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Aquinas would stand by LaCugna in her claim that the ‘doctrine of the Trinity, properly understood, is the affirmation of God’s intimate communion with us.’\textsuperscript{101} Even if, as this chapter has shown, this is not always explicit in Aquinas’ work. However, LaCugna’s project could be strengthened further by taking note of what Aquinas has to say concerning the Trinity and natural reason. Whilst Aquinas does, as LaCugna asserts, begin by exploring the doctrine of the Trinity through an understanding of God’s esse, he is completely explicit in stating that we can only obtain knowledge of God through revelation. Aquinas argues that one cannot know God as Trinity through natural reason, and therefore, he argues that the oikonomia reveals the theologia. In this respect, one could see Aquinas as a champion of LaCugna’s claim:

It is impossible to attain to the knowledge of the Trinity by natural reason. For […] man cannot obtain knowledge of God by natural reason except from creatures. Now creatures lead us to the knowledge of God, as effects do to their cause […].\textsuperscript{102}

In this regard, LaCugna is in danger of subscribing to a disobedient cataphatism.\textsuperscript{103} It could be argued that if on the one hand, Aquinas’ doctrine of God separates theologia and oikonomia to the extent that ‘the religious mind finds it devoid of interest’\textsuperscript{104}, that on the other, LaCugna leaves little room for mystery. I would like to argue that a fine balance must be struck between what we can claim to know because of revelation, and what remains unknown, unrevealed. Williams argues that Aquinas strikes this sort of balance: ‘This characterisation of otherness as both knowable and unmasterable, like and unlike, is what Thomas wants us to think about as we think of the life of God.’\textsuperscript{105} This chapter has argued that Aquinas does seem to overstate the abstract, and therefore, cannot be credited with striking this balance perfectly. Aquinas does, however, recognise the need for mystery when contemplating God’s intra-divine life, and this is something LaCugna could credit him for. Whilst I affirm with LaCugna that we should begin with our own experience of God when trying to express who God is as Trinity, I also want to suggest that what remains as mystery is also important for the practice of Christian life, and spirituality. Recognising that which is mystery in
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God is important as it allows the believer to get caught up into that which is immeasurably other. Williams suggests that when we pray, we should:

[…] ask God to bring [us] into that mystery of love, to bring [us] into that pouring out and pouring back of love between the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit."¹⁰⁶ As we are called up into the mystery of the Trinity, we can say, ‘There is no comparison. Your goodness, your love, your abundance, your generosity are so immense that I cannot hold a light to them - I know how awful it must look.¹⁰⁷

1.8. Conclusion

Following LaCugna, I have argued that we must not separate the theologia from the oikonomia if we are to truly understand the doctrine of the Trinity. However, it is also vital to ensure that the correct balance is struck. Aquinas is guilty of beginning with the theologia, and perhaps giving more weight to it than the oikonomia, rather than separating the two completely, as others have claimed. Conversely, whilst we might want to affirm with both LaCugna, and Aquinas, that we can only properly understand the doctrine of the Trinity through God’s intimate communion with us, that is, through oikonomia, we should be aware of the danger of overstating what can be known about God’s intradivine life because of the oikonomia. In other words, what has been revealed may not be all that there is to know about God’s intradivine life: ‘For we know in only in part, and we prophesy only in part’ (1 Corinthians 13.9). It is worth noting that LaCugna does recognise this danger for herself. Indeed, she claims that we must hold to an obedient apophaticism: ‘It is not just God who is both known and unknown, but everything that exists is known through unknowing […] One hurls oneself into the heart of mystery enshrouded in darkness, and there is found the resplendent light, the brilliance of God’s glory.’¹⁰⁸ In the next chapter, I turn to consider LaCugna’s assessment of Karl Rahner’s contribution, exploring the extent to which he may be seen to have aided the recovery of the doctrine of the Trinity.


¹⁰⁷ Williams, ‘Sermon at St Alphege, Se Slater.’

If it was once necessary, as Schwöbel has claimed it to be, to lament the decline of the doctrine of the Trinity, ‘[such], lamentation and apology would [now] seem out of place in today’s theological situation.’ At least, this is now the commonly espoused position of many contemporary theologians, who would claim that there has unquestionably been a revival of Trinitarian theology. Indeed, even among the sternest critics of the modern project is the revival of interest acknowledged, as Fred Sanders demonstrates: ‘Modern Trinitarian theology has been all abuzz for decades about how everything is radically different now and we have revived and renewed and reimagined and reoriented the whole mass of Trinitarianism.’ As we have just considered, LaCugna, among others, believed that the doctrine of the Trinity was marginalised by the abstract scientific theology of the scholastics, most notably, Thomas Aquinas:

In Scholastic theology, the doctrine of the Trinity was identified with the science of God’s inner relatedness. The result of this was a one-sided theology of God that had little to do with the economy of Christ and the Spirit, with the themes of Incarnation and grace, and therefore little to do with the Christian life… Hence the defeat of the doctrine of the Trinity.

Following LaCugna, I have so far argued that the doctrine of the Trinity was marginalised as a result of the separation which takes place between oikonomia and theologia in Aquinas’ theology. This chapter now moves to consider the ‘re-awakening’ of the doctrine. LaCugna argues that the doctrine of the Trinity could only be restored to its rightful place at the centre of the Christian life by ‘maintaining the essential identity between oikonomia and theologia in a way that makes soteriology decisive for theology of God and does not banish the Trinity of persons to an intradivine sphere, unrelated to the creature.’ LaCugna’s advocates and critics alike support her claim that,

within the field of Catholic theology, ‘no one has done more than Karl Rahner to reawaken interest in trinitarian theology.’

Today, however, the theological scene is quite different. There has been a renewal of theological interest in the Trinity. This can be traced back to two giants of twentieth century theology: Karl Rahner and Karl Barth.

Where Rahner once lamented the lack of trinitarian thought in Christian piety, now it seems that almost every area of ethics and piety is determined directly by a commitment to the social Trinity.

LaCugna credits Rahner, and views his work to have been particularly influential for the present flourishing of Trinitarian theology, because of the way he maintains a unity between the oikonomia and theologia. ‘His theology as a whole’, LaCugna writes, ‘is a profound meditation on the essential unity of ‘theology’ and economy, premised on the idea that God is by nature self-communicating.’ This section of the thesis will now focus on LaCugna’s reading of Rahner, and her claim that his work restores the doctrine of the Trinity by restoring the unity of oikonomia and theologia:

The great merit of Rahner’s theology is the principle that no adequate distinction can be made between the doctrine of the Trinity and the doctrine of the economy of salvation. This affirms the essential unity of the oikonomia and theologia. As for the nature of the unity, there cannot be a strict identity, either epistemological and ontological, between God and God for us.

LaCugna’s argument is rooted in a particular reading of Rahner’s famous rule, or axiom: ‘The “economic” Trinity is the “immanent” Trinity and the “immanent” Trinity is the “economic” Trinity.’ This fifteen word formula has already been widely discussed, provoking both critics and advocates to spend copious ink on identifying its exact meaning. Unsurprisingly, they have offered readings which compete with one another. Theologians on the one hand have commended Rahner’s Rule as one of the most radical proclamations in contemporary theology, whilst on the other hand,
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theologians have argued that the formula is either untrue, dangerous, or both. For example, Wesley Hill argues that Rahner’s Rule ‘encapsulates’ the renewal of trinitarian theology. Bruce Marshall has argued that Rahner’s Rule is false, and self-contradictory. He has also warned against theologians becoming preoccupied with the formula, at the expense of considering the unity of God. LaCugna suggests that it might be possible for someone to argue that the scholastics, in assuming the economic, still offer a sufficient theology of the Trinity, which adheres to Rahner’s Rule. Indeed, Rahner’s Rule has been used to justify an approach exactly opposite to that of LaCugna, as we shall come to consider. This chapter will argue that Rahner can be said to restore the theologia and the oikonomia in offering a theology of God for which soteriology is decisive. It will consider the importance of Rahner’s “umgekehrt”, arguing that it assumes the immanent life of God, insisting on a mode of theology from the ground up. In this regard, Rahner strengthens LaCugna’s claim, that the immanent life of God can only be understood in light of God’s economic life. It will also argue that Rahner’s qualified insistence on the term ‘persons’ is important for the overall aims of this project. It will conclude by arguing that such a theology leads us towards a doctrine of God which is eminently practical.

2.1. The Economic Trinity and the Immanent Trinity

Before engaging more deeply in this discussion, it will be necessary to first explain how this chapter understands Rahner’s Rule. In order to do this, it would be helpful to briefly consider how Rahner himself defines the terms “economic Trinity” and “immanent Trinity.” Rahner uses the terms “economic Trinity” and “immanent Trinity” as a way of speaking of God’s life and activity within God’s-self, and within the world. The phrase “economic Trinity” refers specifically to the revelation of the divine persons through God’s activity in the world. Following LaCugna, the phrase “economic Trinity” might be understood to mean that which the scholastics meant in speaking of the two missions: ‘economic Trinity denotes the missions, the being sent by God, of Son and Spirit
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in the work of redemption and deification." This interpretation is widely shared. Paul Fiddes understands the term “economic” as referring to ‘the activity of God in ordering the household of the world’, which he, like LaCugna, translates as oikonomia, and relates closely to the ‘missions’ of God. Similarly, Vincent Battaglia advocates an understanding of the “economic Trinity” which refers to ‘God’s action and presence in the economy of salvation (‘oikonomia, ‘oικονομία’) or God ad nos (‘God-for-us’). Rahner himself points us to the mission of God the Son, the one who assumed human nature in the Incarnation, as an economic activity:

The “economic” Trinity is the immanent Trinity, according to the statement which interests us. In one way this statement is a defined doctrine of the faith. Jesus is not simply God in general, but the Son. The second divine person, God’s Logos, is man, and only he is man. Hence there is at least one “mission”, one presence in the world, one reality of salvation history…Here something occurs “outside” the intra-divine life in the world itself.

The phrase “immanent Trinity” requires a little more care in unpacking, as the word ‘immanent’ has more than one meaning. First, ‘immanent’ can mean close or present, and within Christian theology, the word is used to describe ‘the omnipresence of God in His universe.’ In this first sense, it describes the opposite of the parallel doctrine of ‘Divine transcendence.’ Second, ‘immanent’ (‘immanēre’) can mean stay or remain in. LaCugna suggests that ‘immanent’ means ‘interior or inherent, as in, “the immanent activities of knowing and loving.” It is this latter definition which is intended by Rahner’s phrase ‘immanent Trinity.’ Thus, ‘immanent Trinity’ refers specifically to the inter-trinitarian relationships of the Father, Son, and Spirit to each other God in se, that is, ‘considered apart from God’s activity in the world.” For Rahner, the ‘immanent
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Trinity’ is the ‘intradivine’ self-communication of the Father to the Son and Spirit, as existence from all eternity:

The “procession” of the Son as self-communication of the divine reality of the Father is two things at ones. It is first of all, for us, the economic, free self-communication of the divine reality to Jesus as the “absolute bringer of salvation.” It is also necessary “immanent” self-communication of the divine reality, the Father expressing himself in such a way that this utterance exists from all eternity and of necessity, as the Word of such a possible free self-expression to the world. The “immanent” self-communication becomes perceptible, and its meaning, although remaining mysterious, becomes intelligible, in the “economic” self-communication.132

Therefore, Rahner’s Rule expresses something of the following: God for us is God in se and God in se is God for us. In others words, who God is in the world, through the economy of salvation, is truly who God already is in se. LaCugna expresses this as follows: ‘God’s saving activity through Jesus Christ and the Spirit fully expresses what God is already “in Godself.” More accurately, God’s actions reveal who and what God is.’133 Rahner’s Rule emphasises the economy of salvation, as his formula begins with the ‘economic Trinity’ as that which is also the ‘immanent Trinity.’ Following LaCugna, this emphasis on the economy of God means that the possibility of a “dues absconditus” (hidden God) is defeated by Rahner’s Rule: ‘There is no God who might turn out to be different from the God of salvation history, even if God’s mystery remains absolute.’134

2.2. “Umgekehrt”

Rahner’s emphasis on the economy of salvation might be implicit in the English translation of his Rule, which begins with the economic, before moving to the immanent, but the original German wording makes this explicit. Surprisingly, whilst much ink has been spent discussing the English translation of Rahner’s Rule, far less attention has been afforded to the German original. Rahner originally expressed his Rule consciously, in just nine words: ‘Die ökonomische Trinität ist die immanente Trinität und umgekehrt.’135 That is, ‘The “economic” Trinity is the “immanent” Trinity and vice versa.’136
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Here, the relationship between the economic and the immanent is more tightly focused. Rahner’s use of “umgekehrt” allows for no ambiguity in the relationship between the economic and the immanent; the economic Trinity reveals fully who God is, and who God is is revealed in all fullness in the economic Trinity. David Lincicum argues that Rahner’s “umgekehrt” ensures that there can be ‘no distinction between the two conceptions of the Trinity.’ Dallavalle has also recognised the importance of this difference in translation, arguing that the original reveals that ‘it is highly characteristic of Rahner to emphasise that his focus is on the real presence of the triune God in salvation history.’ Scott Harrower suggests that the original German wording ‘allows for no equivocation in terms of how the economy of salvation was related to God’s inner taxis,’ noting that Rahner’s methodological principle is explicit elsewhere in his work. For example, in Foundations of Christian Faith: ‘[T]he salvation and revelation-historical Trinity is the immanent Trinity.’ I want to suggest that Rahner’s “umgekehrt” is significant for two reasons. First, because it suggests that the relationship between the economic Trinity and the immanent Trinity is fully reciprocal. In contrasting Barth and Rahner on this point, Colin Gunton sheds light on the significance of the “umgekehrt” in Rahner’s Rule:

Barth’s view is that in the order of knowing we may move from what God (economically) shows himself to be to a corresponding conception of what God is in himself. If God is what we are given in the economy, then we may conclude that the economy is a reliable guide to what God is, eternally and in himself. There is, however, an asymmetrical relationship between knowing and being, and we are not obliged to accept the apparent view of Rahner that the thesis ‘the Economic Trinity is the Immanent Trinity’ is also true ‘reciprocally’ (umgekehrt).

2.3. Barth vs. Rahner: “Modes of Being” vs. “Persons”

Gunton’s criticism of Rahner’s thesis, in contrast to that of Barth’s, indicates the subtle, but significant differences between the two modern theologians. There is always a danger, in any given study of Rahner’s work, of focusing so sharply on his Rule, that little space is made for any
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discussion of his theology of the Trinity beyond this. I would like to suggest that we could elucidate more clearly some of the differences between Rahner, and Barth, by considering and contrasting their accounts of Divine and human personhood. I would also like to argue that such a contrast illuminates in a greater light how Rahner offers more than Barth for LaCugna’s project, and therefore, for this thesis.

Karl Rahner suggests that subjectivity is one of the central principals of the Christian doctrine of God: ‘The statement that God is a person, that he is a personal God, is one of the fundamental Christian assertions about God.’\textsuperscript{142} Karl Barth argues that God’s being is ‘being in person’, that is, ‘God exists as the knowing, willing and acting “I”.’\textsuperscript{143} Though fundamental for both Barth, and Rahner, subjectivity raises numerous theological difficulties, as Scott identifies: ‘How does one distinguish between personhood vis-á-vis God’s singular subjectivity versus the three persons of the Trinity, for example? Is there a correspondence between God’s generic personhood and God’s Trinitarian personhood?’\textsuperscript{144} Both Barth and Rahner identify the problems raised in using the language of person, particularly when distinguishing between the ‘personality of God’ and the ‘personality’ of the divine ‘persons’. Barth outlines the difficulty the language of ‘person’ raises for the doctrine of God as follows:

If we accept the concept of the personality of God, we must be conscious of a certain lack of clarity arising from the fact that right up to modern times most people have spoken of divine ‘persons’ in relation to the doctrine of the divine Trinity.\textsuperscript{145}

Barth’s account of divine and human personhood might be considered inadequate. His driving concern for the essential unity of God, coupled with his sense of unease with the person language for Trinitarian relations, leads his critics to conclude that his account of the ‘divine persons’ is compromised. Barth’s account of divine personhood permits us to ask whether the Father, the Son, or the Holy Spirit are distinct persons at all, or whether they are just merely windows through which we can catch a glimpse of the one divine person, that is, the Person of God. Indeed, Barth actually abandons the language of person for the Trinitarian relations altogether, proposing ‘modes of being’ (Seinsweisen) as a suitable alternative. This is a translation of what the Cappadocian Fathers
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referred to as *tropoi hypraxeos* (‘modes of existing’). He argues that the term “person” is misleading, as it can, particularly within our modern context, lead us to think of distinct centres of consciousness. Since, Barth argues, there can be no material distinctions in God, the concept of “persons” must be abandoned, lest we espouse a kind of tritheism. Barth would exchange the classical Trinitarian expression, captured and so often sung, in the hymn written by Reginald Heber (†1826) ‘God in Three Persons, blessed Trinity!’, for the phrase ‘God in Three *modes of being*, blessed Trinity!’ Barth writes:

In view of the history of the concept of Person in the doctrine of the Trinity one may well ask whether dogmatics is wise in further availing itself of it in this connection. It belongs to another part, namely, to the doctrine of God proper, and as a deduction from the doctrine of the Trinity. It follows directly from a Trinitarian understanding of the God revealed in Scripture that the one God is to be regarded not only as an impersonal lordship, i.e. as power, but as the Lord, and so only as absolute Spirit but as a Person, i.e. as an I existing in and for Itself with though and will proper to It... We prefer to let this source rank even externally as the primary one and therefore, at least preferably, to say not “Person” but “modes of being”, with intention if expressing by this concept the same thing as should be expressed by “Person”, not absolutely but relatively better, more simply, and more clearly.

Following Barth, therefore, when we encounter any given *mode of God’s being*, we encounter not a ‘person’ of God, but the whole ‘Person’ of God singular. Barth would argue that the God who meets us in Christ, is the very same God as he is in himself. Torrance summarises Barth’s account as follows: ‘When we meet God’s revelation, or are met by the revelation of God, we are met not by a part of God, not by instantiations of the divine, but with the *Person* of God, the identical divine Subject in his singular totality.’ Barth’s emphasis on the *Person* of God, singular, follows a similar pattern established by classical theologians, such as Aquinas. That is to say, his primary concern is divine *unity*, rather than divine *TRIunity*. Barth’s account of divine personhood is considered, amongst social trinitarians, to be inadequate, as it fails to offer a truly full throated account of personhood *per se*. Indeed, LaCugna has criticised Aquinas for suggesting that when Christian’s pray “Our Father”, they address the whole Trinity. LaCugna’s concern, here, is Aquinas’ reluctance to identify the *proprium* of a particular person. LaCugna criticises Barth more
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sharply, and accuses him of offering an account of divine personhood which tends towards a form of modalism:

Barth equated the divine essence revealed in these three modes [Revealer, Revelation and Revealedness] with God's sovereignty or Lordship. The result is a form of modalism; whether this modalism is Sabellian could be debated... For Barth, the essence of God is uni-personal. The God who ‘distributes’ the divine essence in three modes of being in the Sovereign Subject.151

Rahner too is conscious of the infelicitous consequences the use of the word ‘person’ causes in Trinitarian language; in agreement with Barth, he suggests that ‘person’ language can lead all to easily to tritheistic heresy. He remarks that in contemporary thought, the word ‘person’ almost necessarily denotes a distinct ‘centre of consciousness and activity.’152 Employing the word ‘person’ in an account of Trinitarian relations, therefore, conjures ‘the idea of three centres of consciousness and activity, which leads to a heretical misunderstanding of the dogma.’153 Rahner contends (concentus Barth) that other concepts might be better suited to defending divine unity than the word ‘person’, stating that: ‘There are not three consciousnesses; rather, the one consciousness subsists in a threefold way.’154 According to Scott, Rahner opts for the expression ‘distinct manners of subsisting’ over Barth’s ‘manners of being’ because it more closely approximates ‘the traditional language of the Church.’155 However, Rahner also asserts (pace Barth) that the language of ‘person’ has been ‘consecrated by the use of more than 1500 years’, and so there is ‘no really better word, which can be understood by all and would give rise to fewer misunderstandings.’156 Rahner argues against Barth’s suggestion that the word should be replaced in Trinitarian dialogue: ‘We do not agree with Karl Barth that the word “person” is ill adapted to express its intended reality and that it should be replaced in ecclesiastical terminology by another word which produces fewer misunderstandings.’157
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Scott argues that Rahner does not, like Barth, ‘seek to introduce a new Trinitarian vocabulary to replace the Church’s concept of person in the Trinity’, even though Rahner does admit that the phrase ‘distinct manners of subsisting’ is semantically preferable to person in guarding against tritheistic insinuations.\footnote{Scott, ‘God as Person’, p. 186.} Following Scott, Rahner simply seeks to render the word ‘person’ more intelligible through careful theological explanation: ‘Rahner affirms the legitimacy of the ecclesiastical idea of person and seeks to render it intelligible by conveying its implicit Trinitarian meaning using a more lucid and theologically precise expression.’\footnote{Scott, ‘God as Person’, p. 186.} Rahner himself writes that the task of the theologian is not to replace the word ‘person’, but to adequately explain what the Church means by the word ‘person’ in this particular context: ‘He has to explain the word. He must say what is and what is not meant here by the word, he must distinguish it from its changing profane meaning, and thus, on account of these changes in meaning, his situation and task if forever a new one.’\footnote{Rahner, \textit{The Trinity}, p. 57. (Gender exclusive language original to text. Emphasis is the authors own.)}

In accord with Rahner, LaCugna believes that the meaning of the word ‘person’ has been somewhat corrupted in the West, where there is a tendency to conceive of a ‘person’ as a ‘self’. Understood in this way, LaCugna argues, the word ‘person’ is then further defined as ‘an individual centre of consciousness, a free intentional subject, one who knows and is known, loves and is loved, an individual identity, a unique personality endowed with certain rights.’\footnote{LaCugna, \textit{God for Us}, p. 250.} This explanation of personhood, she suggests, sits neatly with the Christian understanding of a God who is personal, but does not at all fit with the idea that God is three persons. LaCugna identifies that such an account of personhood can lead us into tritheistic heresy, as noted by both Barth and Rahner: ‘Three persons defined in this way would amount to three gods, three beings who act independently, three conscious individuals.’\footnote{LaCugna, \textit{God for Us}, p. 250.} Nevertheless, despite the infelicitous consequences the word ‘person’ causes in Trinitarian language, LaCugna argues that it must remain a part of the Church’s vocabulary.
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2.4. Modes of Subsisting

However, whilst Rahner’s commitment to the vocabulary preferred by social trinitarians can be of benefit to LaCugna’s project, his account of divine personhood is insufficient. Rahner conceived that there were, within God, three modes of subsisting (Subsistenzwesien) in accordance with the Latin scheme, proposed by Aquinas: ‘The one and the same divine essence subsists in each of the three distinct manners of subsisting.’

He describes the modes of subsistence as subsisting through their ‘relative opposition to one another; it is real through its identity with the divine essence.’ Therefore, following Rahner, to subsist in a distinct manner is necessarily differentiated from subsisting as ‘to be’ as the divine essence subsists in each person. The first mode of subsisting is the Father, behind whom there is no Godhead. Rahner closely identifies the divine essence with the person of the Father, who is the chief communicator of the divine essence through the event of his own self-communication:

There is real difference in God as he is in himself between one and the same God insofar as he —at once and necessarily—the unoriginate who mediates himself to himself (Father), the one who is in truth uttered for himself (Son), and the one who is received and accepted in love for himself (Spirit)— and insofar as, as a result of this, he is the one who can freely communicate himself… That which is communicated, insofar as it makes the commutation into an authentic self-communication, whilst not suppressing the real distinction in God as communicating and as communicated, may rightly be called the divinity, hence the “essence” of God.

LaCugna acknowledges that Rahner’s proposal is ultimately considered to be inadequate amongst social trinitarians:

Walter Kasper finds “distinct manners of subsisting” unsuitable for preaching and opaque to all except those training in the subtleties of scholastic theology. Moreover, Kasper and Jürgen Moltmann think that modalism or a weak theism, not latent tritheism, is the dominant danger in today’s theology of God.

LaCugna agrees with Rahner’s critics, suggesting that his account of divine personhood tends in the direction of modalism. More importantly (for our own discussion) is the fact that Rahner’s proposal
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fails to offer a full, robust account of divine personhood. Rahner, in the footsteps of Barth, attempts to offer an account of divine personhood which rejects the extreme individualism of the ‘Cartesian centre of consciousness.’ Ultimately, their solution is to conceive of the one divine essence of God as the one centre of self-consciousness, subsisting in three modalities. LaCugna argues that both Barth and Rahner worked within too narrow an interpretation of person as centre of consciousness, and thus failed to take account of other philosophical and cultural notions of personhood available in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

For Rahner, the one divine essence of God comes prior to God’s tri-personhood; divinity originates with substance, and moves into relationship. The ‘persons’ of God are understood on account of their share in the one divine essence. The ‘persons’ of God are understood in relation to one another, not as relation. Social trinitarians would have us reverse Rahner’s taxis, arguing that personal identity comes prior to essence or substance; divinity originates on account of personhood. The divine essence of God is understood on account of the tri-personal relations. The ‘persons’ of God are understood as relation. Robert Jenson articulates the view that relationship and personal identity constitute the first fact about God:

> In God, personal identity is prior to essence. God the Father is first of all Father of that the other personal identity the Son and he has that nature we call divine only in and by and on account of that relationship. The relationship and the personal identity given in the relationship—Father to Son—that is the first fact about God...In God the personal identities are constituted by each one's relationship to the other two. And then, in that one of the those three is one of us; our life together has a structure determined by the structure of the divine life. We have something in common by which we hold together, through which we can come together.

2.5. The Problem of Projection

Here, then, we encounter a ‘parting of ways’ between Rahner himself, and those who credit him with brining the doctrine of the Trinity into the foreground of Christian Theology. However, I would argue that Rahner has offered both scholars and practitioners a way of approaching the manner of God’s trinitarian life which naturally leads us to a social doctrine of the Trinity, even if Rahner, as we have seen, did not arrive at this conclusion himself. At this point, I would like to return to Rahner’s Rule, and suggest that the second reason we might consider Rahner’s “umgekehrt” to be
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significant is that it assumes the immanent life of the Trinity. Rahner’s axiom leads us to assume the immanent Trinity, as God’s inner life is only considered from our perspective of God’s interaction with us through the economy of salvation.

Rahner’s critics would argue that his axiom, if interpreted in this way, leads us to commit the precise opposite crime which Aquinas is accused of by social trinitarians. That is, whilst Rahner might assume God’s inner life, he does not permit us to treat the topic as an activity of theologia in the strictest sense. Karen Kilby argues that social theorists have built human projection into their approach by refusing to consider the doctrine of God apart from our perception of God’s relationship with the world: ‘it is not just that as it happens social theories of the Trinity often project our ideals onto God. Rather it is built into the kind of project that most social theorists are involved in that they have to be projectionist.’171 LaCugna argues, ‘given Thomas’ starting point ‘in’ God, the economy of redemption is not the primary or obvious basis for theologia. Thomas “assumes the events of history [but] he does not treat them historically.”’172 I want to suggest likewise, that Rahner’s starting point, in the economy of redemption, God’s life in se is not the primary or obvious basis for the economy. This is no accident of Rahner’s part. For Rahner, we can say very little, if anything, concerning God’s life in se apart from God’s interaction with the world ad extra in the economy of salvation: ‘…our study of Rahner’s axiom, [reinforces the view] that to think of God’s personhood apart from the sphere of God’s activity in the world is an impossibility.’173

This particular reading of Rahner’s axiom is crucial to LaCugna’s project as it permits her to address her critics in no uncertain terms. LaCugna’s response to those who would claim her theology is weakened by its failure to consider God’s immanent life, prior to, and beyond the context of our relationship with God, would be to argue that the theologian is faced with an impossible task, should they attempt to do anything other. For LaCugna, not only is it impossible to consider God’s life apart from the economy, any other consideration is nothing more than speculation: ‘To theorise about God as if God were not in relationship (dues in se), or to postulate about nonrelationship with the world as the primordial truth about God’s nature, is a fantasy about a God who does not exist.’174 Nevertheless, it must be noted that LaCugna does not herself consider
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the significance of the “umgekehrt” in the original German, and as such, she misses the opportunity to strengthen her case, that Rahner restored the tight relationship between the economic, and the immanent, and in doing so, restored the doctrine of the Trinity to the centre of the Christian life.

2.6. Restoring the Theologia and the Oikonomia

Having articulated how this thesis understands Rahner’s Rule, we can now turn with confidence to LaCugna’s own reading of Rahner, and her assessment of his contribution. LaCugna credits Rahner with achieving the following: (1) offering a theology of the Trinity which depends on salvation history; (2) offering a theology of the Trinity which has practical consequences for the Christian life; (3) restoring the relationship between the oikonomia and the theologia.\footnote{LaCugna, God for Us, p. 210.} For LaCugna, these outcomes are interdependent on one-another; that is to say, it is both the restored relationship between the oikonomia and the theologia, and the dependance on salvation history, which ensures that Rahner’s theology of the Trinity has practical consequences for the Christian life. This chapter shall now conclude its consideration of Rahner’s contribution by briefly articulating and engaging with LaCugna’s own assessment.

The project of restoring the doctrine of the Trinity to the centre of Christian theology requires that the relationship between the oikonomia and the theologia be maintained in such a way that depends on the events of salvation history.\footnote{Rahner, The Trinity, p. 30.} Rahner asserts that the proof of the identity between the oikonomia and the theologia is the Incarnation. The scholastics, such as Aquinas, maintained that any of the divine persons could have become incarnate.\footnote{Thomas Aquinas, ST IIIa, 3, 5.} Indeed, this thesis has already argued that Aquinas failed to sufficiently integrate the Trinity with the Incarnation. Rahner rejects this position as both unproved and false, arguing that we can only claim to know anything about who God is ad intra on account of God is in Christ ad extra:

The rejected thesis is false. Should it be true, and not merely mentioned at the fringe of theological thinking, but really presented in earnest, it would create havoc with theology. There would no longer be any connection between “mission” and the intra-trinitarian life. Our sonship in grace would in fact have absolutely nothing to do with the Son’s sonship, since it might equally be brought about without any modification by another incarnate person. That which God is for us would tell us absolutely nothing about that which he is in himself, as triune.\footnote{See, in general, LaCugna, God for Us, pp. 210-231.}
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Arguing that only the Logos, and not any other person, might have become Incarnate, allows Rahner to maintain the essential identity between the oikonomia and the theologia: ‘Then we can assert, in the full meaning of the words: here the Logos with God and the Logos with us, the immanent and the economic Logos, are strictly the same.’\(^{179}\) LaCugna describes Rahner’s approach as theology from the ground up, arguing that this can be the only starting point in Christian Theology:

> We might call Rahner’s approach a trinitarian theology ‘from below’, analogous to a christology from below that begins with soteriology, with the events of saving history. The economy of salvation, the historical missions of Christ, and the Spirit, are the only valid starting point for a Christian theology of God. This does not mean that the Trinity exists only in our experience. In Rahner’s view the distinctions among God, Christ, and Spirit that are experienced in the history of salvation “must belong to God ‘in himself’, or otherwise this difference, which undoubtedly exists, would do away with God’s self communication.’\(^{180}\)

### 2.8. Conclusion

LaCugna is clear that the doctrine of the Trinity is a practical doctrine with consequences for Christian life. LaCugna begins her book with this claim: ‘The doctrine of the Trinity is ultimately a practical doctrine with radical consequences for the Christian life. That is the thesis of the book.’\(^{181}\) According to LaCugna, the theologian is charged with the responsibility of spelling out the practical implications of the doctrine; practical implications which are made explicit when the doctrine is reconceived in light of the mystery of salvation history.\(^{182}\) Rahner’s doctrine of the Trinity depends on the events of salvation history, and likewise suggests that there is a natural progression from conceiving the doctrine in this way, to understanding the practical implications of the doctrine for Christian life.

This view is contested, and some scholars have questioned whether or not the doctrine of the Trinity needs to be relevant, arguing that belief alone is sufficient. This is the view of Karen Kilby, who argues: ‘…one could say that as long as Christians continue to believe in the divinity of Christ and the Spirit, as long as they continue to believe that God is one, then the doctrine is alive and
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\(^{179}\) Rahner, *The Trinity*, p. 33.

\(^{180}\) LaCugna, *God for Us*, p. 216.


\(^{182}\) LaCugna, *God for Us*, p. 8.
well."\(^{183}\) This is wholly insufficient. The life of God belongs not only to God, but to each and every creature — for God is always divesting himself, and is by nature intrinsically other-ward. God’s life is also our life, and in our life we seek to be united with God in Christ. Faith in God’s triune-life, isolated from action, is dead (James 2.17). Rahner argues that a trinitarian theology ‘from below’ offers an articulation of God’s triune life which takes us beyond mere theoretical concept: ‘When a true statement about the Trinity is correctly understood and translated into our life, the correctly understood theory points quite naturally towards real life, as lived faith and in grace, in which the mystery of the triune God himself holds sway and which is not simply constituted by its conceptual objectification.’\(^{184}\) This is the heart of LaCugna’s thesis; that God’s triune life has radical practical implications for every aspect of the Christian life, and as such, it is the Church’s only source for reflection: ‘This ongoing revelation and action of God is the proper source for reflection on theological ethics, spirituality, ecclesiology, and the liturgical and communitarian life of the church.’\(^{185}\) This chapter has argued that Rahner can be said to have recovered the relevance of the doctrine of the trinity insofar as he restores the unity between the theologia and the oikonomia, thus offering a mode of theology “from below”. In the next chapter, I will explore LaCugna’s development of this mode of theology in light of her understanding of doxology as that which maintains the unity between theologia and oikonomia.

\(^{183}\) Kilby, ‘Perichoresis and Projection’, p. 443.

\(^{184}\) Rahner, The Trinity, p. 48.

\(^{185}\) LaCugna, God for Us, p. 1.
In the previous two chapters, I have traced LaCugna’s argument concerning what might be described as the ‘recession’ and the ‘recovery’ of Trinitarian theology. During the so-called ‘recession’, LaCugna argues that scholastic thinkers, such as Aquinas, fractured the relationship between the *oikonomia* and the *theologia*, thus blurring the relevance of the doctrine for Christian life, leading to its eventual marginalisation. In the late twentieth century, LaCugna argues that the relationship between the *oikonomia* and the *theologia* was restored by Rahner’s work in claiming that the immanent Trinity was indistinguishable from the economic Trinity. Whilst in some respects a disciple of Rahner, LaCugna seeks to move beyond Rahner’s axiom, claiming that it guides us towards an understanding of the connection between the *oikonomia* and the *theologia* which is inseparable from doxology: ‘Rahner’s axiom on the identity of economic and immanent Trinity operates as a “grammatical rule” that guides theology towards doxology: If the economic trinity is the immanent Trinity and vice versa, then worshipping God for us is indistinguishable from worshipping God.’

The God we encounter in worship, the God who first moves towards us, is truly who God is. This is the essence of LaCugna’s contribution to the field of social trinitarianism; that *oikonomia* is intrinsically linked with doxology. God is revealed to us in God’s self-revelation and self-invitation to participate in God’s life: ‘To know, love and worship God-for-us, is to know, love and worship God[…] The mystery of God, indeed, the mystery of all existence, is the mystery of communion of God with all, all with God. The heart of Christian life is the encounter with a personal God.’ This chapter explores LaCugna’s claim that ‘… the form of language that best serves and illumines
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186 Thomas Ken, *A Manual of Prayer for the Use of the Scholars of Winchester College* (1674)


God’s economy is *theology in the mode of doxology.*" I argue that following the ‘recession’ and ‘recovery’ of the doctrine of the trinity, LaCugna’s work in grounding the doctrine in doxology ensures that its relevance for the Christian life is ‘reclaimed’. In this chapter, I will argue that Christian doxology is an act of God that is mediated through the Son, in the power of the Spirit, towards the Father. In this respect, doxology actuates true relationship between people and God.

3.1. Theology in the ‘mode’ of Doxology

LaCugna develops Rahner’s axiom, arguing that ‘doxology’ is that which gives purchase into God’s life for us. Doxology is the proper ‘mode’ of Trinitarian theology. It is given expression in Christian life through the rite of baptism, in the creeds, the eucharistic prayer and doxologies: ‘Thus the creeds and the reasoning which produced them are not the forces which produced baptism. Baptism gave rise to the trinitarian creeds. So too the eucharist produced, but was not produced by, a scriptural text, the eucharistic prayer, or all the various scholarly theories concerning the eucharistic real presence’. Jürgen Moltmann argues, ‘real theology, which means knowledge of God, finds expression in thanks, praise, adoration. And it is what finds expression in doxology that is the real theology […] Here we know in order to participate. Then to know God means to participate in the fullness of the divine life.’

There is, then, an inseparable and necessary correspondence between doxology and theology; doxology is the ‘mode’ and ‘facilitator’ of theology, and theology culminates in doxology. LaCugna argues that Rahner’s axiom (though helpful) can appear to misleadingly suggest that there are two Trinities which must in someway be related to one another. Consequently, the doxological character of theology is impeded: ‘[it] can become an intellectual exercise in thinking about two reified Trinities rather than an act oriented to the worship of the unobjectifiable and incomprehensible God.’ LaCugna’s axiom offers an alternative paradigm, which maintains the unity between both *oikonomia* and *theologia*, and *God-for-God* and *God-for-us*: ‘doxology is the
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'practice' of the unity of oikonomia and theologia; all knowledge, love, and worship of God must be routed through Christ by the power of the Spirt.' In the act of doxology, the Christian finds the reflective language required to speak faithfully of God: ‘Doxology, which is the living language of faith in which praise is offered in gratitude for the abundance of God’s generous love, is the proper response to the revelation of God’s ineffable existence as self-imparting love and communion.” In the act of doxology, the Christian discovers that there is no distinction between the ‘worship of God’ and the ‘worship of God-for-us’, and thus, doxology maintains the unity of theologia and oikonomia. The praise of God is rooted in oikonomia and reaches to theologia:

Praise is always rendered in response to God’s goodness to Israel, or God’s majesty in creation, or God’s faithfulness to the covenant, or God’s peace-making in the heart of the sinner, or God’s face seen in Christ. Praise is offered because in the concrete aspects of God’s life with us we experience God’s steadfast loft, God’s gracious and everlasting presence [...] The praise of God is possible only if there is a real correspondence between “God” and “God for us” [...] The God of saving history is the same God from all eternity, and the God of our future. There is no reason to think that by recounting God’s deeds, anyone other that God as God is intended as the object of praise [...] The close relationship between soteriology and doxology, between salvation and praise, confirms the proper connection between oikonomia and theologia, essence and energies, which are inseparable in theology.'

3.2. Lex Orandi, Lex Credendi

LaCugna’s account of the necessary correspondence between doxology and theology, can, of course, trace its origin back to an altogether more ancient adage; lex orandi, lex credendi. Indeed, if we are able to grasp something of this perplexing adage, we will, in turn, find that we can bring some clarity to LaCugna’s proposition — that doxology informs theology, and theology inspires doxology. It does this in two ways. First, it demonstrates that LaCugna’s proposition has a scriptural basis — as does Proper’s original adage. Second, it prevents a confusion of boundaries — ensuring that the interrelationship between ‘prayer’ and ‘belief’, or ‘doxology’ and ‘theology’, is maintained as such that neither one exclusively informs the other.

‘Lex orandi, lex credendi’ is a principle which originates in an argument made by Prosper of Aquitaine (c.390 - c.445) against the Pelagians:

195 LaCugna, God for Us, pp. 15-16.
196 LaCugna, God for Us, p. 324.
197 LaCugna, God for Us, pp. 337, 348-349.
In addition to these inviolable decisions of the blessed Apostolic See, by which our mostly holy fathers, rejecting the arrogance of this harmful novelty, have taught [us] to attribute to the grave of Christ both the first steps of a right will and the necessary progress to a praiseworthy ardor and even the perseverance in these efforts until the end, let us consider equally the rites of the priestly supplications which, transmitted by the apostles, are celebrated in the same manner in the entire world and in the whole catholic Church, in such a way that the order of supplication determines the rule of faith.¹⁹⁸

The final clause of Prospers argument - ‘that the order of supplication determines the rule of faith’ - is expressed in Latin as: ‘ut legem credendi lex statuat supplicadni.’ Traditionally, scholars have interpreted this to mean that there is a synonymity between the content of prayer, and the faith of the one praying. An interpretation which suggests a ‘simple’ relationship between supplication and faith, is, however to be avoided. For example, an interpretation which understands ‘lex orandi’ (supplication) to be the exclusive theological lens for interpreting ‘lex credendi’ (doctrine). Hughes argues that such interpretations stretch the credibility of the adage.¹⁹⁹ Indeed, it was not Prosper’s intention to ‘propose a general rule in which prayer trumped belief.’²⁰⁰ Instead, Proposer more likely intended that we should understand supplication and belief to be mutual informers, as Austin Farrer explains: ‘prayer and dogma are inseparable, they alone can explain each other. Either without the other is meaningless and dead.’²⁰¹

For Farrer, Prosper’s adage is more accurately expressed when dogma and prayer are seen as mutual informers: ‘[Farrer] would also insist that it works [both ways]: the away we believe [also] determines the way we pray. Belief (dogma) can prayer are neither identical nor independent. They cannot be collapsed into each other, but neither does one (prayer) have precedence over the other (belief).’²⁰² In this context, we can affirm with LaCugna that doxology is the mode and facilitator of theology - but we can equally affirm that theology is the mode and facilitator of doxology. In this way, δόξα not only exclusively provides the language required to λογία faithfully of God, but our λογία provides the inspiration for further δόξα. This might be expressed as follows:


¹⁹⁹ See, in general, Graham Hughes, Worship as Meaning: A Liturgical Theology for Late Modernity (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008)


LaCugna’s own proposition, that prayer is to be considered foundational for belief, and vice versa\textsuperscript{203}, can be said to find its conceptual basis in Prosper’s historical adage, and in turn, therefore, in the inspiration of scripture. Prosper’s adage has scriptural pedigree. In this regard, scholars such as Geoffrey Wainwright and Paul De Clerck have argued that Prosper’s teaching is inspired by Paul’s first epistle to Timothy: ‘the apostolic injunction to pray for the whole human race - which the church obeys in its intercessions - proves the obligation to believe with the holy see, that all faith, even the beginning of good will as well as growth and perseverance is from start to finish a work of grace.’\textsuperscript{204}

First of all, then, I urge that supplications, prayers, intercessions, and thanksgivings should be made for everyone, for kings and all in high positions, so that we may lead a quiet and peaceable life in all godliness and dignity. This is right and acceptable in the sight of God our Saviour, who desires everyone to be saved and to come to the knowledge of the truth. For there is one God; there is also one mediator between God and human kind, Christ Jesus, himself human, who gave himself a ransom for all — this was attested at the right time (1 Timothy 2. 1-6).

Whilst Prosper is thought to have been theologically dependant on Augustine\textsuperscript{205}, his argument turns first to scripture. Prosper insists that liturgical formulas, which may in turn inspire belief, must be rooted in the prior authority of scripture.\textsuperscript{206} In other words, \textit{lex orandi} is \textit{lex credendi} only insofar as it embodies the prior revelation of scripture. De Clerk writes:


\textsuperscript{205} Paul De Clerlk, “‘Lex orandi, lex credendi’”, p. 187.

\textsuperscript{206} Paul De Clerlk, “‘Lex orandi, lex credendi’”, p. 192.
In [Prosper’s] mind, one may have recourse to the prayers of the Church in order to resolve the controversy on grace because they correspond to a biblical mandate, and are the expression of the living tradition of the Church… The liturgy is a “theological locus” to a degree that it is founded on scripture and gives of the living tradition its peculiar echo, which is poetic, symbolic, and existential much more than rational.\textsuperscript{207}

3.3. Glory

The term ‘doxology’ (‘δοξολογία’) is, of course, derived from the Greek words ‘δόξα’ (doxa) meaning glory, and ‘λογία’ (logia) meaning saying. In Christian theology, doxology is the ‘ascription of glory (Gk. δόξα) to the Persons of the Holy Trinity.’\textsuperscript{208} LaCugna specifically understands doxology as the summit of soteriology. God is a ‘walking God’, who ‘walks’ towards us and alongside us as a ‘pilgrim people’.\textsuperscript{209} God moves to become God-for-us in creating and redeeming the cosmos in the power of the Holy Spirit through the eternal Word incarnate in Jesus Christ.\textsuperscript{210} In response, the created and redeemed cosmos ascribes glory to God (doxology), which becomes the means to participate in the life of God through Jesus Christ and the Spirit:

Praise is offered because in the concrete aspects of God’s life with us we experience God’s steadfast love, God’s graciousness and everlasting presence among us […] Although we cannot name God, we can pray the name of God given to us, thereby activating relationship with the God who names Godself. Soteriology culminates in doxology.\textsuperscript{211}

LaCugna argues that in the act of doxology, one discovers a dynamic movement of \textit{theologia} towards God’s other in \textit{oikonomia}, and that all things ‘\textit{exitus}’ from God through Christ in the Spirit will be brought together in God and ‘\textit{reditus}’ to God in the Spirit through Christ.\textsuperscript{212}

Doxology not only maintains the essential unity between \textit{oikonomia} and \textit{theologia}, it is also the means by which we are invited and drawn into God’s life. Theology should not be understood primarily as an act of speaking (‘λογία’) about God (‘Θεός’), but rather an expression of the relationship of God-with-us, which reaches its climax in our worship of God-for-us: ‘Theology

\textsuperscript{207} Paul De Clerlk, “‘Lex orandi, lex credendi’”, pp. 192-193.


\textsuperscript{209} LaCugna, \textit{God for Us}, p. 321.

\textsuperscript{210} Groppe, \textit{Theology and Conversation}, p. 244.

\textsuperscript{211} LaCugna, \textit{God for Us}, p. 335-337.

\textsuperscript{212} LaCugna, \textit{God for Us}, pp. 222-223.
culminates in the actuation of creation’s being-towards God in the act of praise and thanksgiving.’\textsuperscript{213} LaCugna writes, ‘The doctrine of the Trinity is an attempt to say something not only about God, or only about the recipient of the divine self-communication, but about the encounter between God and humankind and indeed with everything that exists.’\textsuperscript{214} In this regard, doxology does not simple speak ‘about’ God or ‘to’ God — it is not simply descriptive, but it is dialogical. In doxology, we are caught up and invited to participate in the doxological life of God-with-God, and thus God-for-us. For LaCugna, ‘God is not a third party about whom we speak; rather God is a “Thou” to who we speak.’\textsuperscript{215}

Normally doxology is associated with public worship. However, I would wish to argue that doxology should, in fact, involve every single aspect of Christian life; the way we think, speak, interact with others, and so on. Doxology is our response to the revelation of who God is. God has revealed God in salvation history. Our doxology is our response to that revelation. Pannenberg argues: ‘[Theological statements] express adoration of God on the basis of his works. All biblical speech about God, to the extent that its intention is to designate something beyond a particular deed, namely, God himself and what he is from eternity to eternity, is rooted in adoration and is in this sense doxological.’\textsuperscript{216} The whole of the Christian life, then, should be lived doxologically. That is, the Christian life should be lived as a response to God’s revelation of God’s self in salvation history. Claus Westermann writes, ‘There cannot be such a thing as true life without praise. Praising and no longer praising are related to each other as are living and no longer living. Praise of God, like petition, is a mode of existence, not something with may or may not be present in life.’\textsuperscript{217} Following the Faith and Order Commission (a study of the historic creeds) LaCugna argues that ‘doxology lies at the root of every aspect of Christian life:’\textsuperscript{218}

Doxology is not merely the language of direct prayer and praise, but all forms of thought, feeling, action and hope directed and offered by believers to God. Doxological affirmations therefore are not primarily definitions or ascriptions. There are performative and ascriptive, 
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Doxology is, for LaCugna, the process by which we are restored to right relationship: ‘[T]he giving of praise to God has the power to bring about our union with God, to put as back in right relationship with God. By naming God as a recipient of our praise, we are redirected away from ourselves towards God.’ Doxology is the very fabric of God’s inner life. It is the nature of the social order, and the pattern for the relationship of God-with-us and us-with-God-and-each-other. In ascribing glory/praise to God, we mirror the doxological life of God in se revealed in God’s life ad extra. The term ‘glory’ (δόξα/doxa) is not only helpful for facilitating our understanding of LaCugna’s axiomatic inseparability of oikonomia and theologia, but it also reflects God’s life towards-us in light of God’s acts in salvation history, and in turn, therefore, it reflect’s God’s life within God. Firstly, each person of the Trinity seeks to glorify the other persons of the Trinity. In this way, God’s triune life can be said to be doxological. This is demonstrated in the witness of scripture. The Son glorifies the Father and the Holy Spirit glorifies the Son:

I glorified you on earth by finishing the work you gave me to do. (John 17.4)

He will glorify me, because he will take what is mind and declare it to you. (John 16.14)

This is called ‘mutual glorification’, and it reflects the deeper reality of the indwelling of the three persons in one Godhead, as Gregory of Nyssa poetically describes:

You see the revolving circle of the glory moving from Like to Like. The Son is glorified by the Spirit; the Father is glorified by the Son; again the Son has His glory from the Father; and the Only-begotten thus becomes the glory of the Spirit. For with what shall the Father be glorified, but with the true glory of the Son: and with what again shall the Son be glorified, but with the majesty of the Spirit? In like manner, again, Faith complete the circle, and glorifies the Son by means of the Spirit, and the Father by means of the Son.

At this point, it would be fruitful to briefly consider what this thesis might understand by the term ‘glory.’ Most simply put, ‘glory’, from the latin gloria (fame, renown) describes something of great beauty or splendour. In Christian theology, thinkers have often thought there to be a certain amount
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of consonance between ‘glory’ and ‘beauty’. Von Balthasar, for example, carefully develops a ‘theological aesthetics’ based on ‘seeing the form’ of Christ — the ‘glorious’ form which breaks out with unsurpassable ‘splendour’ in every aspect of his life, death, and resurrection. Similarly, Calvin uses the metaphor of theatre to assist his conveyance of the correspondence between the beauty of the natural world and the glory of God: ‘[every human being is] formed to be a spectator of the created world and given eyes that he might be led to its author by contemplating so beautiful a representation.’ In this regard, ‘glorification’ can only make sense in community - it is, by nature, a fundamentally social enterprise. It begins, of course, in the mutual glorification of the divine persons. The Father glorifies the Son, that is, the Father delights in the beauty and splendour of the Son, and vice versa. God’s impulse to create the world arises, Lane argues, from this interior pattern of mutual glorification, as the ‘persons of the Trinity reach for more and more dance partners in an ever-expanding celebration of God’s glory.’ “Glory,” as one commentator on Balthasar’s work defines it, is “that splendour thrown off at the encounter of God with His world.” Lane continues, ‘We ought never to speak of God’s beauty without reference to the form and manner of appearing which he exhibits in salvation-history.’ In the same way, LaCugna argues that we ought never to attempt to speak of God's life insae without reference to God’s life ad extra.

Of course, our rendering of glory to the triune persons can only mirror, and indeed point to, the perfect ascription of glory offered between the divine persons for one another: ‘In the same way, let your light shine before others, so that may see your good works and give glory to your Father in heaven’ (Matthew 5.16). The Christian life ought to be one which seeks to glorify God in such a way that others may to be compelled by the splendour and beauty of Him who is Glory, to join with us in glorifying God. Lane argues, ‘In extolling God glory, the praise of the faithful helps restore the earth to its original order and wholeness.’ In the Christian life, there is then a connection between praise/worship and glory. Our praise of God makes known the glory of God, the glory to
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which our praise is rendered, and from which it is inspired: ‘Followers of Christ are exhorted to be icons of Christ and therefore icons of God.’ However, it would be an over simplification to exclusively equate glorification with the rendering of praise in liturgical acts of worship. Von Balthasar, drawing from the context of his theological aesthetics, draws three inferences of ‘glorification’ which are relevant for Christian living. First, ‘glorifying’ involves the whole self, rendering praise as bearers of God’s glory (imago dei): ‘we must praise him through our existence, inasmuch as this is an existence that is in him and therefore what it truly ought to be.’

LaCugna concurs, arguing: ‘mutuality refers to the common ground of every person in the origin of the personhood, God (Father), and the common telos of glorifying God and eternal union with God.’ Secondly, that we glorify God in light of our future eschatological glory: ‘the entire horizon of human existence has been disclosed.’ Finally, divine glory is more than an object of praise, but ‘its inner principle, since through grace we are drawn into the glorious love made visible in Jesus Christ, his dying and rising.’ In other words, glory is the very fabric of God’s triune life.

The fabric of God’s inner triune life, reflected in God’s-life-for-us, establishes then the right social pattern of relationship for us-with-God-and-each-other. Whitfield argues, ‘because the Trinity is the ground of all reality, the mission of the triune God is the mission for everything. The church is redeemed for this purpose, and the church’s mission is to participate in this God-glorifying mission.’ LaCugna argues that God created us to live as God lives, that is, to live doxologically. In other words, human persons are not only invited to mirror the pattern of mutual glorification and praise giving of God’s inner life, but were created for this very purpose:

We are most fully human when we praise God, since this is the purpose for which we were made: “We who first hoped in Christ have been destined and appointed to live for the praise of God’s glory […] We were created for the purpose of glorifying God by living in right
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relationship by living as Jesus Christ did, by becoming holy through the power of the Spirit of God, by existing as persons in communion with God and every creature.\textsuperscript{235}

It is for this reason that LaCugna argues ‘theology in the mode of doxology’ is the best form of language for illuminating God’s economy. LaCugna would prefer us to conceive of God’s life as self-fulfilling, rather than self-sufficient: ‘God is not self-contained, egotistical and self-absorbed but overflowing love, outreaching desire for union with all that God has made.’\textsuperscript{236} Accordingly, God’s own Trinitarian life does not belong to God alone, but rather relates to us in His eternal glory revealed through Jesus Christ in the Holy Spirit: ‘Trinitarian life is therefore also our life.’\textsuperscript{237} God’s triune life is self-fulfilling, because it is doxological, and doxology, that is the rendering of praise/glory is self-fulfilling. LaCugna argues God’s inward doxological life, and God’s doxological life for-us is contagious: ‘Praise works by overflow and contagion; it invites others to join in.’\textsuperscript{238} God becomes \textit{God-for-us} when we participate and ‘join in’ with God in this pattern of praise rendering: ‘God is made \textit{our} God when creation and humanity render praise to God.’\textsuperscript{239} For LaCugna, this has profound implications for the Christian life. The doctrine of the Trinity is relevant when it is doxological, for this is when it comes to life. Christians are invited to encounter and participate in God, and this pattern of encounter and participation sets the agenda for our relationship with each other: ‘Christian life is indeed an ongoing encounter with a personal God who brings about both our union with God and communion with each other. Union with God and communion with each other are actualised through doxology.’\textsuperscript{240}

3.4. Actuating Relations with-God

Doxology actuates our relationship with God. The relationship between God and creature is actualised when, in response to God’s creative and redemptive acts, the creature renders praise to God. Fred Sanders writes: ‘Trinitarian praise points back to that triune source. This is the matrix of Trinitarian theology: wonder, love, and praise that God has done for us and salvation something that
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manifests and enacts what he is in himself.’

Praise is rendered in response to God’s works in salvation history: ‘Moved by the extravagance of God’s love, by the abundance of God’s good gifts in creation…the heart full of delight or wonder expresses itself in at outpouring of praise.’ In rendering praise, the praise giver, being drawn into the life of God, discovers more of God: ‘Doxology is the animating power not only of right relationship but also of right knowledge of God (orthodoxy).’

There is, then, a reciprocity between knowing and praising, between theology and doxology. Our knowing leads us to praise, which leads to further knowing, leading to further praise, and so on: ‘Praise generates more praise; glory adds to glory.’

Creation, in ascribing glory to God, reflects the divine-human relationship in view of God’s activity in salvation history. Sanders writes: ‘To join in the ancient Christian prayer called the *Gloria Patri*, directing praise to the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, is to come into alignment here in the world “as it is now” with triune glory “as it was in the beginning.”’

The doxological life of the Trinity *in se* flows outward and manifests itself in the doxological life of the Trinity *ad extra*. The Father has always glorified the Son, and the Son the Father, and so on: ‘There was never a time when God was not glorious as Father, as Son, and as Holy Spirit. But there was a time when that singular glory… has not yet disclosed itself so as to invite creatures to its praise.’

In the economy of salvation, the Son glorifies the Father through Jesus’ life, death, and resurrection. As the Father reveals himself through the Son, in the Spirit, so our praise is offered to the Father in the same. Moltmann suggests that there is a tight fit between soteriology and doxology, between God’s acts in salvation history and God *in se*:

The principle that the doctrine of salvation and doxology do not contradict one another is founded on the fact that there are not two different Trinities. There is only one, single, divine Trinity and one, single divine history of salvation. The triune God can only appear in history as he is in himself, and no other way. He is in himself as he appears in salvation history, for it he himself who is manifested, and just what he is just what he manifested as being.

---
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Christians are called to render praise and glory to God the Father through Jesus Christ in the power of the Spirit: ‘Blessed be God the Father, who has blessed us in the Beloved and sealed us with the Holy Spirit of promise’ (Ephesians 1.3-16, condensed). Robin Parry argues:

When we say “Glory to the Father, through the Son, in the Holy Spirit” we are describing the way in which God deals with creation. The Father comes to creation through the Son, in the Spirit and creation comes to the Father through the Son and in the Spirit. The doxology beautifully captures what Chris Cocksworth calls the “Trinitarian geography” of God’s interaction with creation, describing the route by which our worship ascends to God.248

This so called ‘Trinitarian geography’ was mapped earlier in the tradition by S Irenaeus:

Now this God is glorified by His Word who is is His Son continually, and by the Holy Spirit who is the Wisdom of the Father of all: and the powers of these, (namely) of the Word and Wisdom, which are called Cherubim and Seraphim, with unceasing voices glorify God; and every created thing that is in the heavens offers glory to God the Father of all. He by His Word has created the whole world…249

Christian doxology, is therefore, an act of God that is mediated through the Son, in the power of the Spirit, towards the Father. In this respect, doxology actuates true relationship between people and God.

3.5. Actuating Relations with-one-another

Furthermore, ‘doxology actuates communion among persons.’250 Human beings are created in the image of God, and the likeness of God. As such, human beings are to live in such way that conforms to who God is for us. Medley writes: ‘Humanity’s vocation is thus to participate in God’s communion by becoming imago Trinitatis.’251 Human persons participate in God’s life and become, therefore, imago Trinitatis when they render praise to God the Father, through Christ, in the power of the Spirit.252 In rendering praise, not only is the relationship between person-and-God restored, but so to is the right relationship between each-of-us-with-each-other. For LaCugna, doxology is

249 Irenaeus, DAP
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inextricably related to good ‘social order’. God is glorified when human persons relate to one another after the example of Jesus Christ: ‘Everything that promotes fullness of humanity, that builds up relationships based on charity and compassion, glorifies God. Actively resisting injustice, prejudice and hatred can glorify God. Right relationship is every sphere, according to that which God has ordained, everything that brings human persons closer to the communion for which we were made, glorifies God.’

Christians are to be known by the way they relate to one another: ‘I give you a new commandment, just as I have loved you, you should love one another. By this everyone will know that your are my disciples, if you have love for one another’ (John 13.34-35). LaCugna writes: ‘We were created for the purpose of glorifying God by living in right relationship and by living as Jesus did, by becoming holy through the power of the Spirit of God, existing as persons in communion with God and every other creature.’ Christians are exhorted to glorify God by lives of holiness, service, and living sacrifice:

Be hospitable to one another without complaining. Like good stewards of the manifold grace of God, serve one another with whatever gift each of you has received. Whoever speaks must do so as one speaking the very words of God; whoever serves must do so with the strength that God supplies, so that God may be glorified in all things through Jesus Christ. To him belong the glory and power forever and ever. Amen. (1 Peter 4. 9-11)

The act of ascribing praise to God has to capacity to unite persons: ‘[To praise God is] to route all one’s relationships through God, and to open them up to [God’s] future for them. Praise actualises the true relationship between people as well as with God.’ Each member of Christ’s body, the Church, is unique, representing different backgrounds, races, genders, ages, appearances, and socioeconomic strata. In living doxologically, that is, in pursuing unity with God, members of the Church can be united with one another, despite difference of opinion: ‘People who might not otherwise agree with each other or even like each other can be genuinely united with each other in the praise of God.’ Our unity with God has potential not only to bring unity within the Christian community, but by extension, to human kind. This unity is realised in our praise of the triune God,
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in whom we discover ‘mutual love between between persons-in-relationship who recognise the equality and value the differences of “the others.”’

3.6. Conclusion

The doxological life of the triune God is to be our life. In mirroring that life, albeit dimly, relationships between persons are actualised:

> We were created for the purpose of glorifying God by means of the whole network of our relationships… We are in right relationship to other persons when we see them not as means to an end, nor as creatures designed to meet our relational needs, but persons in their own right who share the same destiny of glory… Our bond with others in anchored in divine life. Our communion with other persons in an aspect of our communion with God. This makes possible a genuine bond with those to whom we might not natively be attracted or kindly disposed.

Doxology, then, as we have discussed, actualises our relationship with-God and with-one-another. However, our relationships with-one-another can never quite reach of the unity found in the relationship between the triune persons. They are but a dim analogy. Zizioulas suggests that the Christian community can be described as ‘an image or a sign of the Trinity,’ whilst Gunton writes ‘through the work of Christ and the Spirit to create, in time and space, a living echo of the communion God is in eternity.’ LaCugna is clear that the relationships between God and creature, between creature and God, and between creature and creature are of a ‘qualitatively different character.’ LaCugna’s theology of relation is developed in terms of both communion and distinction. God, LaCugna argues, ‘belongs to the sphere of infinite relatedness, infinite capacity for relationship, infinite actuality of relationship, both to past, present, and future reality.’ Human persons, in contrast, relate to one another in light of their ‘historical-cultural-linguistic
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conditions.’  

LaCugna argues that there is a full correspondence between God’s way of ‘being’ in relationship with us (God-for-us) and God’s ‘personhood’, which is a perfect expression of God’s being as God. She relates the terms ‘being’ and ‘personhood’ to an understanding of ‘hypostasis’ and ‘ousia’.  

Personhood and relationality is imperfectly realised in human persons, who are continually being perfected in the image of the relational God: ‘Human beings are created in the image of a relational God and gradually are being perfected in that image (theosis), making more and more real the communion of all creatures with one another.’  

LaCugna is explicit that the doctrine of the trinity is not the most ‘speculative of doctrines’, but rather the ‘most practical’, as its focus is the saving presence of God in human history. In Roger Haight’s words: ‘The point of the doctrine of the Trinity is therefore soteriological… The doctrine is not intended to be information about the internal life of God, but how God relates to human beings.’  

LaCugna grounds her revitalised doctrine by closely restoring the relationship between liturgy and theology, and more importantly, in arguing that both properly proceed from doxology. In doing so, LaCugna reclaims the relevance of the doctrine for the Christian life. Doxology is not only ‘the precondition of theological speech, particularly speech about God’, but it is the language of participation. Velti-Matti Kärkkäinen defines ‘doxological response’ as ‘participation in and transformation into God rather than an attempt to know God in se.’  

Doxology, is therefore, the context for living out trinitarian faith. LaCugna argues that it is the vocation of every Christian to render glory to God, and so doxology must be a way of life — in other words, the Christian life is thoroughly trinitarian, and it is trinitarian because is doxological, that is, rooted in the continuous praise of the God who is Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. Theology in the mode of doxology, LaCugna suggests, allows the theologian to maintain the balance between apophatic and cataphatic, between theologia and oikonomia, between contemplative and
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speculative, whilst also being *practically oriented*. The doxological mode of theology is ‘economic’ mode of theology:

The doxological mode of theology keeps together the primary and secondary theology, reaffirming both the centrality of the narratives of Christian experience for Christian theology, and the appropriateness of theological reflection on the divine ‘actor’ in the narratives.

Trinitarian theology is inherently doxological. Its goal is to understand something of what it means to both confess and live out faith in the God of Jesus Christ. Its central theme is the mystery of persons in communion. Theology itself is the fruit of communion with God and also can be a means of union with God. Pursued in the mode of doxology, the scope of trinitarian theology appears to be without boundaries. Understood as a way of rendering praise to God, trinitarian theology of God reconnects spirituality with theology, orthodoxy with orthopraxis, the contemplative with the speculative, apophatic with cataphatic, the pastoral with the academic.270

This chapter has argued that LaCugna can be said to have reclaimed the relevance of the doctrine of the trinity insofar as she restores the unity between *oikonomia* and doxology. For LaCugna, God’s doxological life is a fundamentally social enterprise; in doxology, the Christian is drawn into *God’s-life-for-us*, and is so orientated towards right relationship with God and with one-another. Doxology is, for LaCugna, the mode and facilitator of ‘economic’ theology. In the next chapter, I argue that scripture is God’s revelation of *God’s-life-with-us*, and as such, it offers the most penetrating vista into God’s life *ad intra*. In this regard, I will attempt to offer a biblical basis (and defence) of the LaCugna’s presentation of God’s co-eternal, co-equal, and co-collaborative life, operating without subordination or hierarchy.

270 LaCugna, *God for Us*, pp, 358, 368.
Virtually every recent discussion on the Trinity refers to, and depends on Karl Rahner’s assertion that the *immanent trinity* is the *economic trinity*, und umgekehrt.\(^{271}\) Indeed, the debate around social trinitarianism seems, very often, to centre around issues of ecclesial tradition/experience, and systematic/philosophical theology. Whilst offering valuable insight, they cannot, in isolation, be determinative for the Church in understanding who and what God is. Horrell argues that a key question in any discussion of divine ontology, has to be whether or not any proposed understanding of who or what God is corresponds with the witness of scripture.\(^{272}\) This will be especially true of a project such as this one, which hopes to be of value for a Church (in Wales) which takes the three-fold witness of scripture, tradition and reason seriously. Richard Hooker’s so-called *three-legged stool*, which balances the authorities of scripture, reason and tradition, is often appealed to as a hallmark of Classical Anglicanism. Hooker writes: ‘What Scripture doth plainly deliver, to that the first place both of credit and obedience are due; the next whereunto, is what any man can necessarily conclude by force of Reason; after this, the voice of the Church succeedeth’\(^{273}\) This chapter asserts that the witness of scripture offers us an accurate picture of the economic trinity, which truly reflects who God is *in se*: ‘the terms [in scripture] used for the relationship between the members of the economic Godhead provide our most penetrating vista for understanding the immanent Trinity.’\(^{274}\) In other words, the witness of scripture is God’s revelation of God’s triune economic activity in salvation history, which is in turn, the window through which we may catch glimpses of God’s life *in se*.

Few social-trinitarians sufficiently address these criticisms. Perhaps the most significant attempt at such a response has been offered by J Scott Horrell. Indeed I shares Horrell’s concern that conceptions of God’s inner life have ‘often been distanced from Scripture,’\(^{275}\) However, whilst

\(^{271}\) J. Scott Horrell, ‘Toward a Biblical Model of the Social Trinity: Avoiding Equivocation of Nature and Order’, *Journal of the Evangelical Society* 47/3 (September 2004), pp. 399-421, [p. 400, n. 3].
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Horrell seeks to offer a biblical basis for a social doctrine of the trinity, he concludes that the witness of scripture offers a corrective to some of the classical hallmarks of social trinitarianism. For example, he affirms the eternal subordination of the Son. In this chapter, I will argue that a clear and critical engagement with scripture leads us towards, rather than away from a social model of the trinity as more broadly understood. That is, scripture offers an account of God’s co-eternal, co-equal, and co-collaborative triune life. It is the vista through which we catch a glimpse of the activity of the economic trinity in salvation history.

As this project seeks to be of value to the Church in Wales, this chapter begins by defending the primary role of scripture as a normative voice in theological discussion. Following the Catechism of the Church in Wales, I argue that scripture may inform theology in three ways: i. as a source of revelation; ii. as a source of authority; iii. as a source of transformation.

4.1. The Normative Voice of Scripture for the Church

4.1.1 A Source of Revelation

What is the Bible?

The Bible is the record of God’s revelation of himself to mankind through his people of Israel, and above all in his Son, Jesus Christ.

The concept of revelation is central to the Christian faith, which asserts that God has uniquely revealed himself to humanity by entering human history as a specific point in the person of Jesus Christ. However, the weight/necessity of revelation for faith is disputed. This chapter asserts that the economic activity of God in the world, that is, God’s revelation of himself in the human story, is the only means through which we can know God as Trinity. As such, Christian theology should ground itself in the economic acts of revelation of the triune God. Barth’s doctrine of revelation is deeply related to his doctrine of scripture, which understands scripture not as direct revelation, but as an inspired human testimony of God’s revelation in human history, which becomes the Word of God by the work of the Holy Spirit: ‘Barth’s conviction [is] that the Bible ought to be treated as

---


testimony to God’s self-revelation in history.’ For Barth, revelation begins and ends with the self-revealing triune God: ‘the same God who is unimpaired unity is revealer, revelation, and revealedness.’ Put more simply, God reveals God. The revealed God is what scripture calls the Word of God. For Barth, the Logos is the Word of God. Scripture witnesses to the Word revealed. The witness is reliable but human, thus it is a creature, thus it is fallen, however it is God breathed and thus most sufficient. Following Barth, the scriptures relate to revelation in that they ‘witness to revelation’— as God’s word the scriptures point to God’s Word:

The Bible is not in itself and as such God's past revelation [Gottes geschene Offenbarung] ... But, speaking to us and heard by us as God's Word, the Bible bears witness [bezeugt] to past revelation ... Therefore the decisive relation of the Church to revelation is its witness by the Bible. Its witness Uhr Bezeugung!

[T]he Bible is real witness only in its relation to the past revelation attested in it, i.e., the factual recollection of past revelation!

According to Barth, the ‘content’ of revelation is God. God is both the subject of and object of revelation. God, as the subject of revelation, self-discloses God. Though what God self-reveals and self-discloses by entering and engaging in human history, most prominently in the person of Jesus Christ at the Incarnation, is not definitive for God. There is always more to God. Understanding what is meant by revelation is important for understanding scripture, particularly if we advocate a relationship, as does this thesis, between revelation and scripture. If revelation is God’s indefinite self-disclosure of God, then scripture is the human testimony of God’s indefinite self-disclosure. This thesis agrees with LaCugna, who argues that scripture accurately reflects and portrays the economic Trinity, but that this portrayal is limited. In other words, the thesis is committed to an obedient cataphatism; scripture gives permission to truthfully claim who God is, but it does not say all that there is to say. Cataphatic theology is a theology which uses positive statements when describing God. This is in contrast to apophatic theology which uses negative statements. This thesis asserts that for cataphatic theology to be considered ‘obedient’ it needs to take seriously the
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apophatic. Pseudo-Dionysius believed that apophatic theology, and cataphatic theology belong together. As such, he would often pair the two. If a theology over-stresses the cataphatic or apophatic, we may consider it ‘disobedient’. LaCugna writes:

While there may be a hiddenness, incomprehensibility, and even (in apophatic theology) darkness, there are no masks—as the incarnation and the cross powerfully demonstrate. God is honest, true, and genuine in communicating himself. I presuppose that the economic Trinity as revealed in the Bible accurately represents to finite creation who and what God is, but that the economic Trinity is by no means all that is God.

I therefore argue that scripture is a source of revelation in so far as it is the testimony that communities of faith have offered about revelation. The Gospel writers themselves speak of bearing witness to that revelation, to the things they have seen and heard of God:

The is the disciple who is testifying to these things and has written them, and we know that his testimony is true. But there are also many other things that Jesus did; if every one of them were written down, I suppose that the world itself could not contain the books that would be written (John 21.24-25).

He testifies to what he has seen and heard, yet no one accepts his testimony (John 3.32).

Since many have undertaken to set down an orderly account of the events that have been fulfilled among us, just as they were handed on to us by those who from the beginning were eyewitnesses and servants of the word, I too decided, after investigating everything carefully from the very first, to write an orderly account for you, most excellent Theophilus, so that you may know the truth concerning the things about which you have been instructed (Luke. 1.1-4).

And he answered them, ‘Go and tell John what you have seen and heard: the blind receive their sight, the lame walk, the lepers are cleansed, the deaf hear, the dead are raised, the poor have the good news brought to them (Luke 7.22).

The subject of revelation is God, the pointer toward that revelation is scripture:

To be sure, scripture is not itself the Word. Christ is the one living Word that God speaks to us, and that Word is communicated to the church through, by, and with the instrumental humanity of the words of scripture. Once again, scriptural reading is not about nervously evacuating the text of its humanity, but reading for the text’s deepest reality. To read scripture under the Word is therefore to allow oneself to be conflicted by the question this reality raises: what difference does God’s activity of revelation make to understanding scriptural readers and reading?

---
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The reason why Christians love the Bible is that it speaks to us of Jesus Christ. We are not bibliolaters, we do not worship the Bible. But we worship Christ, and the Bible points us to him.\textsuperscript{286}

4.1.2. A Source of Authority

How was the Bible given to us?

*The Bible was given to us by the Holy Spirit who first inspired and guided the writers, and then led the Church to accept their writings as Holy Scripture.*\textsuperscript{287}

Following Barth, this chapter has so far argued that scripture is the ‘word of God’ which points us to the ‘Word of God.’ Scripture is a human testimony, and as such we should steer from applying the categories ‘inerrant’ (without error) and ‘infallible’ (incapable of error) to scripture. This is not to say that scripture is without authority. On the contrary, this chapter has and will argue that ‘all scripture is inspired by God and is useful for teaching, for reproof, for correction, and for training in righteousness so that everyone who belongs to God may be proficient, equipped for every good work’ (2 Timothy 3.16-17). Scripture is a reliable witness to revelation, and as such, it carries authority. Indeed, Barth argues that the authority of scripture is directly related to the function of scripture and its relationship to revelation. It is authoritative because it points to God:

> Why and wherein does the Biblical witness possess authority? Precisely in this, that it claims no authority at all for itself, that its witness consists in allowing that Other Thing to be itself and through itself the authority. Hence we do the Bible a misdirected honour, and one unwelcome to itself, if we directly identify it with this Other Thing, the revelation itself. This can happen… in the form of a doctrine of the general and uniform inspiration of the Bible.\textsuperscript{288}

The nature of scriptures authority, and how this is expressed in practice in contested. This thesis asserts that scripture is a unique source of authority (in that it is a unique testimony of God’s self-revelation) amongst a cloud of authorities, namely tradition and reason. Scripture has priority amongst the three-fold sources of authority. The thirty-nine articles of religion give voice to the authority of scripture for Anglicans. Article VI claims, ‘Holy Scripture containeth all things necessary for salvation: so that whatsoever is not read therin, nor may be proved thereby, is not to be required of any man, that is should be believed as an article of Faith, or be though requisite or necessary to salvation.’ Further, article VIII commends that the creeds as provable by scripture.


\textsuperscript{287} Church in Wales, *The Catechism: An Outline of the Faith* (2013)

Article XX tasks the Church with being ‘the keeper of Holy Writ’, and article XXV promotes the authority of scripture in advocating the sacraments of baptism and communion. For Anglicans, therefore, scripture has authority in that is ‘complete’ — it contains everything we need to know. At the same time, scripture is limited as it does not contain everything that there is to know — there is still more to God.

In practice, the authority of scripture must be tripled with the authorities of tradition and reason. This chapter rejects the sole and isolated authority of scripture (‘Sola Scriptura’) arguing that such a position can lead to a departing from the catholic faith: ‘when they and their Bibles were alone together, what strange fantastical opinion soever at any time entered into their heads, their use was to think that the Sprit taught it them.’ Instead, whilst Anglicans ‘affirm the sovereign authority of the Holy Scriptures’, they are to be ‘translated, read, and understood, and their meaning grasped through a continuing process of interpretation… to be understood and read in the light afforded by the contexts of “tradition” and “reason.”’ That said, Hooker argues scripture has priority amongst the other authorities, and as such, scripture should be the test of the other authorities. Aquinas argues that which one might reason, should not contradict the witness of scripture: ‘Therefore God does not instil into man any opinion or belief contrary to natural knowledge…This is confirmed also by the authority of Augustine who says (Gen. at lit. ii) : That which truth shall make known can nowise be opposition to the holy books whether of the Old or of the New Testament.’

This chapter argues that scripture is a source of authority insofar as it both bears witness, and therefore somehow carries the authority of God himself. The scriptures are authoritative insomuch as they are revelatory. They are revelatory as they point toward the subject of revelation. They are authoritative insofar as the one who has authority has invested authority in them. The authority of the word of God is secondary, therefore, to authority of the Word of God: ‘And Jesus came and said to them, “All authority in heaven and on earth has been given to me. Go therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptising them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey everything I have commanded you. And remember, I am with you always, to the end of the age”’ (Matthew 28.18-19).
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4.1.3. A Source of Transformation

How should we read the Bible?

We should read the Bible with the desire and prayer that through it God will speak to us by his Holy Spirit, and enable us to know him and do his will.\(^{292}\)

Finally, this chapter argues that the Christian should, recognising scripture as a source of revelation and authority, read scripture expecting and indeed hoping for transformation. In reading scripture, the Christian expects to be caught up through its invitation into God’s life — to be transformed by the God to whom scripture bears witness. In this way, the Church understands scripture to be a living testimony of a historic people which can speak into and transform the lives of people in our own time and our own context: ‘Indeed, the word of God is living and active, sharper than any two-edged sword, piercing until it divides soul from spirit, joints from marrow; it is able to judge the thoughts and intentions of the heart’ (Hebrews 4.12).

John Webster argues that the authority and witness of scripture is related to the transforming power of scripture, that is, the scriptures can be called authoritative because they transform thought and practice: ‘The authority of Scripture lies in its reference to the church’s God and his gospel. Scripture is authoritative because it is instrumental in bringing the word of God to bear upon the thought and practice of the church.’\(^{293}\) In other words, the authority of scripture is none other than the testimony of a peoples experience of God, and God’s redemption of God’s people in the person of Jesus Christ. Scripture, in bearing witness to the story of God, invites the reader to be drawn into and transformed by God’s ongoing story. Kevin Vanhoozer argues that scripture becomes the word of God when the Spirit enables it to be efficacious:

The word of God is God in creative, communicative and self-communicative action, doing things in and with the word written and the word made flesh. The Bible, as comprised of divinely authorised illocutions, is the word of God, and that it becomes the word of God if and when the Spirit renders it perlocutionarily efficacious. In its fullest sense the ‘Word of God’ is something that God says, something that God does, and something that God is. The Scripture is the word of God because it is the chosen means through which the triune God presents Christ, ministers and administers the covenant of grace, and makes all things new through the ministry of the Word in the power of the Spirit.\(^{294}\)


This chapter argues, therefore, that scripture offers the Church an ‘economic’ vista through which to encounter the story of God’s economic activity in salvation history. Having traced LaCugna’s account of the ‘recession’ and ‘recovery’ of the doctrine of the Trinity, and engaged with her mode of economic theology, that is, doxology, this thesis will now argue that LaCugna’s social doctrine of the Trinity would be strengthened if it were yet more ‘economic’. That is to say, LaCugna does not offer, in the view of this thesis, a sufficient biblical basis for her proposals. This thesis believes that LaCugna’s (and social-trinitarians more broadly) lack of engagement with scripture has offered a somewhat open-goal for critics of social trinitarianism. Giles Emery insists, against the claim of numerous social-trinitarians, that Aquinas’s classical trinitarian theology is throughly scriptural: ‘[there are] deep Biblical and Patristic foundations of [Thomas’s] trinitarian doctrine’ which aims ‘to manifest the deep sense of the Gospel…[it] starts from Scripture in order to return to Scripture.’

Meanwhile, Kevin Giles argues that social-trinitarians misinterpret scripture with their proposition. Giles claims that scripture witnesses to the life of Christ rather than the internal and eternal life of God as pattern for Christian life:

The way in which the three divine persons relate to one another in eternity is neither a model for nor prescriptive of human relationships in the temporal world. God’s life in heaven does not set a social agenda for human life on earth. Divine relations in eternity cannot be replicated on earth by created human beings, and fallen beings at that. What the Bible asks disciples of Christ to do, both men and women, is to exhibit the love of God to others and to give ourselves in self-denying sacrificial service and self-subordination, as the Lord of glory did in becoming one with us in our humanity and dying on the cross. In other words, the incarnate Christ provides the perfect example of Godly living, not the eternal life of God.

Specifically, appealing to the doctrine of the Trinity, a three-fold perfect divine communion, to support either the equality of men and women or their hierarchical ordering, is mistaken and to be opposed.

4.2. Defining our Terms

Before it will be possible to critically engage with the biblical material, it will be necessary to first define our terms, and situate them within their historical variations. Definitions of “person” and “nature” are significantly problematic in discussions about God. Since the birth of the Church, much ink has been spilt, and unresolved disputes in this area ultimately led to the schism between


East and West in 1054. This is where our discussion begins, with an observation of the similarities and differences between East and West in their account of Trinitarian relations.

Eastern Fathers begin with *hypostasies* (‘person’) primary, and with *ousia* (‘substance/essence’) secondary, in their account of the Trinity. The Eastern employment of *hypostasies* caused great confusion among Western theologians, whose translation of ὑπόστασις equated with οὐσία. They understood the Easterns, in speaking of three *hypostasies* to mean three *ousia* (‘substances’) and therefore suspected them of tritheism. The influence of the Cappadocian Fathers led to the eventual clarification of the term, and by the Council of Constantinople (381) the formula ‘Three *Hypostasies* in One *Ousia*’ standardised the terminology, and came to be ‘everywhere accepted as the epitome of the orthodox doctrine of the Holy Trinity.’

Gregory of Nazianzus (c.329-390) understood the divine nature to be comprised of three *hypostasies* which may each be called God; yet the *hypostasies* of the Son and the Spirit derive their divine nature from the the *hypostasies* of the Father. The unity of God is preserved in this way, ‘a one eternally changes to a two and stops at three—meaning the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. In a serene, non-temporal, incorporeal way, the Father is parent of the ‘offspring’ and originator of the ‘emanation’—or whatever name one can apply when one has entirely extrapolated from things visible.’ In other words, following Horrell, ‘the deity of the Son and the Spirit, eternal and full as it may be, is received from the Father.’

Here, we encounter a crucial parting point between the Eastern and Western Church. More importantly, for this project, it is here that we also encounter a separation between the Oikonomia and Theologia. This thesis will shortly come to argue that an understanding of Trinitarian relations rooted in the economy, as revealed in scripture, strengthens the case for the *filioque* clause.

However, other Eastern Churches, such as the Greek Church, argued that the divine *ousia* was held in common among the three persons co-equally, rather than deriving directly from the Father. It was the Greek Church which first coined the term ‘perichoresis’, the buzz word among social trinitarians today. The term describes the indwelling, or ‘interpenetration’ of each person in the other, in an eternal sharing of the divine *ousia*, as the centre of divine unity. It is claimed that the term was first used by Gregory of Nazianzus, and that it closely relates to the term
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‘circumincession’ which translates literally as ‘proceeding around.’ The term will be important for the thesis as it has come to describe, for LaCugna and other contemporary social trinitarians, the deep and intimate relationship in which the persons of the Trinity are eternally engaged. LaCugna herself offers the following definition:

Perichoresis means being-in-one-another, permeation without confusion [... ] to be a divine person is to by by nature in relation to other persons. Each divine person is irresistibly drawn to the other, taking his/her existence from the other, containing the other in him/herself, whilst at the same time pouring self out into the other.

In summary, Horrell suggests that this amounts to two models for understanding the divine persons and the divine nature; the divine ousia is directly derived from the Father; the divine ousia is the sum of attribute held in common by the Godhead, shared equally by all three persons. Horrell suggests that one or the other of these Eastern perspective is fundamental to a social theory of the Trinity. This thesis agrees with Horrell, in so far as the Eastern Church offers us the vocabulary of perichoresis, where three persons are primary, each wholly sharing in the divine essence. I will argue that the second model is preferable, as it is the most consistent with the biblical witness of the activity of the Trinity in the economy of salvation; through which the persons of the Trinity collaborate as co-equal partners.

Typically, a Western account of the Trinity reverses the priorities of an Eastern understanding. That is, for Western thinkers, divine ousia is primary and hypostasies secondary. Augustine and Aquinas both understand God’s triunity on account of a single divine essence expressed in the subsistent relations of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. In others words, ‘the divine essence, or single nature, has a reality concurrent with its manifestation in the three persons—this without admitting a quanternity.’ The problem with the Western account ‘proper’ is, as this thesis had already alluded previously, that it often begins with an robust defence of divine unity, followed by an extended consideration of the divine attributes, before any serious time or attention is given to the Trinity of Persons (see chapter one). This thesis has already identified the problems with Aquinas’ approach, and others identify Augustines’ approach to be similarly problematic. Indeed, Colin Gunton accuses both Augustine and Aquinas of over philosophising about the ‘one God’ at
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the expense of true trinitarianism. A more generous view would be that the traditional Western account, seeks to understand the divine nature as an ‘actual substance that is primary in uniting the three persons of the Godhead’, rather than ‘merely a unifying set of properties’.

One possible explanation for the lack of a full and robust account of the Trinity of Persons with Western Theology, is the problematic nature of the term ‘person’ in Western thought. Horrell suggests that as difficult as the term ‘nature’ might be when speaking of God, the term ‘person’ is all the more complex. This thesis has already briefly touched upon the difficulty posed by the term ‘person’ in Western trinitarian discussion (see chapter two). Hans Urs von Balthasar comments:

Few words have as many layers of meaning as person. On the surface it means just any human being, any countable individual. Its deeper senses, however, point to the individual’s uniqueness that cannot be interchanged and therefore cannot be counted. The complexity of the word’s history, almost impossible to unravel, corresponds to this multiplicity of meanings, and almost from the beginning this history reflects the word’s various aspects of meaning that cannot be synthesised.

Indeed, there is no single Western definition of the term ‘person’ so to speak — as the definition offered by some of the greatest Western thinkers, such as Augustine and Aquinas differ significantly. This difference of conception varies even more greatly within modern and postmodern Western thought. This chapter will argue that ‘persons’ can only be understood on account of their relationships with others persons. This is what Christ speaks of when he says to Philip, ‘Have I been with you all this time, Philip, and you still do not know me? Whoever has seen me has seen the Father. How can you say, ‘Show us the Father’?’ (John 14.9). The person of the Son can only be understood on account of his relationship to the persons of the Father, and the Spirit. There is more that can be said here, but having considered the definitions of ‘nature’ and ‘person’
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within their historical and contemporary variations, this chapter now moves to the presentation of the economic Trinity within Scripture.  

4.3. The Collaboration of Persons in the New Testament

It is often surmised that the doctrine of the Trinity emerged after the NT was written. Few scholars, if any, would attempt to suggest that the NT offers a formal Trinitarian formula. Indeed, even Arthur Wainwright, whose seminal work argues that the doctrine of the Trinity emerges from nowhere else, other than the NT, contends that ‘there is no formal statement of the doctrine of the Trinity in the New Testament.’ The early Christian apologist, Tertullian (c.155 - c.240) is heralded as the author of the first extant Trinitarian formula, and the Church Father first to use the phrase *Trinitas*: ‘the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost; three, however not in condition, but in degree; not in substance, but it form; not in power, but in aspect; yet of one substance, and of one condition, and of one power, inasmuch as He is one God, from whom these degrees and forms and aspects are reckoned, under the name Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost.’

It is, therefore, sometimes argued that the Trinity is a speculative doctrine, which finds no roots in the thought and worship experience of the earliest Christians. As such, the question is raised at to whether the Trinity need have any practical relevance for the Christian life today. Following Wainwright, and others, this chapter argues the contrary; that the Trinity emerges in the NT as reflection of the thought and worship experience of those earliest of Christians, who encountered the living God as Father, as Son, and as Holy Spirit:

The problem of the Trinity was being raised and answered in the New Testament. It arose because of the development of Christian experience, worship, and thought. It was rooted in experience, for men were conscious of the power of the Spirit and the presence and Lordship of the risen Christ. It was rooted in worship, because men worshipped in the Spirit, offered their prayers to

---
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God the Father through Christ, and sometimes worshipped Christ himself. It was rooted in thought, because the writers tackled first the Christological problem, and then, at any rate in the Fourth Gospel, the threefold problem. The whole matter was based on the life and resurrection of Jesus himself, who received the Spirit during his earthly life and imparted the Spirit to others after his resurrection.\footnote{Emphasis added. Wainwright prefers to use the word “problem” to the word “doctrine” because the New Testament, he argues, raises and attempts to answer the “problem” of the Trinity, a “problem” which is established as a “doctrine” in later writings. Wainwright, \textit{The Trinity in the New Testament}, p. 267.}

Wainwright himself suggests that there about forty instances of the three divine persons together mentioned in the New Testament.\footnote{Wainwright, \textit{The Trinity in the New Testament}.} Others argue that there are, in fact, considerably more references. Horrell suggests that there are at least seventy. It is not within the scope of this chapter to consider all of these references, but rather to highlight those texts which will underpin and aid our move towards a social model of the Trinity which is thoroughly biblical. In the following pages, our consideration of the NT will be focused around three areas: i. the collaboration of the Trinity; ii. the eternal order of the Trinity; iii. a call to participate in the life of the Trinity.

Earlier I suggested that for LaCugna (and, indeed, this would be true more broadly within social trinitarian thought), that the collaborative ethos God’s intradivine life offers Christians an ethos for a collaborative \textit{life together}: ‘living as persons in communion, in right relationship is the \textit{meaning of salvation} and the \textit{ideal} of Christian faith.’\footnote{LaCugna, \textit{God for Us}, p. 292. (original emphasis)} For LaCugna, the Church is called to model its life together after the collaborative life of the Father, the Son, and the Spirit. Building on LaCugna’s work, this thesis will argue that there are three necessary aspects for collaborative life which are demonstrable in the collaborative life of the Father, with the Son, and the Spirit. First, collaborative life is only possible amongst ‘distinct persons’: ‘A \textit{person is an ineffable, concrete, unique, and unrepeatable ecstasis of nature}.’\footnote{LaCugna, \textit{God for Us}, p. 289. (original emphasis)} Second, collaborative life begins in ordered ‘personal’ relationships between ‘distinct persons’: ‘\textit{Persons are essentially interpersonal, intersubjective}.’\footnote{LaCugna, \textit{God for Us}, p. 288. (original emphasis)} Finally, collaborative life is perfected by the interpenetration of ‘distinct persons’ — that is, the indwelling of persons in one another: ‘Speaking of God must always mean the Father, Son and Holy Spirit in the presence of one another, in total reciprocity, being one for another, by
another, in and with another.'

We shall now explore the evidence in the NT for each of these three aspects of collaborative life.

4.3.1 distinct persons

Wainwright argues, ‘although the biblical writers never used the terms “person”, “individual”, “personality”, which occur frequently in discussions of biblical thought, they were aware of the ideas which underlie these terms. They spoke of people and of God as if there were persons in the sense they had thought, feeling, will, and individuality.’

The same is true of the ‘persons’ of the Father, the Son, and the Spirit — neither of whom are referred to as ‘persons’ anywhere in the NT. Nevertheless, this thesis agrees with Wainwright, who contends that ‘God was regarded as a person.’

The OT records numerous occasions of God speaking of himself in the first person: ‘God said to Moses, “I AM WHO I AM.” He said further, “This you shall say to the Israelites, “I AM has sent me to you.”’ (Exodus 3.14) God reveals himself to Israel as the divine “I” and God is therefore encountered by Israel as a person bearing the marks of individuality: ‘You are my witnesses, says the LORD, and my servant whom I have chosen, so that you may know and believe me and understand that I am he. Before me no god was formed, nor shall there be any after me. I, I am the LORD, and besides me there is no saviour’ (Isaiah 43.10-11).

In the NT, the Father, the Son, and the Spirit speak in the first person, as the divine “I”, echoing the OT declarations of God to Moses. The Father says to the Son:

And a voice came from heaven, “You are my Son, the Beloved; who you I am well pleased” (Mark 1.11).

In S. John’s Gospel, the Son speaks of himself as the divine “I” on at least seven occasions:

Jesus said to them. “I am the bread of life.” (John 6.35a).

Again Jesus spoke to them, saying, “I am the light of the world.” (John 8.12a).

I am the good shepherd. I know my own and my own know me (John 10.14).

Jesus say to her, “I am the resurrection and the life” (John 11.25a).

---
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Jesus said to him, “I am the way, the truth, and the life” (John 14.6a).

“I am the vine, you are the branches” (John 15.5a).

The Holy Spirit speaks as the divine “I” in calling, and setting apart:

While they were worshipping the Lord and fasting, the Holy Spirit said, “Set apart for me Barnabas and Saul for the word to which I have called them.” (Acts 13.2)

This raises an important question, at least, for the Christian, about the relationship between the OT and NT. How should we approach the OT, in light of the NT? How are we to understand the God who was regarded as ‘person’ singular in the OT in light of the revelation of a God who reveals himself as ‘persons’ triunal in the NT? The way in which one might answer such questions would largely depend upon their understanding of revelation, and how this in turn should inform our hermeneutics. The early apostolic Church argued that God’s actions in the Old Covenant prefigured what was to be accomplished in the incarnation of the God-man Jesus Christ: ‘These things happened to them to serve as an example, and they were written down to instruct us, on whom the ends of the ages have come.’ (1 Corinthians 10.11) This pattern has since long been established in the Church’s tradition, which encourages her members to read the OT in the light of Christ’s death and resurrection: ‘the New Testament lies hidden in the Old and the Old Testament in unveiled in the New.’

325 Barth developed a perspective on the interrelationship between the OT and the NT which was firmly rooted within his own Christological reflections on the activity of God in human history. For Barth, Scripture is ‘one long celebration of the fact that God speaks, and that as God speaks he opens himself up to us, giving us a share in his life through Christ and the Spirit.’ 326 According to Barth, the OT is to be spoken of in terms of expectation, that is, the witness of the OT, which takes place in a ‘pre-time’ is to be understood in light of ‘fulfilled time’ — the time of Jesus Christ. Barth writes:

We cannot speak of the time of revelation without also speaking of its pre-time. It, too, is revelation time, although in the sense of the time of expecting revelation. Genuine expectation of revelation does not exist without that latter; as expected, revelation is also present to it.
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Where exception is genuine, “previously” does not mean “not yet”; just as where recollection is
genuine, “subsequently” does not mean “no longer.”

Perhaps, then, when encountering the God of the singular “I” in the OT, in the light of fulfilled time,
we can rightly speak of a Trinity of “I’s” acting in salvation history. The “I” of the Father, the “I” of
the Son, and the “I” of the Spirit are encountered in the OT, even though they appear without
distinction prior to revelation. In the witness of the OT (pre-time) offers an account of a God who is
distinctly personal, in the singular.

The NT offers us, in (apparent) contrast to the OT, an account of a God who is distinctly tri-
personal. The God who strikes up conversation with Israel is the same God who continues that
conversation in the Incarnation of the God-man, Jesus Christ. Jenson argues that both creation and
Creator exist on account of the ongoing conversation between and within God ad extra and ad
intra. In other words, God is a trialogue, within which all that is is: ‘The Trinity [as] such [is] a
classification, the only one that can never collapse into dialogue or monologue, because the three
who make its poles are the conversation. Creatures occur as in this discourse others are
commandingly mentioned or addressed beyond the three who conduct it. So and only so there are
entities that truly are and are truly other than God.’ As God’s people continued to participate in
this ongoing conversation, they discovered that God was not a person, but rather a trinity of
persons. William Hasker argues, ‘The trinitarian Persons are persons. That is to say, they are
“distinct centres of knowledge, will, love, and action.”’ In the NT, the distinct persons of the
Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit are encountered as divine “I” — ‘each of the trinitarian Persons
is a person, and [they do not] in some way literally constitute a “super-person.”’ Hasker proceeds
to argue, therefore, that it is improper for Christians to conceive of God as a single person,
suggesting (albeit indirectly) that it would also be improper to refer to God using personal
pronouns. Here, Hasker draws us towards a fundamental assertion of social trinitarianism. God is
not a person, but rather a community of distinct persons. Opponents of social trinitarianism have
argued that ‘the suggestion that the Christian God is not a person is most unusual, to say the
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least.” The difference of opinion here may rest in how one sees the OT and NT declarations of the divine “I” fitting together.

There is clear and obvious progression. The singular divine “I” of the OT is encountered as a Trinity of divine “I’s” in the NT. The language shifts. The people of Israel, who had encountered God, the singular divine “I” as Creator:

Then the LORD God said, ‘It is not good than man should be alone; I will make him a helper as his partner (Genesis 2.18).

The singular divine “I” as Redeemer:

It was because the LORD loved you and kept the oath he swore to your ancestors, that the LORD has brought you out with a mighty hand, and redeemed you from the house of slavery, from the hand of Pharaoh king of Egypt (Deuteronomy 7.8).

The singular divine “I” as Sustainer:

The spirit of God has made me, and the breath of the Almighty gives me life (Job 33.4).

Began to encounter the “I” of the Father, as Creator:

For we are what he made us, created in Christ Jesus for good works, which God prepared beforehand to be our way of life (Ephesians 2.10).

The “I” of the Son, as Redeemer:

Indeed, God did not send the Son into the world to condemn that world, but in order than the world might be saved through him (John 3.17).

The “I” of the Spirit, as Sustainer:

But you will receive power when the Holy Spirit has come upon you; and you will be my witnesses in Jerusalem, in all Judea and Samaria, and to the ends of the earth (Acts 1.8).

As we now encounter the economic Trinity, through the writings of the NT, we are able to attribute the names *Creator, Redeemer and Sustainer* to the each of the divine “I’s” (persons) by appropriation. LaCugna argues, for example, ‘By virtue of the doctrine of appropriations, creation is *attributed* to the Father.’ In some cases, the doctrine of appropriation has led to an re-appropriation of the Trinitarian formula. For example, in the new prayerbook of the Anglican Church in New Zealand (1989), for formulation “Creator, Redeemer and Giver of Life” is offered as an alternative to “Father, Son and Holy Spirit” in the prayer of blessing. Now, a brief word of caution is necessary here. It is not the intention of this thesis to suggest that such re-appropriations can adequately express the trinitarian faith. The Father, for example, is not exclusively *Creator*. Indeed, Gail Ramshaw criticises such re-appropriations as a ‘contemporary formulation of modalism which naively equates one function each to one person each, an idea wholly denied by classical theology.’ LaCugna rightly insists that such exclusive re-appropriations of the divine “I’s” is inconsistent with the biblical and creedal statements: ‘yet for us there is one God, the Father, from whom all things are and for whom we exist, and one Lord, Jesus Christ, through whom all things are and through whom we exist’ (1 Corinthians 8.6; cf. John 1). However, this is not to say that such re-appropriations are unhelpful. On the contrary, they allow us recognise something of the personality of each of the divine “I’s” as they are revealed in the economy of salvation. They help us express, in a real, and practical way, our faith in each of the divine “I’s” of Father, Son and Spirit as “distinct centres of knowledge, will, love, and action.” Horrell argues:

> ‘[The New Testament] evidence includes the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit each exercising intelligence (creating, instructing), volition (choosing, commanding), even emotion (joy, grief, anger), sometimes in relation to one another as well as creation… The Father, Son, and Holy Spirit appear as all that is God is by nature yet also all that is personal as distinct centres of self-consciousness.’

---
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Horrell argues, ‘not only is the personal reality of each member of the Trinity discernable, but the divine persons also appear in unique relationship with one another.’ This thesis would wish to go further, and argue that the divine personal reality of each member of the Trinity is dependant upon the unique relationships between the divine persons, and that the unique relationships between the divine persons are dependant upon the personal reality of each member of the Trinity. Colin Gunton suggests that Trinitarian theology is very often driven by two concerns: ‘first is a concern to avoid what we can fairly call individualism… the second is a correlative concern for the particularity of the persons in God as a way by which there is expressed that distinctiveness in unity which is such a marked feature of the biblical characterisation of the divine being and action.’ In maintaining the interdependence of ‘distinctive personality’ and ‘unique relationship’, we are able to address these two concerns, and express a united Trinity of distinct persons, without falling into the trap of tritheism, and ‘straightforward monotheism’. Marmion uses this term to describe those whose Trinitarian theology lacks a robust account of divine personhood. Gunton argues that there is, ‘a movement [within trinitarian theology] towards a relational concept of the persons in God which maintains their distinctiveness in a way that is absent from Augustine.’ Moltmann expresses something of this, as he argues that an ‘adequate conception of [divine] personhood’ in relation allows us to affirm without hesitation that there are three Persons in the Godhead. Moltmann moves us towards an understanding of the divine “I” which depends on an understanding of the divine “Thou.” He argues:

The critical question which has to be asked here is directed towards the modern concept of person. What Rahner calls ‘our secular use of the word person’ has nothing in common with modern thinking about the concept of person. What he describes is actually extreme individualism: everyone is a self-possessing, self-disposing centre of action which sets itself apart from other persons. But the philosophical personalism of Hölderin, Feuerbach, Buber, Ebner, Rosenstock and others was designed precisely to overcome this possessive

---
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The “I—Thou” pattern is discernable in the witness of the NT, particularly in S. John’s Gospel, which offers an account of the divine persons in unique relationship. Indeed, this chapter shares the view of Wainwright, who contends that the Fourth Gospel provides the most explicit trinitarian witness within the NT: ‘The supreme biblical pattern of trinitarian thought is found in the Fourth Gospel. Other writers touched on parts of the problem but the Forth Evangelist sees it in its threefoldness.’ This view is further supported by Horrell, who identifies twenty-six NT passages which refer to the unique relationship of the divine persons — of which, twenty-three are to be found within the Fourth Gospel. Horrell argues that a dynamic relationship between the divine persons in communicated through the shared acts of “seeing”, “hearing”, and “doing.”

Jesus sees the Father (John 1.18; 3.11, 32; 5.19, 29, 37; 6.46; 8.38), hears the Father (3.32, 34; 5.30, 37; 7.17; 12.49-50; 14, 10) and does what the Father does (5.19-20; 6.38). The Spirit speaks what he hears, and gives what is the Sons’s (and the Father’s) to the disciples (16.13-15; cf. 1 Cor 2.10-13). Whatever “seeing”, “hearing”, and “doing” may imply regarding the immanent Trinity, the terms at least convey dynamic relationship each with one another.

The unique relationship between the divine persons is perhaps most explicitly expressed in their “knowing” and “testifying” of one another. Jesus knows the Father because he is from the Father, and the Father sent him: “I know him, because I am from him, and he sent me” (John 7.29). Horrell argues, ‘Jesus knows the Father not because he is the Father, but rather because he enjoys deep affiliation with the Father.’ The divine persons “know” and “testify” of one another intimately; each divine person indwells in the other: ‘All things have been handed over to me by my Father; and no one knows the Son except the Father, and no one knows the Father except the Son and anyone to whom the Son chooses to reveal him’ (Matthew 11.27). Tasker suggests that the depth of relationship between Father and Son is contained here within the phrase “all things”, which he argues comprises the entire truth about Jesus’ nature as the revealer of the Father. Irenaeus expresses something similar, as he comments on the Matthean Jesus’ account of himself, as the full revelation of God:

---
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Through the Word, made visible and palpable, the Father was revealed, though not all equally believed in him. But all saw the Father in the Son, for the Father of the Son cannot be seen, but the Son of the Father can be seen. The Son preforms everything as a ministry to the Father, from beginning to end, and without the Son no one can know God. The way to know the Father is the Son. Knowledge of the Son is in the Father, and is revealed through the Son.\(^{348}\)

This “interiority” of the divine persons is developed further in John’s Gospel, as Volf explains: ‘the Johannine Jesus repeatedly refers: “so that you may know and understand that the Father is in me and I am in the Father” (John 10.38; cf. 14.10-11; 17.21).\(^{349}\) The relationship, therefore, between the Father, and the Son, and the Father and Spirit, and so on, appears to be constitutive for the being of each divine person. The Son does not merely “know” and “testify” of the Father, but rather, the Son’s “knowing” and “testifying” of the Father, constitutes who the Son is; in “knowing” and “testifying” of the other divine persons, the divine persons are carried within one another: ‘Jesus said to him, “Have I been with you all this time, Philip, and you still do now know me? Whoever has seen me has seen the Father. How can you say, “Show us the Father?” Do you not believe that I am in the Father and the Father is in me? The words that I say to you I do not speak on my own; but the Father who dwells in me does his works’ (John 14.9-10). Volf unpacks this, as he reflects on the Johannine witness: ‘The one divine person is not only itself, but rather carries within itself also the other divine persons, and only in this indwelling of other persons within it is the person it really is. The Son is Son only insofar as the Father and the Spirit indwell him; without the interiority of the Father and the Spirit, there would be no Son. The same applies to the Father and to the Spirit.’\(^{350}\)

4.4. A Biblical Presentation of the Eternal Order of the Godhead

4.4.1. processions and relations

This chapter has already highlighted that there are at least seventy texts in the NT which present the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit together. It has also argued that each person of the Trinity has a different function or role in relating to the world, for example, in creating, in sustaining, and in redeeming. This chapter has so far concerned itself with the biblical presentation of distinct
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personhood, personal relations, and the interpenetration of distinct persons. Attention will now be
given to how this relates to our understanding of the Eternal Order in the Godhead.

One of the strongest criticisms levelled against social trinitarians, is the accusation that their
treatment of God’s inner life is merely a projection of one’s own prior viewpoint. However, it could
be said that social trinitarianism (that is, a theology of the trinity committed to the interplay between
the economic life and immanent life of God) offers an understanding of the eternal order within the
Godhead which is far more consistent with the biblical witness than many classical presentations.
This is why, for example, LaCugna takes objection with Aquinas’ suggestion that any of the divine
persons could have become incarnate. For LaCugna, What-You-See-Is-What-You-Get. The same
was true for the Cappadocian Fathers, who attempted to use the witness of scripture to describe
the eternal relational order of the Godhead: the Father is the Father on account of begetting the Son; the
Son is the Son on account of being begotten. For both Gregory of Nyssa and Gregory of Nazianzus
the uniqueness of each hypostasis resides in their unique relationships with each other:

For the Father is not Son, and yet this is not due to either deficiency or subjection of Essence; but
the very face of being Unbegotten or Begotten, or Proceeding has given the name of Father to the
First, of the Son to the Second, and of the Third, Him of Whom we are speaking, of the Holy
Ghost that the distinction of the Three Persons may be preserved in the one nature and dignity of
the Godhead. For neither is the Son Father, for the Father is One, but He is what the Father is; nor
is the Spirit Son because He is of God, for the Only-begotten is One, but He is what the Son is.351

LaCugna writes: ‘The hypostasis of each divine person is solely defined in relation to each other
hypostasis.’352 Jenson similarly concludes that for the Cappadocians: ‘deity is common to the three
hypostases, who are identified over and against each other by “being unbegotten”, “being begotten”,
and “proceeding.”’353 John Zizioulas’ is a leading contemporary advocate of the Cappadocian
pattern, which he labels relational ontology: ‘Relational ontology contains in its very nature a
dimension of transcendence, an openness of being, pointing beyond the self, to seeking communion
with the Other.’354

The traditional language used by the Church Fathers to describe the eternal order of the
Godhead was largely drawn from the language used in the scriptures; “begetting/procession”,

352 LaCugna, God for Us, p. 62.
354 John Zizioulas, ‘Relational Ontology: Insights from Patristic Thought’, The Trinity and an Entangled
World: Relationality in Physical Science and Theology (ed. John Polkinghorne, Grand Rapids: Wm. B.
“sent”, “comes/came.” The scope of this chapter does not require an extensive commentary of these key terms, and so our discussion here will by no means be extensive. However, it will be helpful to spend some time briefly mapping out those passages within scripture which have informed our understanding of the eternal order of the Godhead. This will later help us address one of the major questions that arises out of a social model of the Godhead; that is, the Father as originator and monarch, and the so-called subordination of the Son.

4.4.2. begotten of the Father

Technically speaking, the phrase “begotten” does not actually occur anywhere in the Gospels. It only appears four times in John’s Gospel in the KJV, NASB and NKJV, as a mistranslation of the Greek word µονογενής (‘monogenes’) which, according to the Greek-English Lexicon, has two primary definitions: ‘pertaining to being the only one of its kind within a specific relationship’ and ‘pertaining to being the only one of its kind, or class, unique in kind.’ Horrell suggests that the early Church Fathers often made a similar mistake, and much like these more contemporary translators, they confused µονογενής with µονογέννητος (‘monogennetos’): ‘In John’s Gospel, God is designated the Father (121 times) and Jesus the Son. One thinks of a father generating or begetting a son; thus it might be natural that monogenes (“one of a kind”) was confused by the Fathers with monogennetos (from gennao, “beget, bear”).’ Therefore, it would be more accurate to translate µονογενής as ‘only’, ‘one of a kind’, or ‘unique.’ Such a translation would also, actually, be far more consistent with wider use of µονογενής within the NT. The word µονογενής appears nine times in the NT. Luke uses the term three times (7.12; 8.42; 9.38) and most English translations rightly render µονογενής as ‘only’. It also appears in Hebrews 11.17. In all of these occasions, the word is used either to denote that the subject is literally the ‘only’ son, or, in the case of Isaac, that the son is ‘unique’ as the ‘only’ son Abraham conceived with Sarah.

John is the only NT writer to use the word µονογενής to reveal something to us concerning Jesus’ identity. Therefore, an accurate translation is essential in order to understand what John is trying to convey regarding Jesus’ identity by his use of the word µονογενής. The implied theology in the all to often (mis)quoted John 3.16 concerns itself with Jesus’ designated relationship with the Father. John’s use of µονογενής highlights that Jesus is the ‘only’, ‘one of a kind’, ‘unique’ Son of

---

God, sharing fully in the very same divine nature of the Father: ‘Ὁὕτως γὰρ ἠγάπησεν ὁ θεὸς τὸν κόσμον, ὥστε τὸν υἱὸν τὸν μονογενὴ ἔδωκεν, ἵνα πᾶς ὁ πιστεύων εἰς αὐτὸν μὴ ἁπόληται ἀλλ᾽ ἔχῃ ζωὴν αἰώνιον’ (John 3.16; cf. 1.14, 18; 3.18; 1 John 4.9).

It is worth unpacking here, at least briefly, the prologue to John’s Gospel. The fourth gospel is arguably both the most christocentric, and Jewish of the four gospels. It offers us an account of distinction and unity, and portrays a sense of the eternal unoriginated relationship between the Son and the Father. The Word was with God from the beginning: ‘In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. He was in the beginning with God.’ (John 1. 1-2) The way in which the prologue to the FG achieves this is also significant, as it offers the most profound example of appropriation. For indeed, ‘God has left traces of his Trinitarian being in his work of creation and in his Revelation throughout the Old Testament. But his inmost Being as Holy Trinity is a mystery that is inaccessible to reason alone or even to Israel's faith before the Incarnation of God's Son and the sending of the Holy Spirit.’ In the light of fulfilled time, the author of the FG has access to these traces, and is therefore able to identify the activity of the λόγος in the OT with the activity of the second person of the Trinity. C. H. Dodd argues, ‘[there is] a very strong case to be made out, stronger than has sometimes been recognised, for the view that the Logos of the Prologue is the [OT] Word of the Lord.’ Indeed, from the very first sentence of the prologue one can hear echoes of the creation account of Genesis 1. In Greek the FG begins with the words ‘en arche.’ In the Greek Septuagint (LXX) the book of Genesis begins with these same words. This connection demonstrates immediately that the author is familiar with the Jewish texts, and here, is seeking to mirror the creation account.

Finally, and perhaps most significantly, the prologue to the FG reaches its climax in its proclamation of the Word, the Logos incarnate, as the μονογενοῦς (‘monogenous’) ‘only/one of a kind’ Son of the Father. This thesis believes, therefore, that an understanding of Jesus as the only begotten of the Father which is consistent with John’s witness, does not imply a beginning of Jesus’ Sonship from the Father as the Unoriginated, but rather Jesus’ own unoriginated relationship with


358 CCC, 237. 

the Father: ‘Christ did not become, but necessarily and eternally is the Son.’ This understanding of the Son’s begottenness of the Father is important for this project, as it underpins a social theology of the Trinity. It does so by offering an account of Divine begottenness and procession from the perspective of God’s economy in salvation history; that is, the revelation of God’s activity in the scriptures. From this perspective, we encounter a trinity of persons who share co-equally in the divine ousia, which is the sum attribute of the Godhead, in contrast to those perspectives which have sought to present the Father as the one from who the divine ousia is derived.

4.4.3. “sent” and “comes”

The most repeated phrase in John’s gospel is that the Son is “sent by/from” the Father (44 times). Throughout his earthly ministry, Jesus repeatedly refers to himself as the one who was “sent” by the Father for the salvation of the world: ‘Very truly, I tell you, anyone who hears my word and believes him who sent me has eternal life, and does not come under judgement, but has passed from death to life’ (John 5.24, cf. 37-38; 6.38-39). In the economy of salvation, the “sent” (Son) offers the creature a unique purchase into the activity of God’s inner life, as the one who reveals the “sender” (Father). To see and believe in the “sent” is to see and believe in the “sender.” The order of the economy, observed in the divine missions, is the lens through which was gaze (albeit dimly) into the eternal order of the Godhead: ‘Then Jesus cried aloud: “Whoever believes in me believes not in me but in him who sent me. And whoever sees me sees him who sent me”’ (John 12.44-45, cf. 49; 16.5; 17.21-25).

LaCugna argues: ‘what transpires in divinis is implicitly tied to the economy inasmuch as intradivine processions are the ground of extradivine missions. The intradivine processions indicate, however obliquely, God’s relation to the creature, a relation that follows from God’s inner life.’ Rahner’s principle demands that the ‘identity of economic and immanent Trinity’ is underpinned by a ‘commensurability between mission and procession.’ In other words, the mission of the sent (Son) in the economy of salvation is tied to the procession of the sent from the sender (Father) within the immanent trinity. Rahner argues that if it were not so, ‘that which God is for us would

---


363 LaCugna, *God for Us*, p. 213.
tell us absolutely nothing about that which he is in himself, as triune. These and many similar conclusions go against the whole sense of holy Scripture.\textsuperscript{364}

Here, we encounter a parting of ways between classical scholastic theology, and those who propose a social model on the Trinity. Augustine, for example, addresses the question of distinction between the divine persons from an intradivine prospective: ‘persons are distinguished by their immanent processions.’\textsuperscript{365} The starting point is \textit{in divinis} in the same way that it is for Aquinas: ‘the fact that there are missions follows from suitability: from there being two processions \textit{in divinis}, not from the twofoldness of the events in the economy.’\textsuperscript{366} This thesis, following LaCugna, would argue that in reversing this \textit{taxis}, that is, in grounding our theology in the economy, we are more faithful to the witness of scripture.\textsuperscript{367} It is for this reason, that the evidence offered here, and elsewhere, centres around the activity of the economy Godhead. Horrell defends this \textit{taxis}: ‘some may argue, but all this evidence merely speaks of the economic Godhead. My point, simple, is that no texts indicate any other order, such as, for example, the Father being sent by the Son.’\textsuperscript{368}

The second most repeated phrase in John’ gospel is that the Son “comes/came” from the Father (22 times).\textsuperscript{369} Jesus identifies himself as the one who has “come” in response to the Father, as the one who sends. The pattern is very often two fold. Jesus has “come”, because he is “sent”: ‘because I have come from heaven, not to do my own will, but to do the will the one who sent me’ (John 6.38). Not only is this pattern two-fold, but there is a suggestion that within this pattern, something is revealed about the nature, at least within the economy, between the Son and the Father. Jesus “comes” not only because he is “sent”, but he “comes” not because it is his will that he should “come”, but because it is his Father’s will that he should be “sent”: ‘Jesus answered: “If God were your father, you would love me, since I have come from God; yes, I have come him; not that I came because I chose, no, I was sent, and by him’ (John 8.42). Indeed, the verbs themselves could be said to point to something about the nature of the relationship between the Father and the Son. The verb “sent” seems to imply command, and so resonates with a sense of authority. On the other hand, the verb “come/came” could indicate passivity. The Father actively “sends” and the Son “comes”.

\textsuperscript{364} Rahner, \textit{Trinity}, p. 30.
\textsuperscript{365} LaCugna, \textit{God for Us}, p. 90. Cf. Augustine, \textit{DT}, V-VII.
\textsuperscript{366} LaCugna, \textit{God for Us}, p. 157.
\textsuperscript{367} LaCugna, \textit{God for Us}, p. 101.
\textsuperscript{368} Horrell, ‘Toward a Biblical Model of the Social Trinity’, p. 412.
\textsuperscript{369} Horrell, ‘Toward a Biblical Model of the Social Trinity’, p. 411.
This apparent imbalance of power is problematic for the social trinitarian, particularly as it arises from the economic life of the trinity within salvation history. Here (and elsewhere within the economy of salvation) the Son is seen to submit to the will of the Father. The biblical pattern appears to point towards a divine hierarchy within the Godhead. Pannenberg comments, ‘the lordship of the Son is simply to proclaim the lordship of the Father, to glorify him, to subject all things back to him. Hence the kingdom of the Son does not end (Luke 1.33) when he hands back lordship to the Father. His own lordship is consummated when he subjects all things to the lordship of the Father and all creation honours the Father as the one God.’\(^{370}\) Horrell explains that there is no unified perspective on this matter amongst those who espouse a social model: ‘social models of the immanent Trinity vary substantially, the greatest historical tension existing around whether there is eternal monarchy under the Father or whether the trinitarian persons excise ultimately equal communal roles.’\(^{371}\) In many ways this is true, though it does seem that the vast majority of social models propose equal communality amongst the divine persons with few exceptions.\(^{372}\) In supporting this view, this thesis could be accused of doing the very thing which it so strongly argues against; separating the theologia from the oikonomia. Horrell argues: ‘Certainly enough is said in Scripture to affirm the equal deity of the Son and the Spirit to the Father. But the hierarchy of the economic Godhead appears largely inviolable in the Bible itself…the burden of proof rests with those who contend something other…’\(^{373}\) That is the challenge that this thesis now accepts, as we turn our attention to defending a model of equal communality amongst the divine persons as consistent with the economic revelation of the trinity in salvation history.

4.5. Divine Monarchy and Subordinationism

Those who teach subordination and talk about first, second, and third, ought to realise they are introducing erroneous Greek polytheism into Christian theology. We will be content with the order established by the Lord… Subordination cannot be used to described persons who share the same nature.\(^{374}\)

\(^{370}\) Pannenberg, *Systematic Theology*, 1.313.

\(^{371}\) Horrell, ‘Toward a Biblical Model of the Social Trinity’, p. 413.

\(^{372}\) Those who support of model of equal communality include, among others: Catherine LaCugna, Jürgen Moltmann, Leonardo Boff, Colin Gunton, Paul Fiddes, Robert Jenson, Miroslav Volf, Elizabeth Johnson and Ted Peters. Those who, as social trinitarians support divine monarchy include: John Zizioulas, and J. Scott Horrell.

\(^{373}\) Horrell, ‘Toward a Biblical Model of the Social Trinity’, p. 415.

\(^{374}\) Basil, *DSS*, 18,47. (emphasis added)
Basil of Caesarea (†379) offers a defence of the Father as divine monarch which, this thesis believes, is not only wholly consistent with a model of equal communality amongst the divine persons, but is, more importantly, consistent with the witness of scripture. Although Basil insists that the Father is the source of everything, he does so whilst also insisting that their is no subordination (or hierarchy) within the Godhead. For Basil, the Father shares his nature with the Son, and the Son shares in nature with the Father, and so, in some way, the Father shares the property of monarch with the Son and the Spirit. The language used by Basil is common to that used by a greater cloud of witnesses (for example, the other Cappadocian Fathers) who speak of the Father’s indwelling in the Son, and the Son’s indwelling in the Father: ‘For the Son is in the Father and the Father in the Son; since such as is the latter, such is the former, and such as is the former, such is the latter; and herein in is the Unity. So that according the the distinction of Persons, both are one and one, and according to the community of Nature, one.’

Here, Basil suggests that the Father and the Son are both interdependent and mutually internal through the action of mutual giving and receiving. This pattern is consistent with Jesus’ own testimony concerning intradivine relations: ‘Do you not believe that I am in the Father and the Father is in me? The words that I say to you I do not speak on my own; but the Father who dwells in me does his works. Believe me that I am in the Father and the Father is in me; but if you do not, then believe me because of the works themselves’ (John 14.10-11). Volf explains that, ‘this mutually internal abiding and interpenetration of the trinitarian persons, [has] since Pseudo-Cyril … been called περιχώρησις.’

Understood as reciprocal interiority, Perichoresis enables Volf to contend that whilst the Son and the Spirit are constituted by the Father, who is divine monarch, they share with the Father in his property as monarch, as full coequals, without any trace of hierarchy or subordinationism:

With regard to the immanent Trinity, salvation history thus allows us to infer the fundamental equality of the divine persons in their mutual determination and their mutual interpenetration; even if the Father is the source of the deity and accordingly sends the Son and the Spirit, he also gives everything to the Son and glorifies him, just as the Son also glorifies the Father and gives the reign over to the Father (see Matt. 28.18; John 13.31-32; 16.14; 17.1; 1 Cor. 15.24). Moreover, within a community of perfect love between persons who all share the divine attributes, a notion of hierarchy of subordination is inconceivable. Within relations between the divine persons, the Father is for that reason not the one over against the others, not “the First”, but rather the one among the others. The structure of trinitarian relations is characterised neither by a pyramidal dominance of the one (so Ratzinger) nor by a hierarchical bipolarity between the
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376 Volf, After our Likeness, p. 208.
377 Volf, After our Likeness, p. 208.
one and the many (so Zizioulas), but rather by a polycentric and symmetrical reciprocity of the many.\textsuperscript{378}

LaCugna supports this view, arguing as I have, that it is rooted within the theology of the Cappadocian Fathers, and their starting point in divine \textit{hypostasis} over divine \textit{ousia}:

The Cappadocian doctrine of the Trinity had secured the precedence of person of substance. This drastically altered not just the metaphysical but also the political options. Gregory of Nazianzus’ idea that the divine monarchy is not the sole possession of ‘God the Father’ but is \textit{shared equally} among the divine persons, contained the seeds of a vastly different conception of social order.\textsuperscript{379}

According to LaCugna, the Cappadocians made three crucial moves, which, taken together, enabled them to ‘avoid polytheism, and avoid subordinationism, and modify the meaning of monarchy, yet \textit{at the same time} furnish a theology of God that was philosophically coherent.’\textsuperscript{380} Firstly, it was necessary to affirm the ‘equality of Christ with God’ in such a way which would be consistent with the christology of the early first centuries: ‘this required specifying the basis for the equality of Christ and God: equal in \textit{ousia}, distinct in \textit{hypostasis}.’\textsuperscript{381}

Second, the Cappadocians reversed the prevailing \textit{taxis} of the time, as discussed earlier in the chapter, as they argued that \textit{hypostasis} was ‘predicated and prior to and constitutive of’ \textit{ousia}: ‘the whole point of the original doctrine of the Trinity was that God (God’s \textit{ousia}) simply does not exist except as three persons. Vice versa, the divine persons are none other than the divine \textit{ousia} they are the \textit{ousia}.’\textsuperscript{382}

Finally, the Cappadocians insisted that \textit{hypostasis} implied relationship to the other out of necessity. The Father could only be Father in relationship, and could not exist in isolation. Gregory of Nyssa responds to Eunomius’ claim that the Father was complete without the Son with the following answer: ‘For when we hear the title “Father” we apprehend the meaning to be this, that the name is not understood with reference to itself alone, but also by its special signification indicates relation to the Son. For the term “Father” would have no meaning apart from itself, if “Son” were no connoted by the utterance of the word “Father. When, then, we learned the name “Father” we were taught at the same time, by the selfsame title, faith also in the Son.’\textsuperscript{383} LaCugna

\textsuperscript{378} Volf, \textit{After our Likeness}, p. 217.

\textsuperscript{379} LaCugna, \textit{God for Us}, p. 17.

\textsuperscript{380} LaCugna, \textit{God for Us}, p. 389.

\textsuperscript{381} LaCugna, \textit{God for Us}, p. 389.

\textsuperscript{382} LaCugna, \textit{God for Us}, p. 389.

\textsuperscript{383} Gregory of Nyssa, \textit{AE}, 2.2.
comments: ‘Father is the name of a relation: Father of the Son. Because of this the ousia of God cannot be seen to exist except hypostatically. Apart from the divine persons there is no divine nature, and there is no God.’

LaCugna surmises, therefore, that the property of divine monarch both rightly belongs to the Father, and is rightly shared amongst all divine persons as coequals:

Taken together these moves provided a way to think of the two divine hypostases of Father and Son as coequal, but not two archai (principles); this would have compromised monotheism. Rather, the one arche, the Father, generates the Son and Spirit from the Father’s ousia. God the Father remains cause (aitita) and source (pege) of the divinity of the Son and the Spirit, but this is understood to be altogether without subordination. These two ideas, a monarch belonging properly to only person (Father) but belonging also to other persons (Son and Spirit) through self-communication, appeared to be logically incompatible. The great innovation of the doctrine of the Trinity was to establish monarch as the property of a person, not of a substance. As such, the arche could be communicated to and shared by more than one person.

4.5.1. the coequality of persons

However, those who espouse the eternal subordination of the Son argue that there is a consistency in respect of the relationship between the Father and the Son in divinis and ad extra — especially in relation to the divine will. They argue that the apparent subordination of the Son’s will in the Gospels, that is, Jesus’ obedience to the Father in the economy of salvation, must reflect something of the Son’s obedience to the Father in the Godhead. This view has particular traction among a number of contemporary Evangelical scholars, who argue that it is consistent with the witness of Scripture. Michele Ovey offers a vigorous defence of the eternal subordination of the Son, focussing in particular on Jesus’ words in Gethsemane, from which his book takes its title: “‘Father, if you are willing, remove this cup from me; yet, not my will but yours be done.’” (Luke 22.42; cf. Matthew 26.29; Mark. 14.36) Ovey asserts:

Moving to the question of blurring the economic trinity and the eternal, immanent trinity, minimally passages like John 1:18 and 14:9 mean one must say that the economic trinity reveals the eternal immanent trinity and its relationships, not exhaustively, but truly. If we do not say that, then the question is what we know about God in eternity at all. Jesus strikingly links his obedience to his Father here on earth to the revelation of his, Jesus’, love for the Father (John 14:31).

This means if we ask what reveals Jesus’ love for his Father, Jesus’ answer is his obedience here on earth. To say Jesus’ love for his Father in eternity does not feature obedience risks not so much distinguishing economic from eternal trinities but of severing them from each other. After
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all, the point would be that what we see on earth is precisely what does not happen in eternity, even though the incarnation is allegedly a revelatory event.  

The problem then, for social trinitarians, wishing to avoid a separation or fraction between the economic or immanent trinity, is that the Son evidentially submits to the will of the Father in the incarnation, through the person of Jesus Christ: “for I have come down from heaven, not to do my own will, but the will of him who sent me.” (John 6.38) The problem is further exaggerated because, whilst the Son’s submission to the Father in salvation history is undisputed, the impact this may or may not have on the intradivine life of God is not sufficiently addressed amongst social trinitarians. It is regrettable that LaCugna, amongst others, fails to challenge the notion of the Son’s eternal subordination to the Father without committing the very crime of which they so sternly accuse others. That is to say, the case is made for co-equality of persons in divinis with little or no consideration of how this seemingly contradicts the operation of persons ad extra. The lazy move would be to associate equality of essence with the immanent Trinity, and subordinationism with the economic Trinity. This argument has tempted many, yet it fails to adequately grasp how God’s life ad extra reveals something true (albeit through a mirror dimly) of God’s life ad intra. Kevin Giles argues: ‘This distinction between the immanent Trinity and the economic Trinity allows that there is more to God than what is revealed to us but that what is revealed is true and accurate. God is not other than he is in revelation.’ How then, are we hold together a theology of eternal co-equality with the revelation of ‘temporal’ submission in salvation history? Horrell argues that this is not possible: ‘hundreds of biblical texts affirm the monarchia of the Father, no text sufficiently stands against it; such a view corresponds in the deepest way with God’s own self-disclosure as immanent Trinity.  

This thesis disagrees. Those who argue that the economic activity of the Son in salvation history, demonstrates the Son’s eternal subordination to the Father, advance both a confused theology of will, and take too narrow an approach, limiting the economic operation of the Son. Following Augustine, the Son, whilst appearing subordinate to the Father during the Incarnation, was also at the same time subordinate to himself. In other words, the Son, whose will and power is equal to that of the Father, is actively obedient (subordinate) to the Father during the Incarnation.

---


390 Augustine, *DT*, IV.20.27.
The Son’s subordination to the Father during the Incarnation is an *active* submission of will, rather than an eternal *passive* reality. As such, Augustine is able to claim that during the Incarnation, the Son was subordinate even to himself, and in making this case, he strengthens his broader position concerning the eternal equality of persons:

...the Son of God is both understood to be equal to the Father according to the form of God which He is, and less that the Father according to the form of a servant which He took; in which form He was found to be not only less than the Father, but also less than the Holy Spirit, and not only so, but less even than Himself — not than Himself who was, but than Himself who is; because, by taking the form of a servant, He did not lose the form of God, as the testimonies of the Scriptures taught us, to which we have referred in the former book; yet there are some things in the sacred text so put as to leave it ambiguous to which rule they are rather to be referred; whether to that by which we understand the Son as less, in that He has taken upon Him the creature, or to that by which we understand that the Son is not indeed less than but equal to the Father.391

In another place, Augustine insists that that which the Father subjects to himself, the Son also subjects to himself:

But when anyone hears the Apostle saying: ‘But when he shall say that all things have been subjected to him, undoubtedly he is expected who subjected all thing to him,’ them him not think that the words, ‘He has subjected all things to the Son,’ are to be understood of the Father in such a way as to think the the Son has not subjected all things to Himself.392

Concerning the economic operation of the Son, one must take care to not take too narrow an approach, and thus limit the Son’s economic activity to the Incarnation. This is the view Nancy Hedberg, who argues that those who espouse the eternal subordination of the Son on the ground of the economic activity of the Son in the Incarnation, fail to take into consideration the economic activity of the Son preceding and following the Incarnation.

Although the incarnation has a prominent place in God’s revelation regarding redemption, and we all understand the Son submitted to the Father during his time on earth, God’s revelation to us regarding the operations of the Son within the economic Trinity goes well beyond that. When we consider what the Bible reveals to us about the role of the Son in creation (Col 1:15–20), sanctification (Eph 5:26), judgment (2 Tim 4:1), and mediation (Heb 4:14–16), we can say with some assurance that the function of the Son within the economic Trinity as revealed through God’s work in creation and redemption is larger in scope than Jesus’ time on earth during his incarnation. The function of the Son is not limited to his submission as fleshed out in the incarnation, and the economic Trinity as a whole is not necessarily distinguished by a hierarchy of roles.393
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391 Augustine, *DT*, II.2.
That the economic activity of the Son in salvation history is evident both preceding and following the Incarnation is, in the view of this thesis, not only a widely accepted doctrine, but an essential one. Indeed, one can make a strong case that Incarnation itself would not have been possible if it were not for the prevenient grace of the Incarnation. Donald Baillie describes this process (of prevenient grace) as the ‘paradox of grace’, arguing that ‘every good thing in [the believer], that every good thing in him, every good thing he does, is somehow not wrought by himself but by God.’\textsuperscript{394} He further argues that the believer becomes a ‘mystery of the Incarnation’ when they, in co-operation with the prevenient grace of the Incarnation, enact a good deed.\textsuperscript{395}

If this is true, then it would prefigure that the Incarnation was made possible by the prevenient grace of the Incarnation reflected in Mary’s \textit{fiat} — her great yes. In other words, the economic activity of the Son, manifest most supremely in the Incarnation, evidently precedes and indeed follows the historic event of the Incarnation itself. This is the view of Rahner: ‘Now, as regards our case here of Christ’s salvific act having an effect which anticipates it, we can begin by noticing something distinctive about it: here Christ’s action has a retroactive effect in a particular reality that in turn is the cause or condition of that action of his: Mary brings through her word of faith the incarnation, the incarnation by which she herself is redeemed and her ‘yes’ made possible.’\textsuperscript{396} It is therefore regrettable that some social trinitarians, such as Horrell, wishing to offer an account of trinitarian life which is deeply tethered to the economic activity of the trinity, restrict the economic activity of the Son to a moment in human history. In doing so, they not only erroneously teach that the Son is eternally subordinate to the Father, but they also fall into the trap of separating (albeit unintentionally) their immanent doctrine of the Trinity from the economic reality of the Trinity, experienced in salvation history.

4.6. Conclusion

This chapter has argued that scripture offers the Church an ‘economic’ vista through which to encounter the story of God’s economic activity in salvation history. As such, any theology which claims to be dependant on the economy (that is, a theology which depends on the ‘economic’ as a most accurate revelation of the ‘immanent’) must take seriously the witness of scripture. The

\textsuperscript{394} Donald M. Baillie, \textit{God Was in Christ} (London: Faber and Faber, 1948), p. 114.

\textsuperscript{395} Baillie, \textit{God Was in Christ}, p. 114, 117-118.

witness of scripture is none other that God’s own revelation of God’s triune economic activity in salvation history, and it is, therefore, the window through which we may catch glimpses of God’s life in se. This chapter has offered and pointed towards a biblical basis (and defence) of the LaCugna’s presentation of God’s co-eternal, co-equal, and co-collaborative life, operating without subordination or hierarchy, arguing that those who espouse a theology of eternal subordination take too narrow a view of what constitutes economic revelation. In the next chapter, I will argue that God is a God of dialogue, and that the invitation to participate in God’s triune life runs as a thread throughout scripture. It will seek to defend the view that God’s own life properly offers a model for the right ordering of human relationships.
God’s beauty is the actual living exchange between Father, Son, and Spirit, as this exchange is perfectly simply as exchange, as it sings…Correspondingly, our enjoyment of God is that we are taking into the triune singing. Perhaps we may say that we are allowed to double the parts.397

In the previous chapter, I proposed a social model which understands the collaborative life of the Trinity to be a shared life between three distinct eternally ordered persons, sharing a common life without hierarchy or subordination. I began by offering a presentation of the collaboration of the Trinity (a life of collaboration which takes place between distinct persons who share in ordered ‘personal’ relationships perfected by the interpretation and indwelling of one person in the other) according to the biblically witnessed economic activity of the Trinity in salvation history. I then argued that a social model of the eternal order of the Godhead, which is rooted in the witness of scripture, offers a corrective to the view that the monarchy of the Father implies hierarchy, and in turn, the subordination of the Son: ‘The three most ancient opinions concerning God are Anarchia, Polyarchia, and Monarchia. Monarchy is that which we honour: not a monarch limited to a single person but a monarch constituted by equal dignity of nature, accord of will, identity of movement and the return to unity of those who come from it.’398

In this chapter, I now turn to consider what is arguably the most significant move made by the school of social trinitarian thought; that is, the social life of the Trinity is not exclusively God’s own life, but it is also our life — it is a life which we are called to participate in and to mirror. Jenson writes: ‘God can… accommodate other persons in his life…God, to state it as boldly as possible, is roomy. Indeed, if we were to list divine attributes, roominess would have to come next after jealousy.’399 This chapter seeks to demonstrate that the witness of scripture offers an invitation to humanity to participate in, and be transformed by God’s inner life. I argue that the pattern of relationship between the three divine persons in eternity offers a model for the right ordering of

397 Jenson, The Triune God, p. 235.
398 Gregory of Nazianzus, Orations, 29,2.
399 Jenson, The Triune God, p. 226.
human relationships. God’s eternal life *does* set a social agenda for human life on earth. Here, I argue against Giles, who asserts the opposite. The *manifesto* for this social agenda is found within scripture, which calls us time and again back into covenant relationship with God. To turn and turn again: ‘Do not be conformed to this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your minds, so that you may discern what is the will of God — what is good and acceptable and perfect’ (Romans 12.2).

The doctrine of the trinity is a living doctrine which comes alive when it becomes a lived reality and a form of life. LaCugna argues: ‘Confessing faith is incomplete unless it becomes a form of life. Living faith in the God of Jesus Christ means being formed and transformed by the life of grace of God’s economy: becoming persons fully in communion with all; becoming by the power of the Holy Spirit what God is: love unbounded, glory contained.’ I will make this case by exploring key passages in scripture in which God invites human persons to share in his life; moving from God’s invitation in Genesis to participate in the process of creation, to God’s invitation to participate in the process of redemption in Luke’s Gospel. This chapter will conclude by considering Jesus’ high priestly prayer, arguing that the ordering of God’s triune life offers the Church the proper source for reflecting on the ordering of its own common life.

5.1. The Invitation in Scripture

> Ho, everyone who thirsts, come to the waters; and you that have no money, come, buy and eat! Come, buy wine and milk without money and without price. Why do you spend your money for that which is not bread, and your labour for that which does not satisfy? Listen carefully to me, and eat what is good, and delight yourselves in rich food. Incline your ear, and come to me; listen, so that you may live. I will make with you an everlasting covenant, my steadfast, sure love for David. (Isaiah 55. 1-3)

God is a very inviting God. God is inviting in that God is a pleasant and attractive God. God’s invitation is enticing. God is inviting for God longs for us to dwell with him; to sit, to listen, to be satisfied. This is the vivid description of God’s generous invitation offered by the author of Isaiah. God desires for God’s life and our life to be one. S Paul echoes this picture of God’s invitation and God’s longing for a shared life with humanity in his letter to the Ephesians: God chose us before the foundation of the world to be holy and blameless before God in love (Ephesians 1.4).
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400 See, Giles, *Jesus and the Father*, p. 228.


God’s revelation of God, and God’s invitation to share in God’s life begins in creation and reaches its climax in God’s redemptive work in Christ, and the birth of the Church at Pentecost: ‘God’s face and name are proclaimed before us in creation, in God’s words and deeds on our behalf, in the life and death of Jesus Christ, in the new community gathered by the Holy Spirit.’

5.1.1. In the beginning

Then God said, “Let us make humankind in our image, according to our likeness; and let them have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the birds of the air, and over the cattle, and over all the wild animals of the earth, and over every creeping thing that creeps upon the earth.”

(Genesis 1.26)

God creates as God speaks, and God speaks in conversation. Creation takes place within the context of a conversation amongst the divine persons. God speaks within God’s self, inviting shared participation in the creative process. John Paul II writes: ‘It is significant that the creation of man is preceded by this kind of statement in which God expresses the intention to create man in his image, rather “in our image”, in the plural (in harmony with the verb “let us make”). According to some interpretations, the plural would indicate the divine “we” of the one Creator…This would be…a first distant trinitarian indication.’

God creates humankind in community (“let us make”) to reflect God’s life of community (“in our image…our likeness”). Humankind is created in the image of God in order to be the image of God in the world. God invites his image-bearing creation to participate and share in God’s dominion over the other created beings. God gives the community created in his likeness (“let them”) dominion over that which God has created in community.

Indeed, it is especially worth noting that the creative speech language of God shifts at the creation of human kind. God now speaks in the first person plural: “Let us make…” Green argues that the shift from the third person to first reveals, ‘God is talkative, but also […] God talks about us, and then talks to us, so that we might talk about and to him in response. In a word, therefore, it is precisely our answer-ability to God that makes us what and who we are.’

Created in God’s image, humankind reflects God’s social and relational nature. God speaks about humankind and to humankind, and humankind can speak back to God. Humankind is different to all else that God creates because humankind is created to live in community, and with the ability to speak in

---
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conversation to and about God, and to and about one another. This, Jenson argues, is the heart of Trinitarian dogma:

God rightly identified… is to and from all eternity both subject and object of an address and its response; indeed, his being is specifiable as conversation. Thus the more precise form of the claim that all but God is by God’s word is the claim that all but God is by and in its place in the triune conversation. Stated metaphysically, the final Christian insight into reality is that all reality is intended in a consciousness and a freedom and that this personhood is not abstract but constituted in address and answer, as are all persons.  

5.1.2 It is not good that man should be alone

Then the Lord God said, “It is not good that the man should be alone; I will make him a helper as his partner.” So out of the ground the Lord God formed every animal of the field and every bird of the air, and brought them to the man to see what he would call them; and whatever the man called every living creature, that was its name…So the Lord God…[made] a woman and brought her to the man. Then the man said,”This at last is bone of my bones and flesh of my flesh; this one shall be called Woman, for out of Man this one was taken.” (Genesis 2.18-23)

God observes and participates with God’s creation, and shares deeply the experience of that which God has created. Again, God speaks, and God invites humanity to participate in the ongoing creatative process by inviting humanity into a shared conversation. Once again, the invitation begins with, ‘The Lord God said…’ It is striking that it is God who says “it is not good” of his creation, and not the human being. God experiences, it seems, that things as they are are “not good”, without any suggestion from the human being. God is moved by this recognition to collaborate with the human being in a further creative process in order to move the situation from God’s view of “not good” to the human beings view of “good” when he can declare, “This is at last bone of my bone and flesh of my flesh.” The human being is invited by God to participate in this further creative process. God creates the animals and the birds, and God invites the human being to name them. God agrees to accept “whatever” name the human being gives to each creature and participates in the creative process that God has already started in naming the nonliving creatures, i.e. the air, the land, the sea.

5.1.3. God’s persists in calling Moses

Then the Lord said, “I have observed the misery of my people who are in Egypt; I have heard their cry on account of their taskmasters. Indeed, I know their sufferings, and I have come down to deliver them from the Egyptians, and to bring them up out of that land to a good and broad land, a land flowing with milk and honey…The cry of the Israelites has now come to me; I have also seen how the Egyptians oppress them. So come, I will send you to Pharaoh to bring my people, the Israelites, out of Egypt. (Exodus 3. 7, 8a, 9-10.)

God once again is caught up in the experience and reality of God’s creation. God once again strikes up a conversation, and God seeks to include God’s creation in God’s work of redemption and liberation. God invites Moses to share in God’s mission, ‘Then the Lord said…’ Moses is busying himself with the care of his father-in-laws flock when God begins speaking to Moses out of a burning bush. God begins his conversation with Moses in the same way that he begins his conversation with Adam in the garden; by revealing that God has shared in the experience of his creation. Just as God declared it was “not good for man to be alone”, God now declares that it is not good for the people of Israel to remain in Egypt, “I know their sufferings.” Just as God invites Adam to participate with God in moving the situation from “not good” to “good”, God now invites Moses to do the same for the people of Israel. God reveals that he intends to liberate his people, and deliver them to a land flowing with milk and honey. God calls and commissions Moses to carry out God’s task of liberation. Moses objects, and repeatedly resists God’s call. Moses is offered the space to enter further into conversation with God. God speaks and Moses speaks back. God persists in calling Moses, responding to the objections and the questions he raises. God promises Moses that he will journey with him. Moses is, therefore, no mere passive servant, but a fully active collaborator with God in God’s mission of liberation and redemption.

5.1.4. God is always striking up a conversation

The seraph touched my mouth with it and said: ‘Now that this had touched your lips, your guilt has departed and your sin is blotted out.’ Then I heard the voice of the Lord saying, ‘Whom shall I send, and who will go for us?’ And I said, ‘Here am I; send me!’ And he said, ‘Go and say to this people… (Isaiah 6. 7,-9a)

God continues to invest in God’s people. God again speaks, and in speaking, God invites individuals to share and participate in God’s mission. The talkative God, who creates in conversation, and strikes up a conversation with his creation, expects to be heard, and expects to be answered. In calling prophets, God seeks to draw his people back into the conversation. Leithart argues it is ‘obvious from scripture’ that God is a God of speech, and claims that “talkativeness” is the nature of who God is, rather than merely an attribute of God: ‘God is the Word, the Word is
God; the Father is never speechless, never silent, never lonely or taken aback, never at a loss for words.' More simply put, Jenson writes: ‘The God of Israel is a talkative one. There is a terrible hymn that talks about the silence of eternity. It cannot be right, for the Jewish God cannot keep his mouth shut! He is talkative! And he moreover expects to be answered!’ Throughout the OT, and particularly in the prophetic literature, God calls individuals to speak on God’s behalf: because no prophecy ever came by human will, but men and women moved by the Holy Spirit spoke from God (2 Peter 1:21).

Most biblical prophets have a story of their call into the service of God: ‘Logically and chronologically the prophet’s career begins with a call.’ Farley argues that the essential mark of a prophet is ‘a consciousness of a divine call.’ These call narrative share features in common which mark them as a particular literary genre. One example is the call of Isaiah (6.1-13), where the pattern of the narrative is similar to the narrative of several prophetic calls: i. vision or audition (‘I saw the Lord’, ‘I heard the voice of the Lord saying’); ii. commission (‘Go and say to this people’); acceptance (‘Here am I; send me!’). God speaks to Isaiah. God commissions Isaiah. Isaiah responds and speaks back to God, accepting God’s commission. Isaiah’s response, “Here am I” (‘hinni’ or ‘hinneni’) is echoed throughout the OT in the response of others to God’s call, from Abraham (Genesis 22.1), to Jacob (Genesis 31.11), to Moses (Exodus 3.4), to Samuel (1 Samuel 3.4). It is, of course, the response which prefigures Mary’s great fiat at the annunciation: “Here am I, the servant of the Lord” (Luke 1.38a).

H. Wheeler Robinson asserts that an account of a prophets call is given ‘to be a primary document for the understanding of the man and his message.’ I believe that that message is ultimately an invitation to be part of the divine conversation; to hear what God is saying to us, and to speak back. God calls prophets to nudge humankind back into right relationship with God. That is the witness of the ‘greater’ prophetic tradition. Jenson suggests that in the OT, the people of Israel might be conceived as a ‘prophet’, for their purpose is to be a people which enables God to draw all people into the conversation with the talkative triune God: ‘It is as if Israel were one huge prophet;
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the blessing of listening to God is not given to Israel for Israel’s own sake but for the sake of opening up a conversation between the human race and this lively, talkative God.\(^{412}\)

5.1.5. Mary’s great YES to God

Then Mary said, ‘Here am I, the servant of the Lord; let it be with me according to your word.’
The angel departed from her. (Luke 1.38)

So far, this and the previous chapter has journeyed both with and beyond LaCugna, in considering how scripture tells the story of the triune God whose immanent life is as God’s economic life is. God’s economic activity, that is, God’s involvement and participation in the human story, tells us who God really is. The trinitarian God of salvation history is the God of ‘eternity’. Thus, Jenson argues, the God of scripture is ‘identified by specific temporal actions and is known within certain temporal communities by personal names and identifying descriptions thereby provided.’\(^{413}\)

Following Jenson, God’s story is ontological for God; God is God’s story, and God is not God without his story. That story is one of deep participation in, and extensive collaboration with human history. The height of human-divine cooperation and collaboration is the Incarnation, made possible by the consent of a young virgin. Mary’s fiat, her great YES to God, is without doubt the most perfect example of human participation with God in salvation history. Warner argues: ‘In Christian theology, Mary’s consent to the Incarnation, her Fiat, exemplifies the most sublime fusion of man’s free will with the divine plan.’\(^{414}\)

Mary’s response is far more significant than some have argued. Her consent to the divine plan should not be understood, as Morris suggests, as act ‘of quiet submission…[for a] slave girl could not but do the will of her Master.’\(^{415}\) Pelikan warns that such readings may permit Mary to ‘be held up for women as a model of how they ought to behave, in submissive obedience to God, their husbands and to the clergy and hierarchy of the church.’\(^{416}\) I have already elsewhere argued that Mary’s consent to the divine plan represents a perfect synergy between human volition and divine will: ‘Mary should not be described as a passive instrument, but as someone who freely consented


\(^{413}\) Jenson, *The Triune God*, p. 46.


to God’s call through her *fiat* ‘let it be so’. [Mary’s ‘yes’ demonstrates] the dynamic relationship between human freedom and divine grace…grace always comes first…[and] human volition is no mere appearance—humans are morally responsible beings. In Mary’s *fiat*, the ‘paradox of grace’ is made manifest, as her human will freely cooperates with divine grace.’

To this end, we must conclude that just as Mary freely said ‘yes’ to God that she was free to say ‘no’. Indeed, Jenson argues, ‘It is the metaphysically fundamental fact of Israel’s and the church’s faith that its God is freely but, just so, truly self-identified by, and so with, contingent created temporal events. The Lord is the one who rescued Israel from Egypt. It is therefore proper to ask, What if the Pharaoh had held out?’

God is invested in and constituted by God’s story with God’s people. Throughout this story, God calls God’s people to act on God’s behalf - to draw the people back into conversation with God. Not only then, does God invite created beings to participate in God’s life and in God’s mission, but God *chooses* to depend on God’s creation for the fulfilment of God’s mission. At the Annunciation God invites a young girl to take part in the salvation of the world. It was as though all heaven and earth held its breath to see if Mary would say yes: ‘The angel awaits an answer; it is time for him to return to God who sent him. We too are waiting, O Lady, for your word of compassion.’

God’s invitation to Mary is none other than an invitation to be part of the recreation and the redemption of all creation. Mary’s consent to the divine plan is that which enables this to come to fruition. Anselm writes:

Virgin, blessed above all creatures, through your blessing all creation is blessed, not only creation from its Creator, but the Creator himself has been blessed by creation…The whole universe was created by God, and God was born of Mary…He who could create all things from nothing would not remake his ruined creation without Mary. God, then, is the Father of the created world and Mary the mother of the recreated world. God is the Father by whom all things were given life, and Mary the mother through whom all things were given new life…Without God’s Son, nothing could exist; without Mary’s Son, nothing could be redeemed.

In this most sublime act of divine-human cooperation, we discover a most penetrating vista into the ‘functional collaboration’ of the divine persons. The classical maxim of trinitarian theology credited to Augustine, (*opera trinitatis ad extra sunt indvisia*) ‘the external works of the Trinity are undivided’, is fully and perhaps most convincingly defendable in the doctrine of the Incarnation. In other words, the three divine persons of God are always involved in all that God does *ad extra*, that
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is, outside of God’s self, in salvation history. Augustine argues: ‘whatever this Trinity does must be thought to be done at the same time by the Father and by the Son and by the Holy Spirit.’\textsuperscript{421} The three divine persons concur in every economic activity; they concur in every work of creating, redeeming, and sustaining. All three of the divine persons concur deeply in the Incarnation, made possible by the free consent of Mary. The Son and the Son alone was incarnate. The Father is not the Son, the Son is not the Holy Spirit, and the Holy Spirit is not the Father. The incarnation is of the Son and of the Son alone, but it is by the Trinity. The three divine persons of the Trinity concur in the work of the Incarnation, but only the second person is himself incarnate, becoming flesh in the man-Jesus. The Father wills that his Son from all eternity should be the Son of man in time. The Son, born of Mary, enables her response of faith by means of retroactive grace. The Holy Spirit comes upon Mary, bringing about the conception of the Son. Scripture bears witness to the concurring work of all three divine persons in the incarnation, attributing the incarnation to each of the divine persons; the Father (Hebrews 10.5, Galatians 4.4); the Son (Philippians 2:7); the Holy Spirit (Luke 1.35, Matthew 1.20).

5.1.6. Uniting Persons in Communion

If you love me, you will keep my commandments. And I will ask the Father, and he will give you another Advocate, to be with you forever. But the Advocate, the Holy Spirit, whom the Father will send in my name, will teach you everything, and remind you of all that I have said to you. (John 14.16, 26)

Nevertheless I tell you the truth: it is to your advantage that I go away, for if I do not go away, the Advocate will not come to you; but if I go, I will send him to you. (John 16.7)

Jesus promises the disciples that he will ask the Father to send the Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit will be sent to teach and remind the disciples of Jesus’ ministry, and for this reason, the Spirit is sent in Jesus’ name. Neyrey suggests that the Holy Spirit is sent in order to keep the conversation alive. Up until this point in his ministry, Jesus has been their Advocate. He is the one who speaks. The Holy Spirit is sent in Jesus’ name to speak on behalf of Jesus when he has returned to the Father: ‘Now Jesus speaks, but the Advocate/Holy Spirit will speak later. The Advocate functions to link past and future, reminding them of Jesus’ words and teaching all things. The Spirit, then, is Jesus’ broker.’\textsuperscript{422} The Spirit will do this by keeping the memory of Jesus’ teaching alive within the Christian


community after he as returned to the Father. Further, the Spirit will disclose new insights and meaning of Jesus’ life and actions (John 2.22; 12.16). Tasker argues: ‘After Jesus has returned to the Father, the Holy Spirit which is His Spirit will continue to preform, in a manner unrecognisable by and unintelligible to the world, the same office He has Himself discharged for them so lovingly while He has been with them on earth.’\textsuperscript{423} The ministry of the Spirit is rooted in the life and ministry of Jesus, and includes revealing the life of Jesus to future generations. The Holy Spirit is sent to unite persons in communion with one another and with God. The Holy Spirit draws us into the very depths of God’s inner-life, where ‘creature’ may participate in the perichoretic life of the triune ‘creator’. For LaCugna, this is the very nature of the Spirit’s economic activity:

\begin{quote}
The Spirit of God, Spirit of Christ brings about the true communion of God and creature. The Spirit is the animating power of the economy, making God’s will and work known and realised in Jesus Christ and in each one of us. The Spirit humanises God, and also divinises human beings, making persons theonomous and catholic…The Holy Spirit incorporates us into the very life of God, into the mystery of perichoresis, the ‘to and fro’ of being itself which exists in personhood.\textsuperscript{424}
\end{quote}

At this point, we cannot avoid some discussion of the filioque clause, an enduring source of controversy between the East and the West. LaCugna argues that the entire filioque controversy can be explained as a misreading between the relationship of the economic and the immanent: ‘The centuries-long dispute over the filioque (the Spirit proceeds from the Father and Son) originated with an improper understanding of the relationships between oikonomia and theologia.’\textsuperscript{425} The Eastern Church seems to have been motivated by the desire to safeguard the monarchy of the Father as the fount divinis (the origin and source of the Son and the Spirit).\textsuperscript{426} Meanwhile, the Western Church insisted that from the vista of the economy, the Spirit proceeds from both the Father and the Son. LaCugna writes, ‘It is impossible to think or speak of the Spirit except as the Spirit-of. The Holy Spirit is the Spirit of God, Spirit of Christ, Spirit of the community.’\textsuperscript{427} This thesis has argued for the deep unity of oikonomia and theologia, for the deep correspondence between the economic Trinity and the immanent Trinity. The processions in the economy of salvation reveal the eternal


\textsuperscript{424} LaCugna, \textit{God for Us}, p. 298.

\textsuperscript{425} LaCugna, \textit{God for Us}, p. 377, n. 66.


\textsuperscript{427} LaCugna, \textit{God for Us}, p. 298.
processions within God *ad intra*. In the economy of salvation, Christ sends the Holy Spirit (John 16.7). Therefore, the Spirit proceeds from the Father and the Son. In this regard, the Western tradition depends on a close relationship between the economic and the immanent.\(^{428}\)

5.2. A Manifesto for Human Life

“I ask not only on behalf of these, but also on behalf of those who will believe in me through their word, that they may all be one. As you, Father, are in me and I am in you, may they also be in us, so that the world may believe that you have sent me. The glory that you have given me I have given them, so that they may be one, as we are one, I in them and you in me, that they may become completely one, so that the world may know that you have sent me and have loved them even as you have loved me. Father, I desire that those also, whom you have given me, may be with me where I am, to see my glory, which you have given me because you loved me before the foundation of the world.

“Righteous Father, the world does not know you, but I know you; and these know that you have sent me. I made your name known to them, and I will make it known, so that the love with which you have loved me may be in them, and I in them.” (John 17.20-26)

At the conclusion of the Last Supper, and following a lengthy discourse, Jesus prays for his disciples to be one. The prayer of Jesus in John 17, often called his high priestly prayer, offers a beautiful description of the trinitarian community. Jesus’ relationship with the Father is one of mutual indwelling and glorification. This is the hallmark of ‘ideal’ relationship: ‘Father, the hour has come; glorify you Son so that the Son may glorify you’ (John 17.1b).\(^{429}\) Jesus delights in his relationship with his Father, and his prayer is that the disciples (and the church of the future) will mirror the unity of his relationship with the Father.\(^{430}\) This unity is to be rooted in the mutual indwelling of the trinitarian persons. The Father indwells in the Son (John 17.21, 23), and the Son indwells in the Father (John 17.21):

\(^{428}\) For example, Aquinas was an ardent proponent of the dual procession, arguing that we ought not say anything about God which is not revealed in scripture. See, *ST* I, q. 36, a. 2, reply 1.


This pattern of mutual indwelling provides the basis of Jesus’ petition to the Father. The unity of believers/the Church, is to be rooted in the mutual indwelling of believers with the Father and the Son (John 17.21), and the indwelling of the Son in believers (John 17.23, 26). Kieffer argues: ‘Their unity has its fountain-head in the Father and the Son; as their union is a prototype of later communities, these are also included in the prayer.’

Jesus’ prayer, which at v. 20 extends to include those who will come to faith through the witness of the eleven, reaches its climax at v. 21: ‘that they all may be one. As you, Father, are in me.’ Jesus’ prayer is structured around this twin petition. The desire is unity/oneness; may they be ‘one’. The foundation for this pattern of relationship of persons is modelled by the triune God; may they ‘as’ we. It is significant that the word ‘one’ is repeated by Jesus several times in this chapter of John’s Gospel. In the Greek, Jesus repeats the word ‘εἷς/ἐν’ (one) seven times - pointing perhaps to a sense that the unity of believers, mirroring the unity of the Father and the Son, is the perfect ideal of human relationships: ‘ὅσιν τετελεσθήμενοι εἰς ἕν’ (that they may be perfected in unity) (John 17.23).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Text</th>
<th>NRSV</th>
<th>Interlinear</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. John 17.11</td>
<td>And now I am no longer in the world, but they are in the world, and I am coming to you. Holy Father, protect them in your name that you have given me, so that they may be one, as we are one.</td>
<td>καὶ οὐκέτι εἰμὶ ἐν τῷ κόσμῳ, καὶ αὐτοὶ ἐν τῷ κόσμῳ εἰσίν, κἀγὼ πρὸς σὲ ἔρχομαι, πάτερ ἄγιο, τήρησον αὐτοὺς ἐν τῷ ὄνομάτι σου ὑμῶν καθὼς ἠμείς.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---


432 Emphasis added.
| 2. John 17.12 | While I was with them, I protected them in your name that you have given me. I guarded them, and not one of them was lost except the one destined to be lost, so that scripture might be fulfilled. | ὅτε ἤµην µετ’ αὐτῶν ἐγώ ἐτήρουν αὐτοὺς ἐν τῷ ονόµατί σου ὁ δεδοµένος µοι, καὶ ἐφὼ λαξα, καὶ σύµβας ἐξ αὐτῶν ἀπολέσατε εἰ µή ὁ υἱὸς τῆς ἀπολέσεως. ἵνα ἡ γραφὴ πληρωθῇ. |
| 3. John 17.21 | that they may all be one. As you, Father are in me and I am in you… | ἵνα πάντες ἐν ὑσίν, καθὼς σὺ, πάτερ, ἐν ἐμοί κάγῳ ἐν σοί |
| 4. John 17.21 | …may they also be one in us, so that the world may believe you have sent me. | ἵνα καὶ αὐτοὶ ἐν ἡµῖν ὑσίν, ἵνα ὁ κόσµος πιστεύῃ ὃτι σὺ µε ἀπεστείλας. |
| 5. John 17.22 | The glory you have given me I have given them, so that they may be one… | κάγῳ τήν δόξαν ἤν δεδοκαίνας µοι δεδοκαίνας αὐτοῖς. ἵνα ὡσὶν ἐν |
| 6. John 17.22 | …as we are one. | καθὼς ἤµεις ἐν |
| 7. John 17.23 | I in them and you in me, that they may become completely one… | ἐγὼ ἐν αὐτοῖς καὶ σὺ ἐν ἐµοί. ἵνα ὡσὶν τετελειωµένοι εἰς ἐν, ἵνα γινόσκῃ ὁ κόσµος ὃτι σὺ µε ἀπεστείλας καὶ ἡγαπησας αὐτούς καθὼς ἐµὲ ἡγαπησας. |

This passage of scripture is key. Rooted in the economy, it offers a vista into the pattern of relationships between the divine persons *ad intra*. Rooted in prayer, it offers a clear social agenda for human life. This thesis argues that Jesus’ high priestly prayer permits the theological move from the economy of the Trinity *to ecclesiological praxis*. The relationship between the divine persons is the ideal pattern for relationships between persons, and persons and the triune God. In our mutual indwelling with one another, and our indwelling in God, and God in us, relationships are τετελειωµένοι (‘perfected’). Jesus is to be made known to the world through the mirroring of the love and unity between the triune persons amongst believers: ‘This unity, like the love which produces it, is supernatural; it is fundamentally the same as the unity which exists between the Father and the Son. This is why the world, when it sees such unity among believers, will be led to recognise the divine mission of Jesus.’\(^{433}\) This is central to LaCugna’s own claim, that God’s perichoretic life is, ultimately, *for* us. Trinitarian relationships are perichoretic, ergo, human relationships should be perichoretic: ‘*Perichōrēsis* is thus the intradivine model for persons in the

\(^{433}\) Tasker, *John*, p. 191.
human community. *Perichōrēsis* takes place within God, and the human community is supposed to mirror or imitate this *perichōrēsis* in its own configuration.\(^{434}\)

5.3. Conclusion

This chapter has sought to demonstrate that God’s invitation to humanity to participate in God’s triune life runs like a thread throughout scripture. It has argued that God is a God of dialogue. Beginning with God’s invitation to Adam to participate in the process of creation, in the naming of the animals and the choosing of a partner. Culminating in the most sublime act of human-divine cooperation, as Mary offers her *fiat* - her consent to partner with God in the recreation and redemption of the world. God’s invitation to participate and join this dialogue, is an invitation to participate in the very life and activity of God. This chapter has concluded by considering Jesus’ high priestly prayer, arguing that it offers a manifesto for human life - that the ordering of God’s triune life offers ‘blueprint’ for the human community, and as such, it is the proper source of reflection for Church in considering its own common life.

The final chapter of this thesis now moves to explore how the social doctrine of God thus far explored may inform ecclesiological praxis. In particular, it will focus on the developing patterns of ministry in the Church in Wales, offering recommendations which may support the Church in Wales in implementing this new strategy as it enters its centenary year.

---

\(^{434}\) LaCugna, *God for Us*, p. 276.
Following our critical consideration of LaCugna’s social doctrine of God, and our analysis of the biblical basis for such a doctrine, this thesis concludes by arguing that LaCugna has been successful in her primary aim of ensuring that the doctrine of the Trinity ‘has far reaching consequences for the Christian life.’ Marmion argues that LaCugna’s project ‘set the standard and, to a large extent, the parameters of Trinitarian debate before her untimely death in 1997.’ In this regard, I argue that LaCugna can be considered a catalyst for the increased reflection on how the doctrine of the Trinity should shape the ordered life of the Church. It is not at all surprising, therefore, that there has been a ‘development in ecclesiality [which] has centred on the doctrine of the Trinity’, as Ford suggests. This has not always been the case. For example, the House of Bishops have recognised that ‘[the] ecclesiology […] in the Church of England (and in many other Churches of the Western tradition) has often paid

6.1 The Communion of the Church

That they may all be one. As you, Father, are in me and I am in you, may they also be in us, so that the world may believe that you have sent me. (John 17:21)

Marmion argues that LaCugna’s project ‘set the standard and, to a large extent, the parameters of Trinitarian debate before her untimely death in 1997.’ In this regard, I argue that LaCugna can be considered a catalyst for the increased reflection on how the doctrine of the Trinity should shape the ordered life of the Church. It is not at all surprising, therefore, that there has been a ‘development in ecclesiality [which] has centred on the doctrine of the Trinity’, as Ford suggests. This has not always been the case. For example, the House of Bishops have recognised that ‘[the] ecclesiology […] in the Church of England (and in many other Churches of the Western tradition) has often paid
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insufficient attention to the trinitarian character of God.'\textsuperscript{438} However, no doubt influenced by LaCugna (and the wider school of social trinitarian thought) they argue that this neglect of Trinitarian theology has ‘resulted in some damaging consequences for ecclesiology.'\textsuperscript{439} In order to address this issue, the House of Bishops have sought to ground the ecclesiology of the Anglican Communion in a social theology of the Trinity. In doing so, they reference LaCugna (and others), drawing on the language used in her thesis. For example, they share with LaCugna the view that the shared life of the Church is a participation in the shared life of God: ‘The corporate life of the Church is thus ‘nothing less than a real participation in the life of the triune God.’'\textsuperscript{440}

Furthermore, their report emphasises the co-equality of all those who participate in the life of the Church, in the same way that the persons of the Trinity are co-equal: ‘in the communion of the Church, by virtue of our baptism into Christ and thus into the Trinity, there is no difference of value or worth of persons before God.'\textsuperscript{441} As LaCugna, they affirm a definition of ‘person’ which only makes sense in relationship, arguing: ‘The Church can never properly be conceived as an assembly of individual believers […] To be baptised into the Church is to be baptised into a community of persons who mutually constitute one another through their dynamic relations with each other.'\textsuperscript{442} Therefore, as the persons of the Trinity work together to accomplish God’s mission in the world, ‘all Christians are called to a ministry and service as God’s fellow-workers.'\textsuperscript{443}

LaCugna’s doctrine of the Trinity still has the capacity to inform and shape ongoing developments in ecclesiology. Owing to declining congregations, the Church in Wales has started to reconsider its own ecclesiology.\textsuperscript{444} What is beginning to emerge, is a vision of the Church, or rather, an ecclesiology which is profoundly (albeit perhaps subconsciously) Trinitarian.

\textsuperscript{438} \textit{Eucharistic Presidency}, p. 13.
\textsuperscript{439} \textit{Eucharistic Presidency}, p. 13.
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6.2. The Church in Wales Review 2012

The central vision of the Church in Wales Review is the hope of a re-energised and reinvigorated Church; one in which responsibility for the Church’s mission and ministry to wider is shared among all the baptised.\textsuperscript{445}

A number of reviews have been commissioned to examine and reflect on the life and witness of the Church in Wales, the most recent of which, ‘The Church in Wales Review’ was commissioned by the Bench of Bishops and the Standing Committee to the Governing Body in late 2010/early 2011.\textsuperscript{446} This most recent review was commissioned following a meeting of the Governing Body in September 2010, which was notable for the number of contributions from members with a common message: ‘The Church in Wales cannot go on doing the same things in the same way; some things need to change and we are open to - and indeed encourage - that possibility.’\textsuperscript{447} In response, the Bench of Bishops and Standing Committee commissioned an external review of the Church, which was to pay particular attention to ‘its structures and use of resources, to increase the effectiveness of the Church’s ministry and witness.’\textsuperscript{448} The review does seem to be guided by some broad theological principles, which in view of this thesis, seem to point toward a more collaborative pattern of ministry, rooted in the collaborative life of the triune God:

The recommendations we make about structures and organisation are in order that the wonderful vision we share of what it is to be a human being, made in God’s image and called to share his life, may be made more manifest […] Membership of the Christian community not only takes us into a \textit{koinonia} with other human beings, it takes us into the very \textit{koinonia} of God. The church as an institution, its structures and organisation, only have a purpose in so far as they serve and achieve that aim.\textsuperscript{449}

Furthermore, the reviewers understand the purpose of their report to be a tool for better enabling and facilitating the Church in Wales in its mission to reflect, and indeed draw others into the life of God:

\textsuperscript{445} \textit{2020 Vision: Ministry Areas} (2013)

\textsuperscript{446} Lord Harries of Pentregarth, Professor Charles Handy, Professor Patricia Peattie, \textit{Church in Wales Review} (2012), p. 36.

\textsuperscript{447} \textit{Church in Wales Review}, p. i.

\textsuperscript{448} \textit{Church in Wales Review}, p. i.

\textsuperscript{449} \textit{Church in Wales Review}, pp. 2-3.
The purpose of our report is to make such recommendations as will enable the Church in Wales, as an institution persisting through space and time, better able to share the Gospel, and to draw people into our common life, that life of God made present in Jesus through the power of the Holy Spirit.\footnote{Church in Wales Review, p. 3}

It is towards this ‘broad theology’ which both characterises the ambition and the recommendations made by the review, that I now turn. Indeed, the review was commissioned with the aim to enable the Church in Wales to develop patterns of Church life which are theologically coherent and sustainable in the long term.\footnote{Church in Wales Review, p. 43.} In examining LaCugna’s claim that the doctrine of the Trinity should be eminently practical I aspire to assist the Church in Wales as it continues to reflect on the findings of the report - and in particular, as it considers the theological merit of its proposed recommendations. It is to be noted that some recommendations have very quickly been implemented, whilst others have seemingly been consigned to history. More worrying, perhaps, is that very little work has been undertaken to seriously consider the ‘theological coherence’ of the proposed recommendations. By no means do I seek to offer an exhaustive and conclusive view. However, it hoped that as I now turns to reflect on some of those recommendations, in light of my consideration of LaCugna’s work, we can rekindle theological discussion within the Church in Wales.

6.2.1. Ministry of Bishops

Q. What is the different between the Roman Catholic Church, and the Church in Wales?

A. The Roman Catholic Church has only one Pope. The Church in Wales has six!\footnote{I hope the reader will allow me this one colloquial reference, which, whilst it can not be attributed to any one written source, is a well known and well worn expression amongst Church in Wales clergy.}

The report considers the ministry of bishops, making reference throughout to the perceptions of episcopal ministry in Wales. The reviewers consider how the ministry of bishops in Wales might impact their endeavour for more collaborative patterns of ministry, offering pointed concern regarding a model of episcopacy which they find to be ‘characterised by a culture of deference and dependance.’\footnote{Church in Wales Review, p. 43.} The report argues that the ‘high authority of the bishops’ is stifling the ‘creative energy’ of others, particularly the laity. It is suggested that the pattern of ministry modelled by the
bishops is unhelpfully carried over into the parishes, which are often characterised by a culture of “Father knows best.” Though not stated explicitly, the report suggests a reluctance on the part of the bench of bishops to delegate decision making, which in turn, suppresses the opportunity for debate: ‘As an example of what we mean, the Diocesan Conference in most Dioceses is used as an occasion when the Bishop shares his thoughts with this people [sic], in contrast to what happens in other churches when it is an occasion to debate motions that are put to it by parishes or other Diocesan bodies.’ All of this, they argue, means that ‘bishops are often consulted about minor decisions that ought to be made elsewhere.’

The reviewers highlight this to be a key issue, and whilst no particular section of the report is exclusively focused on the ministry of bishops in Wales, they argue that the leadership they model ‘is not of such a kind as to affirm and release the energy of those lay people who will need to play a key role in any future ministry.’ In this regard, therefore, successfully reimagining models of episcopal ministry in Wales is vital to the success of the reviewers ambition for reimagining models of ministry in Wales. If the church hopes to truly release the potential of Ministry Areas, the church need to release the potential of the whole baptised community. If the church truly hopes to release the potential of the whole baptised community, inviting lay people to play a much more active participative role in the life of the church, the church needs seriously reconsider the ministry of its bishops, and the leadership that they model: ‘If leadership is to be collaborative it would not be appropriate to leave it to the Bishops alone.’

Given, then, that this issue is integral to the other areas of the report, it is at best surprising, and at worst, rather disappointing and careless, that it has seemingly been ignored. I will later highlight some of the ways in which good progress has been made in responding to other areas of the report. There is much to celebrate. However, concerning the recommendations regarding the ministry of bishops, there is little evidence to suggest that these have been given serious consideration, let alone actioned. For example, the report recommends restructuring the province into three administrative centres (one in the North, and two in the South and South West), with a view to then evaluating after a period of three years whether the province would be best served by
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three dioceses, with three diocesan bishops, and a further four area bishops. Further, the report recommends the Diocese of Llandaff be designated the permanent Archiepiscopal See, and that the Archbishop appoint a suffragan with a legally delegated area of pastoral responsibility. Finally, the report advises that there be an elected Vice Chair of the Bench of Bishops to share chairing responsibilities. The report concludes by outlining a suitable time period in which such changes might be actioned: ‘The Church in Wales took three years to organise itself as a disestablished church. We believe there is a three year period of grace now to bring about changes of a similar magnitude.’ At the time of writing, the reality eight years after the publication of the report, is that there are still six diocesan bishops, serving six dioceses, no permanent Archiepiscopal See, no suffragan to assist the Archbishop, and no Vice Chair of the Bench of Bishops. There have been opportunities for change. In this same period, the province has elected four new diocesan bishops, and one new archbishop.

Though commendable, I believe that the recommendations of the report concerning the ministry of bishops in Wales requires further theological consideration and justification. Indeed, this thesis argues that LaCugna’s social model of the Trinity offers the Church in Wales the opportunity to work both with and beyond the recommendations of the report in reimagining patterns of episcopal ministry. Patterns which are both ambitious in their efforts to release the potential of the baptised community and are theological coherent. Before making this case, one might well ask, particularly in light of the social model of the Trinity advocated by this thesis, why Bishops? In some respect, in addressing this question, this thesis once more is able to address another question, why LaCugna? Indeed, within the school of social trinitarian thought there is a divergence of opinion. On the one hand, Zizioulas argues that the hierarchical patterns of relationship between the persons of the trinity, justify a hierarchical patterns of ministry: ‘Thus the Church becomes hierarchical in the sense in which the Holy Trinity is is hierarchical: by reason of the specificity of relationship. The ministry, viewed in this way, creates degree of honor [sic], respect and true authority precisely in the way we see this in trinitarian theology.’ On the other hand, Boff argues that this model is contrary to the witness of scripture: ‘There are also those who say that just as there is only one God, there is only one Christ, so there ought to be only one religion and one
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religious head[...] Yet that is not how things are understood in the gospels; it is always the community that we see there, and within it are those who serve as coordinators to encourage all.⁴⁶³

As far is LaCugna is concerned, the trinitarian doctrine of God can only offer the Church a basis for trinitarian ecclesiology in so far as it has the capacity to provide the critical principle against which we can measure present institutional arrangements. In other words, it cannot specify the precise forms of structure/ecclesial governance appropriate to the Church: 'many institutional arrangements are conceivable that would serve the twin purposes of communion among persons and the praise of the true and living God [...] The trinitarian doctrine of God [...] might not specify the exact forms of structure and community appropriate to the church.'⁴⁶⁴ Following LaCugna, therefore, it is not possible to make the case for an episcopal model of governance over alternative forms of church governance using any given theology of the trinity. At this point, one might feel that LaCugna is overly cautious. Having made the case that the doctrine of the trinity is ‘ultimately a practical doctrine with radical consequences’⁴⁶⁵, one might be forgiven for taking the view that LaCugna now fails to specify such consequences. Why is LaCugna seemingly so reluctant to specify how the doctrine of the Trinity might offer a particular form of ecclesial governance, contrary to the claims made by other social trinitarians, as outlined above? Once more, in addressing this question, I can restate my case for LaCugna.

LaCugna never seeks to contend that the doctrine of the trinity can specify any particular theological ethic, spirituality, ecclesiology, and so on, but rather that the doctrine of the trinity is ‘the proper source for reflection on theological ethics, spirituality, ecclesiology, and the liturgical and communitarian life of the church.’⁴⁶⁶ As such, LaCugna guards her self from the main criticism levelled at social trinitarian theologies. That is, the accusation that they are projectionist. Kilby argues, ‘Projection, then, is particularly problematic in at least some social theories of the Trinity because what is projected onto God is immediately reflected back onto the world, and this reverse projection is said to be what is in fact important about the doctrine.’⁴⁶⁷ LaCugna offers a similar analysis, and warns against projection:

⁴⁶⁷ Kilby, Perichoresis and Projection, p. 442.
In the desire to remedy some of the great problems of the day, the temptation is to use the doctrine of the Trinity as “an autonomous datum and even premise for theology” that is applied to a particular problem, for example, unequal distribution of resources. It is as if the goal is to figure our God “in se”—the number of persons, relations and processions and how they are configured—and then project this “intradivine” structure onto human community, or vice versa. But as we have seen, this strategy, whether it supports ah hierarchical or egalitarian vision, inevitably appears to be a transcendental projection of human preferences onto God.\footnote{LaCugna, God for Us, pp. 379-380. I have argued that LaCugna adequately takes this problem into account in her own constructive proposal.}

However, LaCugna is clear that the Church requires some form of leadership, and that this leadership should be rooted in the ministry of service: ‘The trinitarian arché of God emerges as the basis for mutuality among persons: rather than the […] clerical theology of privilege[…] Therefore any theological justification for a hierarchy among persons also vitiates the truth of our salvation through Christ.’\footnote{LaCugna, God for Us, pp. 399-400.} Following LaCugna, I do not seek to argue for an episcopal model of governance over other possible forms of governance. Such a case can be made elsewhere in the tradition.\footnote{In the Anglican Communion, of which the Church in Wales is a part, the three-fold order of bishop, priest and deacon has become established: ‘Although there is no single New Testament pattern, although the Spirit has many times led the Church to adapt its ministries to contextual needs, and although other forms of the ordained ministry have been blessed with the gifts of the Holy Spirit, nevertheless the threefold ministry of bishop, presbyter and deacon may serve today as an expression of the unity we seek and also as a means for achieving it. Historically, it is true to say, the threefold ministry became the generally accepted pattern in the Church of the early centuries and is still retained today by many churches. In the fulfilment of their mission and service the churches need people who in different ways express and perform the tasks of the ordained ministry in its diaconal, presbyteral and episcopal aspects and functions.’ See, Baptism, Eucharist and Ministry (1982), ‘Ministry’, par. 22.} My intention, rather, is to critique the present institutional arrangements of the Church in Wales in light the doctrine of the trinity. This is why LaCugna’s trinitarian doctrine of God is helpful for this project, and indeed for the wider Church. The theological principles offered provide a critical lens through which one can critique the forms and structures of any given church community, be they episcopally governed or not. LaCugna points us towards the questions one might wish to ask when reflecting on the present patterns of ecclesial governance within ones own ecclesial community: ‘Very simply, we may ask whether our institutions, rituals, and administrative practices foster elitism, discrimination, competition, or any of several ‘archisms’, or whether the church is run like God’s household: a domain of inclusiveness, interdependence, and cooperation, structured according to the model of perichôrësis among persons.’\footnote{LaCugna, God for Us, p. 402.}

Firstly, then, following LaCugna, and working with the findings of the report, this thesis can ask to what extent the Bench of Bishops of the Church in Wales might be considered a ‘domain of
inclusiveness.’ The report seems to broadly commend the Bench’s efforts to work ‘more collaboratively.’\textsuperscript{472} Whilst not wishing to dispute this, this thesis believes that the report could have identified ways for the Bench to build on this ethos. It is somewhat disappointing that an opportunity has been missed to make bolder recommendations. Thinking specifically about the issue of inclusion, one might commend the Bench’s efforts in this regard. The Governing Body, for example, committed to working towards greater gender parity (May 2019).\textsuperscript{473} Shortly after (September 2019), Cherry Vann was elected the eleventh bishop of Monmouth, resulting in a 50/50 gender split in the Bench. However, one could argue that the report misses the ‘elephant in the room’, namely that some clergy in the province share with the laity a sense that they are not fully being affirmed and released in their ministry. There is, for example, no formal provision in the Church in Wales for traditionalist clergy (that is, clergy who are unable to affirm the ordination of women), and practices vary from Diocese to Diocese, and Bishop to Bishop.

This can lead to a sort of ‘postcode lottery’ for some clergy and laity who hold a traditionalist view, with some dioceses modelling themselves more as ‘domains of inclusion’ than others. Indeed, the lack of formal provision can heighten ones sense of feeling undervalued, especially when their diocesan espouse views of their ministry which at best might be described as pastorally insensitive. For example, Bishop Joanna Penberthy has described the traditionalist view of ministry to be at the ‘thin end of the wedge of misogyny’, arguing that whilst such views are ‘seemingly harmless’ they are connected to that same wedge, which at the ‘thick end’ incorporates issues such as domestic violence against women.\textsuperscript{474} Further, at a meeting of the Governing Body of the Church in Wales in May 2019, Archdeacon Peggy Jackson presented a motion which, in affect, was an attempt to bar traditionalists from ordination in the province.\textsuperscript{475} The motion was overwhelmingly rejected, with sixty-three people voting against, twenty abstentions, and nineteen
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voting in favour. Notably, however, two of the church’s six bishops indicated their support for the motion — the bishops of Bangor, and St Davids.476

All those who spoke did so in opposition, sharing a view that the motion would be divisive, and many pointed towards new emerging cultures of mutual respect between traditions. Rosemary Hill (priest) ’spoke of the “pain” of having her vocation “denied” and that she would not want to “inflict that on anybody.”’477 Further, Caroline Woollard (lay) expressed concern that the motion would make ‘traditionalist priest[s] feel marginalised.’478 This thesis wishes to argue with these voices, and suggest that there is another way forward. Indeed, following Gareth Erlandson (ordinand), who shared his findings of speaking to female ordinands about ‘a culture change’, it seeks to point to the provision made in other provinces, arguing that the adoption of such provision in Wales would further the aims of the report.479 For example, the thesis notes that the Church of England has published ‘five guiding principles’ as part of a commitment to enabling those who ‘on grounds of theological conviction are unable to receive the ministry of women bishops and priests’ to ‘flourish within its life and structures.’480 To further this aim, the Church of England has appointed a number of ‘traditionalist bishops’, who are able to offer formal alternative pastoral oversight. This thesis argues, therefore, that in order to aid the reviews ambition of releasing the creative energy of all ministers, that further recommendations should be considered.

**Recommendation I**

1) **The Governing Body should consider adopting a policy similar to that of the ‘five guiding principles’, making a formal commitment to mutual flourishing.**

2) **There should be a provincial traditionalist bishop, to provide formal alternative pastoral oversight to parishes/clergy as required.**

---
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Secondly, following the report, the thesis can consider how the bench might operate as a ‘domain of interdependence and cooperation’. This thesis has already highlighted the reports findings that decisions are often taken by the bishops that ought to be made elsewhere. There is a sense amongst clergy that the Church in Wales is ‘top-heavy’, with a high proportion of diocesan bishops to clergy/laiety compared to some large dioceses in the Church of England.\textsuperscript{481} For example, and by way of comparison, there are, at the time of writing, six diocesan bishops in the province of Wales, which has an average Sunday attendance (\text{aSa}) of 26,110.\textsuperscript{482} Meanwhile, the diocese of Oxford, where the \text{aSa} stands at 39,000, is served by one diocesan bishop, three area bishops, and eight assistant bishops.\textsuperscript{483} In some regards, the numbers are broadly similar. However, there is a difference. In the diocese of Oxford, (to a degree) the episcopacy of the diocesan is shared with their area and assistant bishops. The Church in Wales Review does make the case for fewer diocesan bishops, supported by a number of suffragans. Though this recommendation, like other aspects of the review, seems largely to be driven by practical factors, such as ‘savings of scale’, rather than by theology.\textsuperscript{484}

This thesis argues that the form of episcopal ministry which the Church in Wales Review envisages, that is, one which ‘shared’ between persons, would reflect more fully the corporate life of God, and the patterns of corporate ministry found in scripture. If the bench of bishops are to operate as a ‘domain of interdependence and cooperation’, their episcopacy needs to be shared: ‘It is clear from the NT and from developments in the apostolic age that ministry is corporate by definition. Therefore, it can be argued that a corporate episcopate at every level more truly represents the truth about the nature of ministry than the single bishop.’\textsuperscript{485} Indeed, in calling for new ‘more corporate’ styles of leadership, the report recognises the important role that the bishops will need to play in modelling these new patterns, in order that they may be reflected at parish level.\textsuperscript{486} If the ambitions of the report are to be realised, namely, that all forms of ministry might be collaborative, and that all the baptised might participate in shared patterns of ministry, then the bishops will need to ‘let
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people participate fully in [the] decision making process and then trust them to own and implement those decisions." As this thesis comes to consider the ministry of the baptised, and the implementation of ministry areas, it would argue that these endeavours will be pursued in vain if the recommendations made concerning episcopal ministry are not also addressed. There is an opportunity for the bishops to model shared ministry within their dioceses, as they encourage their clergy to share their ministry within their ministry areas:

Just as all orders of ministry exist as signs to the whole Church of the meaning of its ministry, so episcopal teamwork exists as a sign to clergy and laity of the meaning of shared ministry. The importance of this witness to the Church (and to the world) should never be underestimated.

**Recommendation II**

1) **The Governing Body should now seriously consider the recommendations made to reduce the number of dioceses, and diocesan bishops**

2) **Each diocesan bishop should appoint a suffragan/assistant bishop**

6.2.2. Ministry of the Baptised Community

Evangelise. Now this shouldn’t be such a dirty word for most Anglicans. If you like a book or a boutique hotel, you tell people about it, don’t you? Now let’s get you doing that with Jesus Christ.

The report, as this thesis has been outlining, calls for a much wider participation and inclusion of the whole people of God in the mission and ministry of the Church. In particular, it suggests that ‘there is a great desire amongst lay people in the Church in Wales to have their ministry affirmed and more greatly used.’ The report argues, therefore, that ‘lay people’ in particular will need to play a more participative role in the life of the church than they do at present if the Church is to realise and release its full potential, and to effectively communicate the Gospel to a contemporary Wales. Unfortunately, the report suggests whilst there is a great willingness and talent amongst the
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wider baptised community, that this ‘resource’ is largely ‘untapped’. Again, the report argues that is largely a consequence of the ‘over clericalised’ culture of the Church in Wales, which both fails to encourage and utilise the gifts of its worshiping communities:

One of the major impressions we have received is from trained lay people, Readers and others, who feel that though being trained and willing, they are simply not being properly used. At the same time we recognise there are lay people who do not want to be involved and who in consequence look to the clergy to do everything. The key point however that is there is talent and willingness amongst many lay people to be used more fully in the ministry of the church[...] we believe that the church can only continue into the future if it taps into this human resource.  

The releasing of this ‘human resource’ is of fundamental importance to the reports wider ambition in reimagining ministry in Wales, with the formation of Ministry Areas, which this thesis shall explore in the final section of this chapter. Ministry Areas will only succeed in drawing people into the Christian community if they can radically change their perspective of ministry ‘from parish to a much larger area, and from a single priest, to a team with different gifts.’ The report makes a number of recommendations to facilitate this broader participation in ministry, calling for a renewed focus on ‘lay training’, an effort to utilise ‘key lay persons’ in leadership roles, and a repurposed understanding of lay ministry. There have been some encouraging signs of progress in this regard. The formation of the St Padarn’s Institute has assisted the Church in Wales in realising its ambition to foster greater participation in ministry. For example, in 2018, there was an increase of 70% in those registered on a programme for disciples (those not preparing for licensed ministry).

However, once more report lacks any sense of the theological imperative. Instead, the case for new patterns of ministry is made from the basis that current patterns are viewed to be unsustainable. Regrettable, therefore, there is no acknowledgement or discussion about the ‘priestly vocation’ in which all believers share by virtue of their baptism. Further, there is no reflection on how the baptised community might minister ‘in the world’ and ‘beyond the church’ - the report focuses exclusively on licensed ministries, or formal roles which ‘lay persons’ might hold. Indeed, Jeremy Duff has argued: ‘The Church always runs the risk of acting as if the valued ministry of lay people is within the Church’s internal activities, as some form of authorised ministers. [The Church needs
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to avoid this trap, seeking to support lay people in their vocation in the world." The report falls into this trap.

This thesis argues that the Christian is invited to participate in the life of the revealed community of the trinity, which offers for the Church a pattern of relationship, both within and beyond her walls. The Church is a gathered community of persons in full communion of one-with-one-another and one-with-God. In baptism, persons enter this community, in which they are given ‘a new way of being in the world.’ LaCugna continues: ‘Putting on Christ in baptism becomes the authentic basis for a true communion among persons.’ In this regard, the task of releasing the full potential of what the report call ‘lay persons’ is, in fact, the task of enabling the whole baptised community to reclaim the identity they have already been given in baptism. However, the report simply notes: ‘we recognise there are lay people who do not want to be involved.’ This is alarming. There is a theological imperative for all baptised to ‘be involved’ in the mission and ministry of the Church: ‘lay persons do not belong to the Church; through baptism, they are the Church.’

The Christian vocation is one of proclamation, proclamation of being as much as anything else. The Christian is one who continues to encounter the risen Christ in the complexities of their own life, yet by their very being (their ontology) they are in Christ and thus take Christ with them wherever they go: ‘The church is to be a sign in the world of this new existence.’ This existence is a signpost to Christ, it is the purpose of the Church, it is the purpose of all Christians, and it is the heightened purpose, responsibility, and calling of the priest: ‘In baptism the Christian takes on the name of Jesus Christ as his or her own, and undertakes to live in persona Christi.’ The ultimate reality for the Christian, and thus the Church is to point to the one who died, is risen, and will return. In the words of Dietrich Bonhoeffer, ‘God wants to see human beings, not ghosts who shun the world.’

---
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This thesis believes that the Church in Wales might better release and engage the potential of its gathered communities if it can rediscover and reclaim a robust theology of universal priesthood, which is firmly rooted in the sacraments of baptism and confirmation. In this regard, terms such as ‘laity’ need also be reclaimed. First, as shares by virtue of baptism in the ‘priestly, prophetical, and kingly functions of Christ.’ Second, as persons with a particular vocation to ‘seek the kingdom of God by engaging in temporal affairs and by ordering them according to the plan of God.’ Too often, the term is used simply to distinguish between ‘ordained’ and ‘non-ordained’ persons. Following Zizioulas, this thesis argues that not only should this be resisted, but that it is, theologically speaking, wholly inaccurate: ‘In the first place, it must be stated emphatically, that there is no such thing as “non-ordained” persons in the Church’. Following Zizioulas, this thesis argues that the sacraments of baptism and confirmation may be understood as a type of ordination: ‘The theological significance of this lies in the fact that it reveals the nature of baptism and confirmation as being essentially an ordination, while it helps us understand better what ordination itself means.’ Here, Zizioulas presents the Church in Wales with a unique opportunity to reimagine the significance of confirmation, following the decision to admit all the baptised to holy communion. Candidates for confirmation should receive instruction, so that they might understand the sacrament of confirmation as the sacrament of mission. In this regard, the Church in Wales might reimagine confirmation as a kind of ordination, in which the bishop charges candidates with the duty of carrying on the apostolic mission. Such a move might help the laity to discover a renewed sense of value and purpose, and assist the Church in Wales in overcoming the perception of being too clerical. Pope Francis would urge the Church to ‘not see the laity as if they were members of a “second order”, at the service of the hierarchy and simple executors of higher orders, but as disciples of Christ who, by virtue of their Baptism and of their natural insertion “in the world”, are called to enliven every environment, every activity, every
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human relationship according to the spirit of the Gospel.’ Such a view is consistent with theology of the Trinity presented in this thesis, which has argued that there is no superiority of personhood: ‘there is no subordination of being within the triune God, nor, by extension, can there be difference of value of persons before God within the communion of the Church by virtue of our baptism in the triune name.’

**Recommendation III**

1) The Church in Wales should reclaim and celebrate a theology of the universal priesthood, and clergy should ensure that they instruct all candidates for baptism and confirmation of their imperative to share in the mission of the Church.

2) The Liturgical Commission should consider ways in which the sacrament of confirmation might be celebrated as a kind of ‘lay ordination’, at which members are charged to continue the apostolic mission.

3) The Church in Wales should distance itself from using the term ‘laity’ as a descriptor of ‘non-ordained’ persons.

6.2.3. Ministry Areas

The parish system, as originally set up, with a single priest serving a small community is no longer sustainable. It was put in place when people lived and worked in the same parish, when they did not travel except occasionally to the local market town and when it was assumed that church and nation were of one faith. All this has changed.

The review, in seeking to re-energise the Church in Wales, proposes a significant re-ordering of its ministerial structures; namely, the suspension of the historic parochial model, in favour of a new pattern of ministry which the review team term ‘Ministry Areas’. They suggest that each ‘Ministry Area’ would be formed of approximately twenty-five congregations or churches, be served by around three stipendiary clergy (one of whom would be designated team leader), with a wider team of non-stipendiary leaders (either ordained or a trained lay person) to be designated with a focal

---
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ministry for each congregation.\textsuperscript{511} They argue that the present pattern is unsustainable, and note that some clergy have the administrative oversight for as many as ten individually constituted parishes. Once more, at the heart of the review teams vision, there is a desire for the responsibility of the Church’s ministry to be shared among the whole baptised community. They are clear that those appointed to lead these newly formed Ministry Areas will need to hone an ability to work collaboratively.\textsuperscript{512} This is the key concept of Ministry Areas. That teams might be formed which can effectively reflect and serve a broader geographical area. These teams should enable specialisation in different types of ministry, and in particular, the report recommends nurturing the ministry of those with ‘specialist gifts for relating to those outside the church in new ways.’\textsuperscript{513}

It it worth noting that where other areas of the report have received little attention, for example, the recommendations concerning episcopal ministry, that there has been a hive of activity regarding the formation of Ministry Areas. Indeed, it is the only recommendation made in the review which has been formally followed up with a supplementary report, including a provincial framework, and presented to the Governing Body for approval.\textsuperscript{514} Further, it is the only recommendation which has been formally considered theologically. Despite, for example, the claim that Ministry Areas are being implemented because ‘we can no longer afford to pay for the number of clergy we have been used to’\textsuperscript{515}, there has been an effort to assert that this is ‘not an approach of last resort intended to reflect loss of members, clergy, wealth and confidence.’\textsuperscript{516} On the contrary, there has been some expression that Ministry Areas embody a theology of universal priesthood:

\begin{quote}
Ministry Areas recognise the ministry of all baptised Christians as the people of God. They also recognise that some will be called to certain ministries—some permanently and some for a period of time. We need to recognise the gifts God has given each person and use them in his service.

Ministry Areas are incarnational in that they are rooted in local communities with local leadership. They are apostolic in having leaders with responsibility for teaching, fostering vocations and empowering others for ministry. They are missional in seeking new opportunities for ministry and evangelism. They are prophetic in that they recognise the signs of the times and plan for the future.
\end{quote}
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They are visionary in that they require a new way of responding to God’s call to extend his Kingdom.\textsuperscript{517}

There is also evidence that the Church in Wales has begun to consider how the collaborative life of the Trinity might inform the collaborative life of Ministry Areas. Indeed, the Trinity is identified as a ‘key theological theme’ in a document prepared by Monmouth Diocese, though beyond this, there is very limited consideration of how the doctrine may influence and shape ministerial practice.\textsuperscript{518}

This thesis would argue that the lack of a fully worked and expressed theology of Ministry Areas, and a less than robust provincial framework, has inevitably led to a disparate implementation. This concern was raised in the report: ‘we believe it needs to be carried through systematically, across the whole church.’\textsuperscript{519} This has not been the case. For example, the Diocese of St Asaph has formed what they have chosen to call ‘Mission Areas’ from ‘the existing Deanery Structure.’ This is contrary to the review, which suggests that ‘Deaneries, as at present constituted, are not always a natural geographical unit.’\textsuperscript{520} The review calls for an imaginative approach, suggesting that Ministry Areas, if appropriate, might even cross existing diocesan boundaries, taking the catchment area of the local secondary school as a guide ‘to the kind of area which the church should regard as a natural areas for ministry.’\textsuperscript{521} Meanwhile, the Diocese of Monmouth (where the process of formation is still on going) is looking to establish several Ministry Areas within each Deanery, with a view to also preserving the existing Deanery structures, and with it, the office of the Area Dean. Again, this is contrary to the review: ‘With the establishment of Ministry Areas served by leadership teams the office of Area Dean should no longer exist.’\textsuperscript{522} Remarkably, in the case of these examples, the two dioceses have managed to interpret the recommendations both differently and inaccurately.

This thesis has argued with LaCugna that the Church has paid insufficient attention to the trinitarian character of God, especially in relation to its doctrine of the Church (ecclesiology). It shares the view offered in a report to the House of Bishops of the Church of England that this has
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had damaging consequences, ‘not least for the way in which ministry [...] [is] understood.’\textsuperscript{523} However, it has also sought to argue that the significant renaissance of trinitarian theology over the last few decades offers Church an opportunity to reenergise both its doctrine of God and its doctrine of the Church. In doing so, it is possible that the Church might restore the essential unity between these doctrines, recognising that ‘any theology of the Church must ultimately be rooted in the being and acts of God: the Church is first and foremost the people of God, brought into being by God, bound to God, for the glory of God.’\textsuperscript{524} LaCugna’s project restores this essential unity, and as such, her doctrine of God has the potential to assist the Church in Wales as it reconsiders its own ecclesiology, with the establishment of Ministry Areas. Something as significant as the future of ministry in Wales needs to be taken seriously, especially as the Church moves into its centenary year. Finally, therefore, this thesis moves to highlight some ways in which LaCugna’s doctrine of God might inform a future framework for Ministry Areas.

The Review Group express a clear commitment to unleashing the potential of the whole Church. In making the case for Ministry Areas, they argue that greater lay participation may assist the Church in shaking a perception that it is ‘top-heavy’ and ‘over clericalised’. However, if the Church is to be considered an ‘icon’, ‘pattern’, and ‘echo’ of the Trinity, then the ‘dynamic relatedness’ of its members should, to a greater or lesser extent, be an ‘icon’, ‘pattern’, and ‘echo’ of the ‘dynamic relatedness’ of Father, Son and Spirit: ‘To be baptised into the Church is to be baptised into a community of persons who mutually constitute one another through their dynamic relations with each other; individual members discover the identity through their membership of one another.’\textsuperscript{525} For LaCugna, the coequality of divine persons establishes a pattern for human relationships. There is no subordination between divine persons. By extension, there can be no difference of worth or value of persons before God:

\begin{quote}
Father, Son, and Spirit are coequal because they are the same thing, namely, God. No person is prior to another person, no person is the reason for another’s existence, and each person is equally interdependent on every other person. The divine persons are united by love, the prefect express of which is the Holy Spirit who is the bond of love between Father and Son. This is an attractive option for those whose full personhood as been diminished by patterns of hierarchy and inequality. It forcefully suggests that such patterns are ungodly, antithetical to trinitarian life.\textsuperscript{526}
\end{quote}
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This thesis believes that hallmarks which characterise the relationships between the divine persons should characterise the relationships of persons within the communion of the Church. This reciprocal pattern of relating as expressed by LaCugna, might support the Church in Wales with the implementation of Ministry Areas in two ways. Firstly, it promotes flourishing. At present, a culture persists which ‘means in practice […] that people look to the Bishops and clergy to take initiatives.’

If the Church is able to fully affirm the equal and intrinsic value of every person, it may just be able to release the creative energy of the whole baptised community. Secondly, it offers an imperative for all to participate and share in the ministry of the Church. The Church is not (and can never rightly be considered) an assembly of individuals. Through baptism, all Christians are grafted into communion with-God and with-one-another, and in this, they share in the commission to ‘be Christ to each other so that the kingdom of God is made present for the sake of the transformation of the world.’

Following LaCugna, whilst there may be no subordination between the divine persons, there is differentiation of function and relationship within the Trinity. LaCugna is clear that persons are unique and unrepeatable. LaCugna highlights the following propia in order to highlight Trinitarian self-differentiation as revealed in the economy of salvation: ‘The mission of the Son to become incarnate belongs properly to the Son as Son. The Spirit is the one sent to make the creature holy. Each of these is a propium, an identifying characteristic of a unique person, and as such cannot be appropriated. The Father’s role in sending the Son and Spirit belongs to the Father alone and cannot indifferently be appropriated to the Son or Spirit or to a generic Godhead.’

In the same way, therefore, whilst there should be no difference of value of persons before God, there can and should be a diversity of responsibilities and functions: ‘Incorporation into the very life of God enables the requires radical transformation of those initiated into the mystery of Christ so that the community of the baptised might respect the full humanity and diversity of gifts of all persons and in its common life become a more genuine “icon of the Trinity.”

Once more, the vision of the Review Group to establish team ministries, which invite persons to collaborate with one another, and offer their gifts and specialisms, can find a theological
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precedence in the triune life of God. It is fitting that persons within the corporate body of Christ take a diversity of functions. It is likewise fitting that some persons should be appointed to leadership. This view is shared by the Review Group, who argue that collaborative ministry does not mean that there should be a collapse of ordered functionality. ‘On the contrary’, they argue, ‘there should be a small designated leadership team and designated leader for each congregation.’

Lastly, it is important to remember that relationships are entirely relational and reciprocal within the Trinity: they are formed and constituted in perichōrēsis, in giving, and receiving. As previously argued, the obedience of the Son to the Father in the person of Jesus is an is an active submission of will, rather than an eternal passive reality. In other words, it is a freely given commitment. Likewise, the identity and role of the Father in the Trinitarian life is based upon the Son and the Spirit’s loving and free acceptance. LaCugna argues that the Church, which is to be considered an ‘icon of the Trinity’, should be characterised by equality and freedom. Relationships within the Church should reflect the dynamics of Trinitarian life, and as such, they should by mutual and reciprocal. Following Guroian, LaCugna argues that relationships of accountability and obedience between members of the Church may properly exist — so long as they mirror the practice of the free relationships of mutual giving and receiving which characterise trinitarian relationships:

The equality of such a communion, however, escapes being an impersonal equality of interchangeable participants because it does not exclude a hierarchy. Imaging the trinitarian life of Father, Son and Holy Spirit, the conciliar life of the Church is hierarchical. Yet the hierarchy is not one of subordination (i.e., submission to an impersonal order). Rather, it is one of obedience founded in a free, loving, and perfectly communicative relationship among unique persons, equal in the fullness of their humanity, yet due a freely offered obedience according to the special gifts which they bring to the common life.

Recommendation IV

1) The Doctrine Commission of the Church in Wales should prepare a Provincial Theological Framework on Ministry Areas which could be presented to the Governing Body for approval.

2) A concerted effort should be made to ensure that the implementation of Ministry Areas is carried through systematically throughout the Province. Dioceses must be careful that this process does simply conclude with ‘rebranded’ deaneries.
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Conceived in this light, Ministry Areas should offer nothing less than an opportunity for the whole baptised community, both lay and ordained, to share and collaborate fully in the ministry of the Church. They should offer new and exciting possibilities, releasing the potential of a largely untapped human resource. That is, the worshipping communities in our parishes. This must mean that those other than the clergy are encouraged, prepared, and commissioned to take responsibilities for the life and ministry of their local church. The limited and reducing number of clergy clearly presents a challenge to Ministry Area Leaders, who are largely attempting to maintain patterns of worship which are becoming increasingly unsustainable. That is, the offering of the Eucharist in every parish, Sunday by Sunday. Of course, this picture offers the Church in Wales an opportunity to be creative in its response - to consider new ways of maintaining a pattern of worship - to release the talents and energy of willing lay persons to lead non-Eucharistic services.

Sadly, however, in most cases this has led to an increased demand being placed on non-stipendiary clergy to ‘fill the gaps’ in order to ensure that a Eucharist can be celebrated. This is not to diminish in anyway the important of the Eucharist. The Eucharist has rightly been at the heart of the worshipping life of the Church in Wales. However, the review rightly acknowledges that ‘there is large and significant culture outside the church at the moment for whom present church services mean almost nothing.’ If the Church is to release the potential of the wider baptised community, setting them to the task of mission in their places of residence, work, and so on, it must find ways to release their potential within the life of the local church. If the Church in Wales is to break free from the perception that ‘it is all about the clergy’ and ‘Father knows best’, ministry needs to be shared, and it needs to be shared visibly.

Recommendation V

1) As Ministry Areas are formed, there should be at least one trained lay worship leader appointed to each leadership team.

---
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LaCugna has set the agenda of trinitarian dialogue within the life of Church. Her voice stands as one which has significantly contributed to the rediscovery of trinitarian thought, and the inherently practical nature of God’s triune life. Her thesis, that God’s life should set the agenda for the Christian life, has become a catalyst for increased reflection within the Church on how the doctrine of the Trinity should inform her ordered life. This chapter has argued, therefore, that LaCugna has succeeded in her ambition to offer a doctrine of God which can properly be a source of reflection for the communitarian life of the Church. For example, this chapter demonstrated (albeit briefly) the influence of LaCugna’s project in a report by the House of Bishops of the Church of England concerning lay presidency. LaCugna’s project still has the potential to be a significant and influencing voice today. As the Church continues to respond to a changing cultural landscape, new patterns of collaborative ministry are emerging. These patterns often express a desire to rediscover something of the trinitarian character of ministry. In this chapter, I have argued that this is true for the Church in Wales, who, in her centenary year is seeking to establish new patterns of ministry in light of the so-called ‘2020 Vision’. I highlighted three areas of focus from the Church in Wales Review 2012, demonstrating how LaCugna’s voice might reinvigorate debate and inform practice within the Province.

Firstly, reflecting on the ministry of bishops, I have argued that the triune life of God offers the proper basis for mutuality among persons. The triune life of God offers no theological justification for clerical privilege, or for a hierarchy among persons. On the contrary, episcopal ministry should reflect the corporate life of God, modelling the corporate patterns of ministry found in scripture. I have argued that episcopal ministry should be of the kind which releases the creative energy of others, and advocate for formal provision to be made for those of differing theological persuasions. Further, I have suggested that the present model of episcopal ministry in Wales (namely one-bishop-one-diocese) has led to a pervading culture of deference. The bishops should model patterns of shared ministry as they lead their clergy away from the one-priest-one-parish model of ministry.

Secondly, this chapter has argued that the Christian is caught up in the life of the triune God by virtue of baptism, through which, the Christian is charged with a new way of being in the world. As such, there is a theological imperative for all of the baptised to be involved in the mission and ministry of the Church. I have argued that terms such as ‘laity’ need to be reclaimed, suggesting that
the use of the word simply mean ‘non-ordained’ can lead to a kind of class system within the Church. Thirdly, this chapter has argued that Ministry Areas offer the Church in Wales nothing less than an opportunity to release the whole baptised community, both lay and ordained, to participate fully in the Church’s mission and ministry. Ministry Areas, firmly rooted in corporate life of God, offer fresh and exciting possibilities, unlocking the potential of a human resource that is currently untapped.

This chapter, therefore, arguably represents the most significant contribution of this thesis. It attempts to offer an original contribution to knowledge in its reflection on the changing patterns of ministry in the Church in Wales, in light of my own consideration of LaCugna’s social doctrine of God. In this regard, it represents the first sustained attempt to engage critically and theologically with the recommendations made in the Church in Wales Review 2012. It is hoped that this project might, in some small way, assist the Church in Wales in her endeavour to become more fully an icon of the trinity. Finally, this chapter aspires to be of value to the wider Church. In making an application of LaCugna’s social doctrine of God (which does not seek to specify any precise form of ecclesial governance) the principles offered in this project may speak equally to non-episcopally governed ecclesial commumions, as well as to those which are episcopally led. All of that said, in seeking to identify my own contribution, a cautionary word from Bonhoeffer to all those (both writer and reader) who engage in the task of ecclesiology:

Innumerable times a whole Christian community has broken down because it had sprung up from a wish dream. The serious Christian, set down for the first time in a Christian community, is likely to bring with him a very definite idea of what Christian life together should be and to try to realise it. But God’s grace speedily shatters such dreams.539
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Conclusion

The purpose of this thesis has been to explore and analyse LaCugna’s contribution to the shaping and informing of emerging Trinitarian ecclesiologies within the life of the Church. The exploration has not aimed to set out any concrete forms such a Trinitarian ecclesiology might take. The focus has rather been on LaCugna’s efforts to give a theological rationale for such an ecclesiology, and to provide a critical framework for reflecting on existing forms and structures of church governance. This research has noted the potential of LaCugna’s project for this new theological rationale with the increase in the wider trend of debate about ecclesiological concerns. However, it was also plain that LaCugna began to take up these concerns early and advocated the renewal of Trinitarian reflection before it was as widely promoted in various areas of concern as it is today. In this regard, it has been said that her work largely set the standard and parameters for Trinitarian debate (see chapter six).

Our consideration led us to observe that a Trinitarian ecclesiology was not explicitly defined by LaCugna, except that it needs to ‘manifest the nature of God’. The survey of her wider theology suggested a broader, yet still simple description of the Church: since the members of the church exist ‘perichoretically’ together, the church is an icon of the Trinity in mutual giving and receiving, without separation or subordination or division. It was one that reassessed God’s life with us and our life with God, and offered the framework through which we might reimagine our relationships with one another.

This research has treated LaCugna’s work in a largely systematic way, not because it incorporates all of her work but in that it moves through much of her main areas of focus to gather themes for analysis by this thesis. The themes were selected on the basis of their potential to construct a theological framework that would help us facilitate a reflection on emerging Trinitarian ecclesiologies. They were addressed primarily with this purpose in mind, rather than addressing controversial problems related to the doctrine of the Trinity. The structure of the thesis followed LaCugna’s view of the doctrine’s development, moving from the ‘recession’ of Trinitarian thought in the scholastic period to a ‘recovery’ in the late twentieth century, before proceeding to consider the implications of LaCugna’s doctrine of God.

---

LaCugna’s prolific writing career was tragically cut short when she died from cancer in 1997 at the age of 44. Debate and analysis of her research continues, and this thesis is but one contribution to that ongoing conversation. Each discussion has offered an in-depth treatment of LaCugna’s work, followed by through analysis of its strengths and weaknesses. This thesis has made careful use of secondary literature, especially those commentators who were concerned with LaCugna’s passion for ecclesiological questions. It also identified aspects of her research which were an aid to discussions concerning a Trinitarian ecclesiology which she herself did not explicitly discuss in relation to this subject.

The adopted approach was constructive for several reasons. Tracing the ‘recession’ and ‘recovery’ of Trinitarian thought was a helpful benchmark in that it focused our attention on LaCugna’s primary purpose of restoring the relationship between oikonomia and theologia: ‘[The] doctrine succeeds when it illumines God’s nearness to us in Christ and the Spirit.’ The systematic attention to LaCugna’s work, namely her understanding of doxology as the ‘mode and facilitator’ of theology revealed the consistency of her thought. The scriptural scrutiny of LaCugna’s doctrine of God added weight to her arguments, revealing their deep foundation, and provided the opportunity to consider the breadth of her thought. This exploration was particularly productive, and has allowed the project to be practically orientated. Considering the development of social construals of the Trinity has allowed this thesis to address certain possible criticisms of this position. For example, the apparent disconnect between the coequality of persons in God’s immanent life, and the subordination of the Son to the Father in the economy of the salvation. This study has allowed a theological framework to emerge for ecclesiological reflection from LaCugna’s work, as it revealed that she incorporated a theology of relationship into her theology of the Trinity: ‘Trinitarian theology could be described as par excellence a theology of relationship.’

The first two chapters commenced this thesis with an account of LaCugna’s sense of the ‘recession’ and ‘recovery’ of the doctrine of the Trinity. LaCugna made two observations which contextualised the conceptual climate which she and other social trinitarians inhabited in the late
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twentieth century. Firstly, LaCugna discredited Aquinas and his Neoscholastic interpreters, whom, she argued, interpreted the doctrine of the Trinity in a largely theoretical and abstract manner. Secondly, LaCugna sought to enrich the church's tradition in commending Rahner’s ressourcement (‘a return to the sources’) of Cappadocian thought. In the late nineteenth and first half of the twentieth century (especially after 1879 when Pope Leo XIII issued the encyclical Aeterni Patris), Roman Catholic thought was dominated by neo-scholastic thinking. This relied on a strict commitment to the thinking, practices and values of Thomas Aquinas, in reaction to modernist theology. This context undoubtedly shaped LaCugna’s understanding. Juguilon argues, ‘LaCugna is a post-Vatican II, post-Rahnerian, American Catholic feminist theologian writing in the time of Pope John Paul II.’ In this regard, LaCugna counterbalanced ‘the uniformity of identity’ prevalent in the Church in this period.

Chapter three then moved to LaCugna’s reconceptualisation of the paradigm of the ‘economic’ and ‘immanent’ Trinity, which had been the predominant framework for Trinitarian theology following Rahner’s seminal axiom. LaCugna’s unique and significant contribution to the literature was her ressourcement of the tradition, which led to her proposed patristic distinction of oikonomia and theologia as an alternative and altogether better framework. She argued that the renewal of the doctrine depended on the inseparability of oikonomia and theologia — of soteriology and theology — and this led to her the formulation of theology in the mode of doxology. Theology in the mode of doxology maintains the unity between oikonomia and theologia, and is basis of LaCugna’s relational ontology. The fabric of God’s life is doxological, and doxology actualises our relationship with-God and with-one-another. This understanding underpins LaCugna’s conviction that the doctrine of the Trinity is eminently practical with radical consequences for Christian life: ‘Trinitarian theology is inherently doxological. Its goal is to understand something of what it means to both confess and live out faith in the God of Jesus Christ.’

Following our consideration of LaCugna’s conceptual context, chapter four offered a response to the accusation that social trinitarian thought lacks scriptural rigour, or worse, causes a separation between oikonomia and God’s revealed life in scripture. God’s life with us in salvation

547 Juguilon, ‘The Relational Ontology of Augustine’s and LaCugna’s Trinity’, p. 84.
548 LaCugna, God for Us, p. 368.
history is revealed in scripture, and therefore, scripture bears witness to the economic activity of
God. This chapter argued for the priority of scripture as a normative voice for the Church and her
theology. It has offered a scriptural defence of the LaCugna’s presentation of God’s co-eternal, co-
equal, and co-collaborative life, operating without subordination or hierarchy. Following Baillie, I
proposed that the ‘paradox of grace’ enables us to widen the lens on that which constitutes the
economic activity of Son. God’s revelation to us regarding the activity of the Son within the
economic Trinity reaches far beyond a single moment in history. This chapter engaged the
contribution of secondary authors, many of whom have argued that such claims conflict with the
economy. Their contribution has enriched this research, and their points of conjecture have been
probed.

Chapter five investigated a further aspect of God’s life for us in LaCugna’s work, namely the
divine invitation to participate in trinitarian perichôrêsis. The perichoretic purposes of God’s
relationship with us reflected the heights to which this bond reaches. The Trinitarian openness to
brining the whole human community into a common life gives such relationships a mark of
authenticity. God’s life for us is not simply a matter observation. LaCugna’s subsequent conclusion
from this openness was that intradivine perichôrêsis is the idea pattern and configuration for the
human community. This description of God’s perichoretic has been shown to be consonant with
God’s dialogical and invitational life with us in salvation history, as revealed in scripture. Beginning
with God’s invitation to Adam to take participate in the creative process, naming creatures and
selecting a partner, it culminates in the most majestic gesture of human-divine interaction, when
Mary gives her consent to participate in the redemptive process. This, building on earlier chapters,
continues to expand the basis that God’s triune life offers a pattern for the human community to
mirror, and as such, the proper source for reflecting on the Church and her common life.

Having completed the overview of the development of LaCugna’s social doctrine of God,
the discussion could move in chapter six to consider the value of LaCugna’s project for the Church.
It was shown that there persists a desire to respond changing cultural landscapes by rediscovering
something of the trinitarian character of ministry. LaCugna has already proven herself to be a
significant and influencing voice in this regard. In this chapter, three themes that emerged from the
Church in Wales Review (2012) provided an opportunity for further reflection in light of the
developed critical framework. First, God’s triune life provides no excuse for clerical supremacy, or
for a hierarchy between persons. Episcopal ministry should reflect God’s corporate life, and model
to the Church the corporate patterns of ministry. The Church in Wales should now seek to make
progress with the recommendation made in the review, which, concerning the ministry of bishops, have hitherto been neglected. Further recommendations were offered, such as making provision for traditionalists, and the appointing of suffragans. Second, God’s life \textit{for us} and our life \textit{with God} offers a theological imperative for universal participation in the Church’s mission and ministry. The Church in Wales should consider reclaiming terms such as ‘laity’, and find ways to celebrate a sense of the priesthood in which all share by virtue of baptism. Finally, Ministry Areas offer fresh possibilities for the Church in Wales to engage the whole baptised community in mission.

In this regard, chapter six has arguably offered the most significant and original contribution to knowledge. The application of LaCugna’s project to this particular context is unique. It represents a continuation of her thought, and seeks to aid her ambition of ensuring that the doctrine of the Trinity remains relevant for every aspect of the Christian life. In doing so, it has aspired to bring her work to fore, making the case for its value for the Church today. The application of LaCugna’s critical framework made in this thesis has offered but one example of how her project may continue to inform and shape ongoing developments in ecclesiology in other ecclesial communions.\footnote{Alan Torrance has argued that ‘the potential of LaCugna’s book for theological and ecumenical discussion is simply immense.’ See, Alan Torrance, ‘The Ecumenical Implications of Catherine Mowry LaCugna’s Trinitarian Theology’, \textit{Horizons} 27/2 (2000), pp. 347-353.}

Given this significant contribution, it is somewhat surprising that LaCugna’s work has largely been undervalued and ignored within her own ecclesial communion, that is, the Roman Catholic Church. LaCugna’s seminal publication \textit{God for Us} has attracted wide acclaim. Elizabeth Groppe has argued that it has ‘proven to be a landmark work in the ongoing revitalisation of trinitarian theology.’\footnote{Groppe, ‘Catherine Mowry LaCugna’s contribution to Trinitarian Theology’, p. 730.} According to Michael Downey, her work ‘did more, perhaps, to stimulate thinking and discussion about the doctrine of the Trinity […] than any theological work since Karl Rahner’s \textit{The Trinity}.’\footnote{Michael Downey, \textit{Altogether Gift: A Trinitarian Spirituality} (New York: Orbis, 2000), p. 12.} Alan Torrance once described LaCugna as ‘a prophetic theologian ahead of her time.’\footnote{Torrance, ‘The Ecumenical Implications of Catherine Mowry LaCugna’s Trinitarian Theology’, p. 347.} Further, Marmion has suggested that LaCugna was ‘a pioneer’ in the renewal of trinitarian thought.\footnote{Marmion, ‘Trinity and Salvation: A Dialogue with Catherine LaCugna’, p. 115.} Despite such wide acclaim, her name is either notably absent or merely a footnote number in some Catholic encyclopedia which seek to offer a record of the contributions...
made to particular aspects of theology by significant catholic theologians.\textsuperscript{554} I share the view that the significance of LaCugna’s insights have hitherto not been afforded sufficient appreciation.\textsuperscript{555}

This thesis has offered something of a remedy to this unfortunate reality. It has offered its own unique contribution, which, far from being exhaustive, has celebrated the potential of LaCugna’s social doctrine of God. It has made an addition to the ongoing consideration of her work. The conversation is just beginning. There is, of course, much more that can still be done. Perhaps an obvious avenue for further study, will be the extent to which LaCugna’s social doctrine of God offers a suitable critical framework for reflection on the present and emerging ecclesiological issues within the Roman Catholic Church. Much work could be done to reclaim her voice from within the Church to which she belonged. And so one final word, if readers turn once more to LaCugna’s own work for further consideration, this project will have been worthwhile.


\textsuperscript{555} Torrance, ‘The Ecumenical Implications of Catherine Mowry LaCugna’s Trinitarian Theology’, p. 347.
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